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1. MAIN FOCI OF ETEPA? 

The acronym ETEPAP stands for The Company For The Sil~port of 

Production Initiatives Of Younger People • 

1.1. The Definitio~ of ETEPAP 

ETEPAP is a special credit i~stitution whose pu~pose is to 

proraote the orga~iz~tion of new s~all- and mediu=-sized 

enterprises (i.e., productive investment projec~s) undertake~ 

by groups underrepresented in decision-rn~king roles within 

the economy. ETEPAP is oriented by the principles of 

Active ~emocratic Plan~~f!g and Iraple~entation. 

1.2. The Objectives of ETEPAP 

1.2.1. Pri~ary Objective 

The primary objective of ETEPAP is the star7--up and 

successful operatic~ of viable ne~ s~all- a~l mediuw-

sized enterprises by entrepre~eurially orie~~ed members 

of the Target populations (TPs). The TPs are: 

(1) youth; 

(2) wor.len; 

(3) returning eu.igrants; and 

(L) younge~ engineers, scientists, tachuic~l a~d cxpsrie~~~d 

busina=s perso~z. This group is abbre7iated a~ 

'you~ger engi~~ers' in the tex~. 
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1.2.2. Secondary Objectives 

1.2.2.1. Regional Objectives 

A secondary objective and one related to the 

choice of several of the target populations (i.e •• 

youth. women. and possibly returning emigrants) is 

the promotion of entrepren~urship and new enterprises 

in the second and third rank cities of the nation 

and their rural hinterlands. ETEPAP. however. is 

not a growth pole approach to development. 

1.2.2.2. Employment 

A secondary objective is the stimulation of employment 

opportunities. particularly away from the major 

urban centers. 

1.2.J. Lower Order Objectives 

1.2.J.1. Restructuring 

ETEPAP should aid in the restructuring of national 

industry from both a regional and sectoral point

of-view. 

1.2.J.2. Investment Climate 

ETEPAP should help to create a more hospitable climate 

for investment from any source •. 
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2. A SUGGESTED STRATEGY FOR ETEPAP 

There are four elements ~o ETEPAP's .strategy for new entrepren

eurs and new enterprises. 

2.1. Breaking Financial and Institutional Barriers to the Creation 

of New Enterprises 

ETEPAP, as a special credit institution -- a form of invest

ment bank, will have the powers and the capacity to break 

the existing financial and institutional constraints hamp

ering the movement from productive investment project ideas 

to viable new small- and medium-sized enterprises. ETEPAP 

will take equity positions in the new enterprises providing 

sufficient capital to ensure their qualificatio4 for invest

ment incentives under Lav 1262i1982 as amended. Subsequently, 

ETEPAP will sell its equity and transfer its portion of the 

investment incentives to the new entrepreneurs, replP.nishing 

its own funds. ETEPAP 1 s capital is targeted at 500 million 

drachmas for its initial operating period. 

2.2. Developing New Entrepreneurs 

ETEPAP will develop procedures (Target Population Program 

Modules: TPPMs) to_identify, train and .support entrepreneuria:ly 

oriented members of the Target Populations. Since the TPs 

vary significantly in terms ~r sex, age, work experience, 

own resources, knowledge of business opportunities, education~l 

background, ability to relocate and other significant factors, 

ETEPAP will have tv design some TPPMs for the specific needs 

of each TP. 

2.). Concentration on Smaller Cities and Th~ir Rural Hinterland~ 

Focusing on the second and third ran~ cities and their rural 

hinterlands requires a knowledge of regional potentials. 
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This analysis requires a statistical database, a method 

of comparing the level and trajectory cf development of 

the regions, and on-the-srot investigation of the current 

situation. The level of analysis will be the Nomos (Prefecture) 

and the Demos (Municipality}. Some material will be 

aggregated at the level of the Periferia (a group vf Nomoi). 

There are 51 Nomoi and 13 Periferia •. 

2.4. Pilot Testing of ETEPAP's Programs 

The requirement to coordinate financial, institutional, 

entrepreneurial and regional analysis in support of the 

efforts of the TPs suggests the necessity of testing ETEPAP 

in several Nomoi before launching a national campaign. 

ETEPAP should choose those Nomoi that have the highest 

probability of usefully absorbing its programs consistent 

with its stated objectives. 
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TARGET POPULATION DEFICIENCIES 

The Target Populations have very disparate characteristics, but 

some deficiencies in common. Many of the activities of ETEPAP, 

discussed in detail in section 5 below, are designed to reduce 

the effect of . these common deficiencies. However, each 

ETEPAP TP program will have to define the relevant characteristics 

of its TP ia order to_ develop that TPs strengths and ameliorate 

l~~ weaknesses. ~Indivdual variation within a TP will also 

require attention. 

J.1. Negativ.e Characteristics of Target Populations 

From the point-of-view of negative characteristics, both 

youth and women are likely to have significantly greater initial 

disadvantages than some returning emigrants or younger 

engineers. A recent analysis emphasizi~3 the need for 

support structures for those seeking to start new small-scale 

local enterprises in France listed the following deficiencies 

that need to be overcome: (P. Kuentsler, International 

Labor Review, March-April 1984) 

(1) the cultural gap between them (the TPs) and decision

makers in institutions such as public offices and ban~s; 

(2) their lack of self-confidence and of credibility among 

the officials with whom they have to deal; 

(3) their psychological and social isolation, especially 

if they have been unemployed for some time (or have 

never been employed); 

(4) the difficulty of finding and putting together the 

information they need, especially since it is often 

widely dispersed; 
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(5) their lack of resources, especially financial resources 

in the early stages of their own efforts: 

(6) ignorance or a false view of the market and/or their 

own capabilities: 

(7) insufficient awareness of t~e need for suitable 

management techniques: 

(8) ignorance of commercial procedures. 

3.2. Preliminary Listing of Individual Target Pooulation 

Characteristics 

Using the c~aractdristics of section J.1. above and others 

associated with potential enterprise success, Table 1 provides 

a preliminary assignment by Target Population. Particular 

entrepreneurial characteristics such as risk-taking, leadership, 

and the Sc"humpeterian desire to c~mbine resources in new 

and progressive ways are not discussed in this report due 

to lack of data. It is assumed that all T?s have members 

with an entrepreneurial bent, and that they exist in sufficient 

numbers so that ETEPAP will not lack potential new entrepreneurs. 

UNIDO's European Regional Program in Entrepreneurship 

Development will utilize cross-cultural psychological testing 

for possession of characteristics associated with entrepren

eurial activi~y. This has been included as one of the 

activities prcposed for ETEPA?. 



TABLE 1: Enterprise ·Creation -- Selected Characteristics of T~rget ]opulations 

• Possesses Desired Characteristic 
- Lacks Desired Characteristic 
? Hay or May Not Possess Desired Characteristic 

I. General Characteristice 
1. Are part of or are easily assimilable into 

the d,minant cultural group 
2. Are self-confident 
J. lluve an accurate picture of their own 

capabilities 

II. Enterprise Associated Characteristics 
1. llave/iH,,lH!er~nancial and/o~ real to use as 

•own• capital or collateral 
2. llave credibility ae potential borrowers of 

f\ nance capital 
J. llnve (potentially) viable investment project ideas 
4. Have knowledge of business and technical inform

ation sources and their location 
5. llave a clear understandine of markets 
6. llave knowledge of commercial procedures 

Youth 

? 

Target Populations 

Women 

. ? 

Returning 
Emigrants 

? 

? 

? + 

? 

? + 

, 

Younger 
Engineers 

+ 
+ 

? 

+ 
+ 

+ 
? 

? 

I 

"" I 



TABLE 1: Continued 

Target PQ_Rulations 
Returning Younger 

Youth Women Emigrants . Engineers 

7. Are aware of the necessity for suitable 

management technique - .. ? ? 

8. llu.ve some (potentially) usable workplace skills - - + + 

9. Have some managerial experience - - ? ? 

10. !lave the ability to undertake a Feasibility 
~tudy tor an investment project - - - + 

t 1. Have locational mobility* - - ? + + 

• Youth and women are assumed to dev~lop ·projects in their own areas. Returning emigrants ~learly 

l1ave mobility. Those who have already returned may not. 

CCI 
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J.J. Targ~t Population Program Modules (TPPMs) 

The p~ogram for each Target Population is composed of 

modules which are discussed as the substantive (non-adminis

trative) activities of ETEPAP in sections 4. and 5. below. 

Each activity for a specific TP constitutes a module and 

the entire range of activities (or modules) constitutes a 

TP program. The modules may be identical across two or 

more TPs or they may differ for every TP. Theoretically, 

tor each activity there could be a maximum of four modules, 

one for each TP, and a minimum of one module serving all 

the TP;. The aim here is to reduce ETEPAP's costs and in

crease i~s· effectiveness by carefully singling out those 

TPs requiring their own module for a specific activity in 

order to overcome a deficiency or develop a strength. The 

other modules can then be utilized for several or all the 

TPs without differentiation. A separate report will deal 

with the pilot program for ETEPAP. 
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4. ACTIVITIES OF ETEPAP: RESPONSIBILITIES FOR DEVELOPMENT AND 

IM?LEMENTJl.TION 

Most of the activities of ETEPAP are associated with the programs 

for each of the Target populations (see section 3 above). To 

achieve eco~omies in dosts and increase effectiveness each 

activity, other than administrat~ve ones, is considered as a 

Target Population Program Module. An activity needs to be 

analyzed in two dimensions. The first is wn~ther or not ETEPAP 

should undertake the activity itself or share responsibility 

with others. The second is the degree to which TPPMs can be 

shared across Target Populations. Both dimensions are aimed 

at concentrating ETEPAP's efforts on those activities which are 

crucial to the overall success of the program and limiting its 

own staff size while utilizing (free ~r on a paid basis) the 

services and support of other public and private institutions, 

organizations, companies and individuals at national, regional 

and local levels. This section develops the principles under which 

ETEPAP should or should not ·undertake an activity itself. The 

proposed activity set for ETEPAP consists of the following: 

(1) the creation of an institutional environment conducive to 

entrepreneurship and new enterprise development; 

(2) outreach programs for target populations; 

(3) entrepreneurship development through identification and 

training of entrepreneurially oriented individuals and 

groups from the target populations; 

(4) developing investment project ideas; 

(5) appraisal of inveat~ent project ideas; 
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(6) preparing feasibility studies suitable for a project 

implementation decision; 

(7) financial packages for new enterprises and new entrepreneurs; 

(8) programs to implement investment projects; 

(9) programs to provide continuing advice and assistance during 

project start-up and continuing operations; 

(10) development of regional data and databases to assist in the 

promotion of ETEPAP's programs; 

(11) development of local support groups in the Nomoi (Prefectures~; 

(12} development of the pilot program for ETEPAP; and 

(13) evaluation of ETEPAP's activities. 

In terms of precedence in time, activities are first developed 

and then implemented. Either of these aspects of an activity 

can be undertaken independently by ETEPAP, given completely 

to others or developed as a joint exercis~. Whether workee o~t 

independently or jointly, some activit1 ievelopment and/or 

implementation is important because it is an express~on of 

ETEPAP's basic responsibilities. These are called 'core' 

responsbilities. 

4.1. Responsibility for ETEPAP Activities 

Th~ range of activities for ETEPAP is very broad and it is 

far from desirable that this new company try to provide them 

all with its own staff. A po~sible separation of activities 

involves a dual classification: activities can be :lassi!ied 
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according to who develops them and •ho implements them. 

These categories can be further assessed according to whether 

ETEPAP needs to take the leading role -- a 'core' responsibilit7, 

whether ETEPAP has 'supervisory and coordination' functions 

only, or whether it is to be undertaken by others -- a 'non-core' 

responsibility. This separation recognizes that there are 

other organizations which have responsibilities and powers 

in the t:ame areas as ETEPAP, and that they may provide either 

free or for a fee certain services to ETEPAP. It also recognizes 

that for certain 'core' activities ETEPAP may cooperate with 

others in development and/or implementation. 

4.1.1. Development vs Imnlementation or Activities 

In some ways the choice of development vs implementation 

is part or an effort to introduce the ~oncept or the corpora~~ 

'make or buy' decision to the planning of ETEPAP's mode 

of operation. The other part is the core and non-core 

distinction. The fundamental idea is to determine whetrer 

the company can more cheaply ar.d ~ithout any loss in 

efficiency (in its broader sense) pe~form the activity 

itself -- make the product or service -- or obtain it 

on better and more profita~le ter~s from others. Since 

this is the kind of decisior, ~hat will erise often in 

the analysis of new enterprises to be promoted, ETEPA? 

itself should be sensitive to this choice. 
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4.1.1.1. Making Efficient Use of ETEPAP's Funds: The Issue 

of Starr Size 

ETEPAP will be capitalized with 500 million 

drachmas. ?his is not an overly large sum consideri~~ 

that ETEPAP will act as a special credit institution 

in accord with its other activities. This report 

assumes that ETEPAP should start with a· relatively 

small staff consistent with its 'core' and 'super

visory and coordination' ~asks·while cooperating 

with or subcontracting to others. There are five 

reasons for this assumption. 

(1) A large staff would commit too much of ETEPAP's 

funds to fixed internal expenditure instead of 

being able to adjust spending according to the 

actual needs of the TPs. 

(2) Experienced and capable personnel in ETEPAP's 

area are in very short supply in Greece. They 

are difficult to locate, difficult to entice 

away to a new institut~on and expensive. It 

is much easier to subcontract work to them 

directly or to their companies. 

(3) An attempt to fulfill all of ETEPAP 1 s activities 

with its own staff will result in a lengthy 

delay until personnel are hired, organized, 

supplied with the necessary infrastructure for 

their jobs and oriented to the fulfillment of 

their tasks. 
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(4) By subcontracting or cooperating with others 

ETEPAP has the possibility of developing fruitful 

relationships with other developmental institutions. 

(5) The suggested arrangement will, very importantly, 

economize on the ti~e spen~ by ETEPAP's own 

management in the creation of the institution. 

More time will be available for substantive 

issues. 

4.1.1.2. Development of Activ~tie~ 

ETEPAP needs to develop all of its activities. It 

is unlikely that this work can be given to others 

without a significant loss of control over the 

substantive content of EfEPAP's programs. In some 

instances ETEPAP will cooperate with others when 

there is an overlap of responsibilities or complex 

arrangements are required. Development involves 

determining which activities are necessary, thinking 

through what is required for a particular activity, 

envisioning its mode of operation and intended results, 

budgeting, making all the arrangements for the 

realizatio~ of the activity, and making provision for 

activity evaluation. 

4. 1 • 1 • 3. Imolemen te ti on of Ac· ;i vi ties 

Once it has done the development work, ETEPAP 

management will be :n a position to anlayze more 

carefully its own 'make or buy' decisions. This 

report p~oposes that a major effort be made to 

'buy' rath~r than ·~ake' activities in order to both 
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conserve funds and provide services more efficiently. 

This judgement is based on mor~ than the issues of 

staff size a~ discussed in section 4.1.1.1. above. 

It takes a long time to develop the kind of in-house 

organizat;onal expertise required for the technical. 

economic and financial analysis of new projects and 

new entrepreneurs. As a new special credit institution 

ETEPAP will be under great pressure to produce some 

results quickly. Unless it develops subcontractir.g 

relations, it will be difficult to move forward at 

a reasonable pace. ETEPAP also needs to recognize 

that many consultants in Greece are not at a level 

high enough to meet EC standards. ETEPAP will have 

to shop carefully for its subcontractors. 

4.1.2. Core. Su?~rvisory and Coordination, and Non-Core 

Responsibilities 

Table 2, below, contains the suggested list of ETEPA?'s 

activities, subdivided according to activity develop~ent 

vs impLementation on one hand, and according to whether 

they are core, supervisory and coordination, and non-core 

on the other. 

4.1.2.1. Core Responsibilities 

Core responsibilities consist of those that ETEPAP 

must itself meet in order to be an effective organ

ization. These cannot be fully subcontracted as 

they are not directly available from others in a 

~oable form. Alternatively, it would take so lcr.g 

to inform others of the requisites for the particular 
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activity that it vould be less time consuming to 

undertake it in-h~use. Others, ~hough, may have 

the same general responsibilities, e.g., project 

evaluation and financing, s~all and medium enter

prises, etc. which naturally leads to cooperation. 

ETEPAP must have sufficient staff to meet its core 

responsibilities. 

4.1.2.2. Supervisory and Coordination Resuonsibilities 

Soae activities, undertaken b7 others either separately 

or cooperatively, will require supervision and/or 

coordination from ETEPAP. In many instances where 

there is governm~ntal statutory responsibility for 

a given activity, e.g. incentive approvals for projects, 

ETEPAP will have to coordinate for its TPs. Where 

ETEPAP is the subcontracting company or where ETEPAP 

is trying to develop local support groups, supervision 

will initially be required. 

4.1.2.3. Non-Core Resnonsibilities 

These are shown in order to ~larify core and super

vision and cocrdination respc~sibilities. They may 

arise either through subcontracting, statutory 

responsibility, outreach activities or passive 

cooperation with others. 



TABLE 2: Overview of ETEPAP's Suggested Activities and Reaponaibilities 

Activities 

x: Responsjbility 
?: May or may not choose to be responsible 

1. Creation of an institutional environment conducive 
to entrepreneurship and new enterprise development 
1. Activity Development 
2. Activity Implementation 

2. Outreach programs for target populations 
1. Activity Development 
2. Activity Implementation 

J. Entrepreneurship development th~o~gh identification 
and training of entrepreneurially oriented individuals 
and groups from the target populations 
1. Activity Development 
2. Activity Implementation 

4. Developing investment project ideas 
1. Activity Development 
~; Activity Implementation 

5. Appraisal of investment project ideas 
1. Activity Development 
2. Activity Implementation 

6. Preparation of Feasibility Studies suitable for a 
project implementation decision 
1. Activity Development 
2. Activity Implementation 

2!2.!:! 

x 
x 

x 
x 

x 
? 

x 

x 
? 

x 

Responsibilities 
Supervision 

and 
Coordination 

x 

x 

·X 

x 

Non
c,ne 

x 
x 

x 
x 

x 
x 

x 
x 

x 
x 

I 
.... 
" I 



TABLE 2: Continued 

Activities 

?. Financial packages for new enterprises and new 
entrepreneurs 
1. Activity Development 
2. Activity Implementation 

8. Programs to implement investment projects 
1. Activity Development 
2. Activity Implementation 

9. Programs to provide continuing advice and assistance 
during project start-up and continuing operations 
1. Activity Development 
2. Activity Implementation 

10. Dev~lopment of r.agional data and databases to assist 
in the promotion of ETEPAP's programs 
1. Activity Uevelopment 
2. Activity lmplement3tion 

11. Devt!lopment of local support groups in the Nomof 
1. Activity Development 
2. Activity lmpleme~tation 

12. Dev~lopment of the pilot program for ETEPAP 
1. Activity Development 
2. Activity Implementation 

lJ. Ev~Juation of ETgPAP 1 a activities 
1. Activity Development 
2: Activity Implementation 

Core -

x 
x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 
x 

x 
x 

Responsibilities 
Supervision 

and 
CoorJinati.2,!L 

x 

x 

x 

x 

Non
Core 

x 
x 

x 
x 

x 
x 

x 
x 

x 

"" 
x 
x 

x 

..... 
C'lO 
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~p ~CTIVITIES OF ETEPAP 

The activit~es discussed below follow the classification presented 

in Table 2. They are necessary to meet the objectives and 

implement the strategy of sections1 and 2 above. An analysis 

of their applicatioa to individual TPs will be contained in 

a separate report. The activities of ETEPAP, some of which 

form Target Population Program Modules are the following. 

5.1. ACTIVITY 1: Tne Creation of an Institutional Environment 

Conducive to Entrepreneurship and New Enterprise Development 

This activity includes the creation of ETEPAP as an inde

pendent incorporated entity, the appointment of its Board 

of Directors by the competent authorities, the appointment 

of its senior staff by the new board, the appointment o~ its 

staff, and the setting of goals and priorities by the board 

and senior management. Experienced business people should 

be placed at the senior management level. This will be 

possible as ETEPAP is to be an independent incorporated 

entity able to pay salaries high enough to attract people 

from the private sector. Activit; 1 is solely a core activity. 

5.1.1. ETEPAP Should Be an Indeoendent I~coroorated Entity 

In addition to the need to compete with the salaries 

paid in the private sector in order to attract competent 

and experienced businesspeople ~amiliar with enterprise 

start-ups and management problems, ETEPAP needs to avoid 

the excessive bureaucratization associated with formal 

status as a government agency. If ETEPAP is subjected 
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to these forces in its own internal mechanism there 

will be difficulty in obtaining positive results from 

programs which are inherently problematic, requiring 

judgement, flexibility and an understanding of indiv

idual differences. The TPs will quickly realize whether 

or not ETEPAP can make a positive contribution to the 

realization of their entrepreneurial abilities. Of 

course those ministries and organizations contributing 

to ETEPAP's capital need to be represented on the Board 

of Directors which sets policy. ETEPAP 1 s separateness 

from the ordinary bureaucracy will not be unsupervised 

by the competent authorities -- its day-to-day operatioas 

will be insulated if it is incorporated as ~n independent 

entity. 

5.1.2. ETEPAP Staff 

Sine~ the business of ETEPAP is promoting new enterprises 

formed by new entreprer.eurs, those appointed to the 

board and senior manage~ent should have experience in 

the private business sector. While part of the board 

will be appointed by the governcent, the recainder can 

include prominent businesspeople. Senior ma~agement 

can be recruited from the private sector at appropriate 

salaries. ETEPAP's willingness to pay competitive sala~ies 

will be an important indi~ator of its serious intent 

and the effort expected from the staff. 
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.5.2. ACTIVITY 2: Outreach Programs for Target Populations (TPs) 

This is both a core and non-core activity as many other 

public and private organi~ations are involved in similar 

programs. As a special credit institution, ETEPAP will 

need to interface with other institutions when their TPs 

coincide. Some of the existing pragrams are discussed 

below in this section or under other activities. This 

Target Population Program module (TPPM) will have to be 

differentiated for each of tbe"TPs. An important aspect 

differentiating the TPs is their current location and the 

expected location of their new enterprises. The emphasis 

on second and third rank cities makes location a prime 

characteristic. 

5.2.1. Location-Specific Target Populations 

The TPs whose location is deemed fixed (at the level 

of the Nomos or periferia) are youth, women and emigrants 

who have already returned. These groups are assumed to 

propose projects ~oF.rctalization within the region in 

which they live although this is not an absolute require

ment for funding. Outreach programs for these TPs will 

have to be at the level of the Demos (City) and Nomos 

if they are to have their desired effect. Local support 

groups (see section 5.11. below) will, hopefully, form 

an important part of the outreaci ~r;or~. Advertising 

in the media appropriate to the area can also be used. 
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5.2.2. Returning Emigrants and Younger Engineers 

Returning emigrants will have to be informed in the 

coun~ry where they arc located. Large numbers of 

potential returnees are in West Germany, Sweden, 

Australia and New Zealand. Some reside in Canada 

and the United States. In each case the outreach program 

will have to be developed in cooperation with the 

Secretariat for GreeksAbroad of the Ministry of Culture. 

This may also be the case for younger engineers who 

reside abroad. F:om a general aspect, the program fo1 

younger engineers is national in scope and needs to be 

approached in this manner from the start. Unlike the 

other programs, the younger engineers will be located only 

in Athens during the period when they develop their 

Feasibility Studies. 

5.2.3. Sexism and Outreach Programs 

Given the prevailing attitudes in Greece toward women 

and independent work, particularl7 away from the capital, 

it is likely that separate outreach programs will have 

to be developed for youth and wo~en despite their 

identical location. Experience indicates that women 

in Greece do not directly compete •ith men (for the usual 

reasons) making it necessary to separate this module 

and training modules (see section 5.3. below). The 

Secretariat of Equality (for women) of the Ministry to 

the Presidency has begun to develop seminars for women. 

The first was a one-day progra~ :;. economic ma~agement; 

a seminar on agroto~rism (or rural tourism) is planned. 
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ETEPAP should develop contacts with this secretariat. 

One approach is to participate in these seminars in 

order to inform the interested women of ETEPAP's 

activities. Another approach is to prepare material 

to be distributed at these seminars or mailed to the 

seminar participants. These are inexpensive ways to 

reach members of any of the TPs. 
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5.3. ACTIVITY 3: Entrepreneurship Development Through Iaentification 

and Training of Entreoreneurially Orient~d Individuals and 

Groups from the Target Populations 

This is a core and non-core activity for both development 

and implementation 

5.3.1. Identification of Potential Entreoreneurs 

First, there is an immediate need to develop a screening 

process to determine which interested members of the T?s 

possess the characterist~cs c.ssociated with entrepreneurial 

activity. UNIDO, for example, is currently de.Jlloping a 

cross-cultural psychological test to screen applicants 

for precisely this kind of program. This is a part of 

UNID0 1 s European Regional Entrepreneurship Development 

Program which will inaugu~ate and test a variety of 

programs designed.to detect, promote and develop entre

preneurial activity among youth, women, returning emig

rants and people in rural areas. ETEPAP (or the Ministry 

on ETEPAP's behalf) should seriously consider particip

ating in this progra~. 

The Hellenic Organization for Small- and Medium-Sized 

Manufacturing and Handicrafts (EOMMEX) has just started 

a program for the creation of new businesspeople. The 

class of 30 persons was screened by interviews which 

emphasized their knowledge of the industry in which they 

plan to open a business and other factors contributing 

to the success of new enterprises. The Hellenic Center 

for Productivity (ELKEPA) is collaborating with the 
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European Foundation of Hanag~ment Development (Brussels) 

to develop programs to promote entrepreneurial character

istics and competence. ELKEPA has started PAvE, the 

Program for the Development of Industrial Companies, in 

cooperation with the Dutch Institute- of Management from 

whom they have obtained the materials and the European 

Social Fund. Of 15 months duration, the program seeks 

to upgrade the entrepreneurial character~stics of owners 

of industrial companies •. The screening criterion is an" 

impartial estimate of the possibility that an applicants 

company can develop rapidly if the owner receives the 

training. ThA.· approach is openly more psychological 

in orientation than that of EOMMEX. The Organization 

for the Employment of the Labor Force (OAED) has a small 

subsidy program for independent professionals whose major 

characteristic ~s that they have already opened their 

business. 
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5.J.2. Training for Potential Entrepreneurs 

Second, training, both to heighten entrepreneurial traits 

and to develop management skills for the accepted 

applicants will vary according to their initial level 

of experience and knowledge and the _complexity associated 

with the proposed new enterprise. See section 5.5. below 

for a discussion of ~omplexity. It is expected that 

youth and women will propose the least complex businesses, 

followed by returning e~igrants. Young engineers can 

be expected to propose projects which can be competitive 

at the European level. Training will then vary by TP, 

although some TPPMs can be combined, and thus, it will 

also vary by location. Youth and women are more tied 

to specific locations for both training and new enter

prise "formation •. An important part of training is 

participation by the new entrepreneur in the preparation 

of the Feasibility Study as discussed in section 5.6. 

below. 

The EOMMEX program _discussed above consists of three stages: 

stage one lasts for three weeks and aims at upgrading 

entrepreneurial characteristics and competence; stage two 

which lasts for four months concentrates on the prerequisi:: 

knowledge needed to make a business plan; a~d stage three 

which lasts for three-four weeks concen~rates on operating 

a business. ETEPAP could usef~lly help to finance some 

of the business proposals as EOMMEX does not have the 

funds. 
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Since both EOMMEX and ELKEPA have training programs in 

existence, ETEPAP may either subcontract or direct its 

TPs to utilize these programs. Both organizations have 

offices in several locations. EOMMEI has 26 branch 

offices covering Greece. This has great advantages 

for those TPs who are tied to specific locations and 

particularly for women who may have family responsibilities. 

5.J.J. Levels of Identification and Training 

Developing both selective and non-selective methods or 

new entrepreneur identification and training are 

necessary. 

5.J.J.1. Initial Identification 

It is not desirable to, for example, initiate ETEPAP's 

pilot program by offering to give psychological 

tests to those people who want to become entrepreneurs. 

Some people with talent and ability do not want to 

take tests for reasons of unfamiliarity or because 

of fear of failure or other reasons. This may be 

especially true for women whose self-esteem has 

suffered from sexist practic~s. People in rural 

areas may not be used to tests. It is 

suggested that non-selective 'awareness seminars' 

aimed at informing people about the pros and cons 

of starting a small business be held, jointly spon

sored by ETEPAP and other cer.tral/local governmental 

and non-governmental organizations. See sections 

5.J.J.J. ~elow on current p~aztice in England 

and section 5.11. below on lo~al support groups. 
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From the point-of-view of developing ETEPAP, these 

awareness seminars can indicate the level of interest 

in entrepreneurship. Follow-up by direct contact 

with the seminar attendees becomes an important 

source of potential entrepreneurs. 

5.J.J.2. Selective Training 

Using formal written testing and/or interview 

techniques should be required for selection into 

one of the TP programs. The range and depth of the 

training depends upon those factors discussed in this 

section and in section 5.11. Experience in England 

suggests that TPs want and can absorb a considerable 

amount of training. 

5.J.J.J. Current English Practice 

There are four levels of entrepreneurial training 

currently in use in England. Most of these are· 

offered through the Manpower Services Co~mission 

'Training for Enterprise' progra~. The levels are, 

starting from the ~ost selective program: 

(1) Graduate Enter~r:se Pro~r~~s. These are highly 

selective programs of any#here from 6 to 16 

weeks duration offered at Business Schools. 

They are open only to college graduates who 

want to start their ow~ businesses. The prograos 

offer part residential instruction in business 

skills followed by project work to plan the new 
this tyoe od 

business. Since Greece 1~es not have/a Bu~!ness 

School, this for~ of ~~=iram would ~a7e to be 
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put together from various sources. The proposed 

program for younger engineers has this charact

eristic. 

(2) Small Business Development Courses. These are 

selective courses aimed at new entrepreneurs 

with smaller projects-that those suitable for 

the Graduate Enterprise Program. The course 

is 8-10 weeks of classroom work plus a period 

for launching the new enterprise. It is offered 

at many locations and is sometimes available 

on a part-tim6 evening basis. 

(3) Self-Employment Courses 

These courses have few entrance criteria, range 

from the part-time equivalent of 1 week up to 

6 weeks full time. They average two weeks. 

This program is most suitable for those who 

expect to employ only the:selves under a special 

UK program paying a subsidy.for new self-employ

ment enterprises. 

(4) Self-E~oloy~ent Awareness Seminars. These 

non-sel~ctive courses are·1a hours in length 

with the aim of informing people about their 

opportunities in small enterprise. 
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5.4. ACTIVITY 4: Developing Investment Project Ideas 

Project ideas in classical theory are the responsibility of 

entrepreneurs seeking to control and combine the factors of 

production in more efficient and/or new ways in order to 

produce specific products or utilize specific resources. 

In mixed economies. project ideas are developed at various 

governmental levels as well as by private sector entrepren

eurs. ETEPAP's function is to help in the formation of 

project ideas by entrepreneurially oriented members of the 

TPs. The idea may originate with the entrepreneurs or with 

some other public or private sector group. This is both a 

core and non-core activity.for development purposes. It is 

suggested that implementation involve only supervision and 

coordination by ETEPAP. 

5.4.1. Types.of Project Ideas 

For ETE?A?. there are two essential categories of project 

·ideas: first, there are those developed by ETEPAP or 

other central government institutions (e.g., development 

banks. planning organizations, mi~istries, etc.) and 

called Centrally Generated Project Initiatives (CG?!); 

and second, there are those developed within the TPs 

or by other groups or individuals (e.g., local author

ities, private sector, etc.) and called Locall• Ge~er

erated Project Initiatives (LGPI}. The two types are 

usually generated by different processes, with the CGPI 

coming as a result of national sectoral analysis or the 

desire to exploit some large-s:a:~ nat~ral r~source, 

while the LGPI represen: so~e ~articular ir.spira~io~ 
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or expertise concerning markets, products, processes, local 

needs,resources, etc. Of course some large enterp~ises 

plan in a way similar to the CGPI, but this is not the 

case in Greece. Another way of distinguishing these 

two categories is by calling the first an example of 

'project ideas from a5ove' and the second 'project ideas 

from below'. Although they complement each other, 

priority is usually given to ideas from abcve in the 

context of government programs. Since the policy of the 

Government is to give priority to ideas from below, 

ETEPAP's focus should be on these, but not to the excl

usion of offering gocd ideas based on centrally developed 

analyses. 

5.4.1.1. The Nature of ?roject Ideas 

Project ideas are just that. They represent the 

judgement of more or less informed persons (often 

based on a more or less detailed study) about what 

might be a feasible investment project. 

5.4.1.2. Centrally Generated Project Initiatives (CGPI) 

The development of project ideas by organs of the 

central government is important for precisely the 

reason that they do usually provide some sectoral 

analysis and thus have ar. overview of the national 

(or perhaps regional) market which is generally 

lacking in LGPI. The CGPI can serve as guides to 

the development of local projects. provi1e inform-
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ation on mineral deposits, forests and other natural 

resources whose potential requires the expert analysis 

of the specialists employed by the central govern

ment. These studies are usually at a fairly high 

level of generality when it comes to project ideas. 

Exploiting a mineral deposit may or may not be 

commercially feasible irrespective of t·he quality 

of the ore. Nonetheless, there are many good projects 

suggested within these studies~Thre~ examples of 

studies which contain project ideas at a high level 

of generality are the nAutomobile Industry" and the 

nMachinery Industry", both in the UNIDO sponsored 

Integrated Activity Complex at KEPE, and another 

UNIDO sponsored study at KEPE entitled "Development 

Prospects of the Small-Medium !ndustry and Recommcnd

a tions for Appropriate Policies and frograms". 

Other studies are available from KEPE, E~VA, EOMMEX, 

etc. ETEPAP neeas to beco~e the source of 

these studies and reports as well as EC material for 

its TPs. 

5.4.1.3. Locally Generated Project Initiatives (~GP!) 

This category consists of all project ideas not 

generated b/ the cent~al auth:~ities. !t includes 

ideas from the existing priva~e sector, new entre

preneurs (whether individuals, partr.ers~ips, joint 

stock companies, cooperati'les, etc.), local auth-
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orities and foreign investment. The central gov

ernment may or may not be a partner or lender, or 

provide incentives to these projects-if realized. 

An important characteristic of LGPI in Greece is 

that they are generally smaller in size (capital 

cost, employment, etc.) than CGPI. A reason for 

this is that governzents like to deal with large 

projects as the fixed costs in time are very similar 

across p~oject sizes for senior government executives. 

Unfortunately the same pattern exists for commercial 

banks who report relatively high fixed costs for 

analyzing small projects as compared to larger ones. 

It is thus more profitable to avoid small business 

and concentrate on large._ Commercial banks in Greece 

are no different and this-isacrucial reason for the 

creation of ETEPAP. 

ETEPAP needs to develop contacts with the research 

and consulting institutions and firms of the private 

sector. The Institute of Eco~omic and Industrial 

Research (IOBE) has ~repared many sectoral studies. 

5.4.2. Active De~ocratic Planning and I~~lementation 

The dichotomy of LGPI and CGPI is important for the 

formation of Government policy. :he Five-Year Plan, 

1983-1987 ~as developed on the basis of Active Democ

cratic Planning, ~ process consisting of project proposals 

gener1t~d at locality meetings within a Nomos, the 
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consolidation and choice of these LGPI at the level of 

the Nomos followed by a series of iterations and negot

iations between Nomoi authorities and the central gov

ernment leading to an agreed plan. Needless to say, 

the main weight of preference was, for the final plan, 

given to the central government choices although there 

was a major effort to include those projects deemed 

crucial by the ~omoi authorities. As for plan implem

entation, the further in· time the implementation fro2 

the original plan, the less likely the two were to 

coincide. Although this is true for all plans,diver

gence was great. Thus, although planning was democ

ratized, implementationtook its own route. 

In addition, almost all the proposed projects were in

frastrucuture. Of more than 2,000 LGPI less tha 50 were 

for directly productive activities. It is likely, on 

the one hand, that projects which were usually under

taken by the government, e.g. infrastructure, were the 

ones proposed, and on the other hand, there ~~as•"! it tle 

effort made to redirect the proposals as the analyses 

required to propose alternatives were unavailable. 

A significant amount of sector and branch analysis is 

now available so that planning ~or ~ndus:rial 

restructuring is now feasible. What needs to be added 

is the ability of decentralized units to imple~ent the 

plans that are developed. ET~PAP is a vehicle for this 

implementa~i~n. 
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5.5. ACTIVITY 5: !Ef . _·_.1al of Investment Project Ideas 

One of the most difficult problems facing ETEPAP will be 

the appraisal of investment project ideas in order to determir.e 

for which ideas and potential entrepreneurs funds will be 

made available for Feasibility Studies. Although the program 

for younger engineers will require Opportunity Studies rather 

than merely ideas, the requirement for an appraisal process 

is no less pressing. The appraisal mechanism developed 

for project ideas and Opportunity Studies will also be useful 

for Feasibility Studies (see section 5.6. below). Appraisal 

will have to explicitly take into account the level of com

plexity associated with the project idea as management cap

ability is a very scarce resource in the TPs. Some suggest

ions for this are given below. 

5.5.1. Appraising Centrally Generated Project Initiatives (CGPI) 

vs Appraising Locally Generated Project Initiatives (LGPI) 

Although there are now more sector and industry studies 

(CGPI), see section 5.4. a9ove, little has been done to 

move from project ideas to Feasibility Studies, implem

entable projects, and implementation. Part of the problem 

is that the Government has never led the way in this 

area before so that inexperience has hampered the whole 

process. Additionally many Government manage~s have been 

assigned to oroblecatic fir~s. In any event, the central 

authorities have no~ been able to overcome the fall in 

investment occasioned by entry into the EC ~nd other 
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factors sufficiently to begin the major restructuring 

required in Greek industry. This has again placed more 

of the developmental burden on LGPI, with the central 

authorities now possessing a clearer understanding ~hat 

it is not enough to request investment proposals -- the 

Government must also help to create the proper conditions 

for the generation, development, financing and implement-

ation of investment projects by decentralized decision-

making units. These programs are likely to be an integr&l 

part of the next Five-Year Plan for 1988-1992 which is 

now ~eing formulated. 

5.5.1.1. Centrally Generated Project Initiatives (CGPI) 

CGPI come with the imprimatureof the central govern-

ment and are usually the outcome of sector, branch 

and industry studies. They are not the outcome of 

entrepreneurial activity. If the underlying a~alysis 

has been done competently, the CGPI should be roughly 

more than just an idea, but less than an oppc~tunity 

Study (UN!DO, Manual on the Preparat~on of Feasibility 

Studies, 1978). CGPI generated for Greece rarely 

have a sub-n~tional focui unle~s they are associated 
other 

with specific natural resources or/positional assets. 

Thus, for ETEPA?~s pilot phase the CGPI will have 

to be evaluated fer their viabilit7 if located within 

the specific areas chosen for the test. The same 

holds true for later phases i~ different areas. 
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A few more detailed analyses similar to Opportunity 

Studies are undertaken by the Industrial Development 

Bank (ETVA), the Agricultural Bank (A.TE), and sev

eral ministries. 

5.5.1.2. Locally Generated ~oject Initiatives (LGPI) 

LGPI will., for most of ETE~AP's projects, initially 

consist of just project ideas without the supporting 

materials that one expe_ts from CGPI. They will 

also be unlike the projects currently being submitted 

to the investment incentive ~aw which are fully dev

eloped in accordance. with the requirements of the 

law and the needs of the entrepreneurs. The appraisal 

procedure will thus be more arbitrary for the prop

osals made to ETEPAP because of the lack of information. 

This is not so for the younger engineers program 

which requires an Opportunity Study for potential 

entrance, but it is highly likely for the other three 

TPs. There is also a great likelihood that ~ost 

of the project ideas from wo~en, youth and returni~g 

emigrants will be for the r~~uirements of local and 

regional m~rkets. ~ppraising .these projects #ill 

require local knowledge and ::TEPAP needs to ha•·e a 

program to harness ~he local kno~ledge available (see 

section 5.11. below). The local knowledge required 

here will often be different from that of the CGPI. 

The CGPI are usually associa~ed with nat:onal ~arkets 

and their specific location is a matter of 'region

alization' as they are not a~ dependent on local and 

regional purchases although these may be important. 
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5.5.2. Developing the Aooraisal Activity 

Development ~r the appraisal activity is both core and 

non-core as ETEPAP will not have the necessary expertise 

nor should it attempt to analyze independently either 

the project ideas (or any subsequent studies) or their 

appropriateness for a specific location. Reasons for 

this were given in section 4.1.1.1. above. 

ETEPAP will need to develop.Project Appraisal Groups, 

both for project ideas and the more detailed Opportunity 

and Feasibility Studies. These groups will, ideally, be 

composed of businesspeople, bankers and technical persons 

whose judgement is based on considerable experience and 

expertise in a~sessing the commercial and technical 

viability of a proposal. By using outside appraisers, 

ETEPAP will be able to rapidly put appraisal groups ~nto 

action, especially in the Nomoi chosen for the pilot 

program. Experts can be enlisted from the local s~p~o~t 

groups of section 5.11. below, from the organizations 

who are also engaged in identification and training of 

entrepreneurs, section 5.J. above, from the consulting 

and engineering groups at a national level and from the 

universities. 

Local knowledge is extremely important in evaluating 

projects. Every effort should be made to secure the 

needed cooperation of the groups listed in section 5.11. 

above. Of course, local interests may net always be cpen 

to new enterprises and this =.us: te c~unte~ei :y the 
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inclusion of members of the other groups mentioned in 

the preceding paragraph. Individuals should be paid 

for their participation in a Project Appraisal Group. 

5.5.J. The Project Idea Appraisal Process 

It is probably the case that, given ETEPAP's goals and 

the general level of project ideR proposals, a great deal 

t money will, at least initially, have to spent on 

studies which indicate that a project idea is not viable. 

Thus it is very desirable to develop a process by which 

the likely flood of project ideas can be divided into 

those which merit, however slightly, further study and 

those which are clearly non-starters. The survivor 

criterion presented :n the UNIDO study "Development 

Prospects of the Small-Medium Industry and Recommendations 

for Appropriate Policies and Yrograms in Greece" (KEPE, 

1980) is an extremely useful way of looking at project 

ideas. It cannot provide information on project ideas 

that are new elsewhere as well as in Greece (e.g., com

puter software) or on projects for which Greece's changir.g 
reduction/ 

comparative advantage now makes possible. The project 

idea appraisal process can look at just a few of the 

of the potential project's facets, and those mainly on 

the technical, ~anagerial, marketing and other non-fin-

ancial sides. There will not initially be any data that 

could be considered sufficient for financial analysis, but 

the group should make an effort tc define the total 

~ep!~~l requi~~d e~en if o~ly ~s an order of magnitude. 
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It is suggested that project ideas be initially appraised 

according to their complexity. The greater the complex

ity, the greater will be the need for managerial skills. 

Listed below are five selected enterprise complexit7 

dimensions. Each of the dimensions has (somewhat arbit

rarily) four levels of complexity, with the simplest 

assigned number ~ and the most complex number 4. Other 

aspects of complexity can be added where they are des

irable. Project ideas can be appraised directly as 

potentially viable or very probably non-viable with the 

latter discarded. In addition to project idea viability, 

the appraisal groups can compare the complexity rank of 

a project idea with the estimated competence of the 

project proposers. There sho~ld be some corresprua~~c~ 

between what the project idea proposers feel that the7 

are capable of doing and their qualifications as assessed 

by the working groups. Apprai~ers need to reme~ber t~at 

the TPs will undergo considerable training before they 

implement the projects so it is their potential and net 

only their current qualifications. ETEPAP needs to 

guard against both unconscious and conscious sexism 

biasing the com~ittees judgements. 

Alternatively the working groups car. seek to match 

project ideas (from CGPI, for example) with persons ~ho 

have the entrep~eneurial qualifications to carry the~ 

out. Anoth~r alter~ative is to tra:n project idea pro-

comoittme~t. Self-a~areness of strengths and limitations 

is ofte~ ~ ~ey to s~:~ess!ul action. 
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The selected enterprise complexity dimensions cover, 

non-parametrically, the reduced set of national param-

eters suggested in UNIDO, Manual of Evaluation of In-

dustrial Projects, 1980. Naturally, the appraisers will 

enrich these categories with their own special knowledge 

and experience. The categories are: {1) physical input 

availability; {2) human skills required; (3) production 

processes needed; {4) marketing area and distribution 

channels; and (5) the nature of co~petitors. Capital 

requirements are not specifically included but their 

size is always a factor. The effect of Greece's member-

ship in the EC must be assessed for every proposal. 

5.5.J.1. Physical input Availability 

For each important input,.the geographic source of 

production is an indication, ~~ part, of the comp-

lexity of the procurement process, and whether the 

use of an input contributes to national net valu~ 

added or uses foreign exchange. It also indicates 

possible sources of competitive strength for the 

project idea if the input is for example, produced 

locally or regionally and therefore possibly more 

costly to differently located :ompetitors. This 

may be important ~or agroindus:rial projects. The 

four categories are: 

1. Locally produced 

2. Regionally produced 

4. Imported 
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5.5.J.2. Human Skills Jeauired 

The higher the level of skill/education required 

for the new enterprise, the more complex or advanced 

the project is likely to be, and the more expertise 

and experience needed by the project idea originators 

or possible i~plementers. It is also an indirect 

measure of value added. The four categories are: 

1. Unskilled 

2. Semi-skilled 

J. Skilled 

4. Professional and technical 

5.5.J.J. Number of Different Production Processes 

5. 5. J_. 4. 

This is a proxy for managerial problems relating to 

control, supervision, coordination and scheduling 

of production. A larger number of processes makes 

production more complex and problematic. The four 

categories are: 

1. 1 or 2 processes 

2. 3 or 4 processes 

J. 5 or 6 processes 

4. 7 or more processes 

Marketi!'lg Area and Distribu~ion Channels 

The size of the expected ma~~;ti~g area and the 

setting up of own or using existing distribution 

channels indicates not only the complexity of the 

marketing effort but its initial cost as well. 

Ex:J~:~ 3~e i~cluded as l ~a:eg~r1 but i~ is ~e:l 

kr.cwr. that new and s~all fi~zs find this activity 

part!=~la~ly diffic~lt. T~e four categories are: 
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2. Regional 

J. National 

4. Exports 
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5.5.J.5. Nature of the Comnetition 

The assessment of the competition's strength in 

relation to technology, qualit7, distribution, 

marketing and so on indicates the level of effic

iency, quality, etc. that the new firm will have to 

aeet. Reliance has been placed on the competitor's 

location and market spread to combine the many dim

ensions contained in the concept of competition. 

The four categories are: 

1. Local conpetition 

2: Regional competition 

J. National competition 

4. Imports 
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5.6. ACTIVITY 6: Preoaring Feasibility Studies Suitable for 

a Project Implementation Decision 

Project ideas which have passed the appraisal process and 

Opportunity Studies approved in the younger engineers 

program are developed into Feasibility Studies suitable 

for deciding if the project should or should not be 

implemented. There are manuals on the preparation of 

Feasibility Studies (e.g., UNIDO, Manual for the Preparation 

of Feasibility Studies, 1978) and the exact form should 

correspond to the depth needed to make the final decision. 

Small proje~ts do not need expensive and time-consuming 

studies. For reasons similar to those discussed in section 

5.5. above, this is both a core and non-core activity. 

Irrespective of size, Feasibility Studies are not cheap 

and ETEPAP should make an effort to get as much as possible 

out of their preparation. This requires that those who 

are to be the nev entrepreneurs participate in the stud] 

and that the studies be developed in ~odular form. 

5.6.1. Particioaticn of Nev Entreore~e~rs in the Pre=aration 

of the Feasi~ilitv Studies 

The members of the youth, ~ocen and returning emig~~nts 

TPs are likely to have little real acguaintance with 

all the technical, economic and financial ~spects ~f 

investment project preparaticfi. ~hey are also likely 

to be inexperienced enough so that if given a completed 

Feasibility S~udy to imple~ent, ~hey would be unable to 

do so. At the Mondrago~ I~~~s:~~~: CJo~era:~~e !~ Spain, 
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a member of a group desiring to form a new cooperative 

is designated as the potential manager. This person 

participates in all phases of the Feasibility Study 

so that he/she is fully acquainted with not only every 

aspect of the completed study, but also with all the 

discarded alternatives. This takes place at the Caja 

Laboral Popular, the bank associated with the Mondragon 

Cooperatives. The designated manager is paired ~ith 

an experienced person from the bank's studies departcent 

and may select a bank idea (CGPI} or bring an idea to 

the bank (LGPI}. Those who have studied Mondragon's 

operations be~ieve that this process of training the 

new manager has been crucial to the success of the new 

cooperatives. It also gives the bank, as the major 

lende~. an opportunity to look over and evaluate the 

potential manager. ETEPAP should be afforded the sa~e 

opportunity. At present the process of preparing a 

Feasibility Study at Mondragon takes more than 18 mo~ths 

because of the size of the projects. Only the younger 

engineers program envisages a similar time span. 

ETEPAP should fund a similar process for the ne~ entre

preneurs in its programs. £ach individual or one fro~ 

a group chosen to be the manager should pe~~icipate ~rom 

beginning to end in the preparation of the Feasibili~y 

Study in order to be fully conversant ~:th the project. 

ETEPAP will have to find engineering firms, consultants, 

etc., willing to take on t~ese ~~~ en~repre~eurs in 
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their own offices and spend time with them to instruct 

them in their tasks. The costs of this (such as living 

expenses) can eventually be recovered by ETEPAP when 

the business, if successful, is purchased by the new 

entrepreneurs (see section 5.7.4.J. below). Alternatively 

ETEPAP can require the new entrepreneurs to pay their 

own costs. Mondragon uses the former procedure, making 

the cost a loan to the new enterprise. Since ETEPAP 

will be paying for quite a few Feasibility Studies, it 

should have the market power to insist on these arrange

ments. 

5.6.2. Modular Feasibility Studies 

Given the expense of Feasibility Studies, they should 

be prepared in 'modular' form so that large parts of 

one study can be carried over to the next which may be 

for a different region. A modular Feasibility Study 

is one of a series with a constant format so that ready 

comparisons can b~ made in the event of a very si~ilar 

proposal for that project. The format is desig~ed to 

separate technological choices from others. 

5.6.3. Aopraisal of Feasibility Studies 

Committees to appraise the completed Feasibility Studies 

on ETEPAP's behalf should be for~ed. The committees, 

much like those appraising project ideas, see section 

5.5.2.J. above, should consist of bankers, business

people and appropriate technical experts. This appraisal 

process is ~~ccssary as an indepe~1ent checf. be~ore 
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ETEPAP commits itself to becomi~g a shareholder. 

There is an appraisal process under Investment Incentive 

Law 1262/1982 but this occurs after ETF.PAF's committment. 

These ApprEisaJ. Committees can also be used tc evaluate 

the Opportunity Studies which are a requirement for 

entrance into the young engineers program. 
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5.7. ACTIVITY 7: Financial Packages for New Enterorises and 

Nev Entreoreneurs 

The key element in ETEPAP's activities is the development 

of financing sources and financial packages to meet the 

needs of the new entrepreneurs and the new enterprises. 

To start with, ETEPAP itself is a special credit institution 
a form of investment b~nk --/ 

/whose entire resources are devoted to the development and 

financing of start-ups of new enterprises by members of the 

TPs. ETEPAP itself is financed by the Ministry of National 

Economy and the Hellenic Industrial Development Bank who 

will contribute 500 million drachmas for initial 

oprations. 

5.7.1. Equity Particination 

ETEPAP will take equity positiuns in the new enterprises 

it finances, taking losses if the business is unsuccessful 

and selling out at cost if that is desired by its partners. 

ETEPAP's a:m is to create new viable enterprises and 

then move on. It does not seek to make a large profit 

on the sale of equity as does a ve~ture capital company. 

On the othe~ hand, ETEPAP is not designed to provide 

operating subsidies to its companies. If the business 

is not con=ercially viable it will be allowed to die. 

This basis of operation ~ill oean :~at some of ~T~?AP's 

money will be returned for new co~~anies to be formed 

but losses can only be made up by ~ew financing from 

the Gover~~ent. 
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5.7.2. Use of Existing Investment Incentive Programs 

The basic principle of ETEPAP project financing, devel-

oped in 1984,is to utilize the opportunit~es 

available to investors under Investment Incentive Law 

1262/1982 as amended. Law 1262 offers a wide variety 

of incentives whichdepend upon more than \5 criteria. 

This law is currently being revised to provide more 

incentives for investment in the areas surrounding the 

larger cities. The Feasibility Studies should accur

ately define all the categcries needed for Law 1262 

evaluation. Special incentives are given for investments 

by returning emigrants, cooperatives, local government, 

and other categories of la~~o~ immediate interest to 

ETEPAP. 

Of greater interest to the foundation of ETEPAP is the 

proportion of 'own' capital required of the new entre

preneurs, the proportion of total capital given as a 

grant by the Government, and the terms on which 

loan capital is available from others. These categor

ies describe t~e fundamental ~aram~ters within which 

ETEPAP will function. I~ order to meet the 'own' capital 

requirements of Law 1262 and qualify for the grant, it 

will be necessary for ETEPAP to take an equity position 

as the new entrepreneurs are not expected to h~ve suff

icient capital of their own (see section 5.7.6. belo~). 
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5.7.J. Financial Structure of Greek ~irms 

In the discussion below, an underlying fact is that 

there is, in general, a very low ratio of own to 

borrowed capital in Greek industry. This leads to ex-

cessive company exposure to changes in the interest 

rate and ether lending conditions. Alternative sources 

of funds are scarce as the organized capital and equity 

markets function very poorly. Many important firms 

have become 'problematic' (or overindebted) as interest 

rates have risen and they have had to be taken over by 

the Government for rehabilitation. With this as a back-

ground, the G-0vernment is very cautious about promoting 

new firms whose balance sheets will be very weak from 

the outset. At the same time, the Government is desirous 

of cr~ating new competi~ive capacity in the secondary 

sector and in other selected areas such as tourism, 

computer software, etc. ETEPAP is the vehicle for these 

investments undertaken by its specific TPs. 

5.7.4. 'Own' Caoital Reauirements 

Two of the most successful new en~erprise promotion 

schemes, the Graceen Bank in Bangladesh and the Mondragon 

Cooperatives in the Basque area of Spain have taken v~ry 

different routes to achieve their loals. However, in 

each ~ase the issue of 'own' capital ~as been dealt with 

as a first priority. The differences in approach ste~ 

from differer.ces in the TPs and the opportun:ties avail-

schemes are dominated by a ~pec:al credit ins~:tution 

with the financial res , · 'S :o p~t new ent~rprises 

operation. 
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5.7.4.1. The Grameen Bank 

The Grameen Bank lends only to the poorest villagers 

in Bangladesh. Any household with more than half 

an acre of land or assets worth more than the going 

price for an acre is excluded from membership. 

This TP does nothave any 'own' capital. In order 

to ensure loan repayment the Grameen ~elies first 

on a careful analysis of the use of the loan, super

vision of the use of the money once it has been ~is

bursed, and peer pressure for repayment. The peer 

pressure occurs because potential borrowers are 

formed into groups of five, train for at least seven 

days before achieving membership in a Grameen unit, 

and cannot receive a new loan unless all the other 

members of their group are repaying ragularly. There 

is thus an incentive for each member of a group of 

five, and their elected leader, to provide assistan~e 

to the other members and press them to ~eet their 

obligations. The initial TP for the bank is women 

who tend to have a better repayment record than men 

and who are more responsive to' their families needs 

in the use of the income arising from the loan. 

This pattern serves the 1ual goal of raising the 

fam~ly incomes of the poorest and increasing the 

control by women over their own and their families 

lives. This is consistent with the goals of the 

Greek Government as we:l. ~nee the lo~n is repaid 
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~embers are eligible, if their group is paid-to

date, for another loan and so on. 

5.7.4.2. The Mondragon Cooperatives 

The TP for the Mondragon Cooperatives is the Basque 

community in Spain. Started as a nationalist self

help program in the mid-1950s, the cooperatives now 

employ more than 18,000 people in 150 operating 

units. From the start, the principle of paying in 

'own' capital has been a requirement for membership. 

The current cost to a new member is about $7,000 in 

the form of a refundable interest-bearing deposit. 

Loan capital has come from Mondragon's own bank, 

the Caja Laboral Popular. The Caja, unlike the 

Grameen Bank, is an equity participant in each coop

erative on a permanent basjs a~d is the ultimate 

arbiter of a cooperative's health. The Caja can 

force through changes in manage~ent and any other 

needed restructuring. In return, the Caja provides 

solid financial backing plus tigh quality advice. 

The requirement for careful preparation of a new 

cooperative, see section 5.6.1. above, is crucial 

for success. The G.K. Govern=ent has just annour:ced 

a ~200,000 grant to promote Mc~dragon style cooper

atives in the depressed north of England (London 

Financial Times, 6 May 1987). 
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5.7.4.3. Comparing the Grameen Bank and the Mondragon 

Cooperatives 

First, the central institution in the success of 

both programs is a bank committed to providing 

finance capital to its TPs ~-Or new projects (and 

subsequent expansions). Lo~ns are made in the case 

of Grameen and a combination of loans and equity 

participation in the case of Mondragon. The key 

differences between the two institutions are in 

their TPs and practices regarding cooperatives. 

The poorest stratum of Bangladesh's peasantry does 

not possess any 'own' capital while the Basque area, 

originally a relatively underdeveloped part of 

Spain, is nonet~eless rich enough to enable its 

inhabitants to provide a substantial 'own' contrib-

ution. The pattern of enforcement, in one case for 

repayment only, in the other for industrial finance 

and strategy stems from ~he emphasis on individual very 
small 
enter,rises in Bangladesh and for adequately scaled 

cooperative .enterprises in Mo~dragon. In rural 

areas of Bangladesh, however, individuals with little 

or no land, who are illiterate, ~dck any socializ-

ation into the rhyth~· of factory work, and do no: 

have ultra-nationalist feelings ce~enting group 

solidarity are r.ot likely to ma~e good me~bers of 

industrial cooperatives. 
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5.7.5. Lessons for Greece 

Both Grameen and Mondragon have found mechanisms to 

channel their members actions toward commitment to the 

rules and goals of the institutions. Both use self-

interest and community or peer group interests to con-

dition individual behavior. This reduces significantly 

the cost of enforcing the loan contracts, a significant 

problem for ordinary commercial and investment banks. 

On the other hand, both banking institutions have higher 
1!!!IV 

pre-loan costs as they/finance the studies necessary for 

startin$ a new business. By taking an active interest 

in the quality of the preparation and the character of 

the entrepreneur/manager, both Mondragon and Grameen 

can expect a higher success ratio than other credit 

institutions for the small businesses that they start. 

Mondragon's companies have grown significantly. The 

same is true starting f~om a much smaller base for the 

self-employment activities of Grameen's clients. 

At Mondragon, financial co~mitment is a prerequisite 

for membership. At Grameen, peer group pressure enforces 

not only repayment but also its prerequisites, careful 

investment and constant at~ention to the enterrpise. 

The nationalist sentimer.t which is so important at 

Mondragon is lacking at Grameen. Nonetheless, both 

banks ~re able to promote the 'right' kind of behavior 

from their clients. 
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The lessons for Greece can be divided into two parts. 

The fi~st consists of those rules or practices which 

are transferable to G~eek conditions. The ~econd 

consists of those attributes or characteristics which 

are specific to the country, region or TP and for which 

analog~es will have to ~e found in Greece. 

5.7.5.1. Tr~nsferable Rules or Practices 

The key transferable rule/practice is the requirement 

for careful preparation of the new enterprises and 

proper screening and training of the new entrepreneurs. 

This is enforced by the special credit institution 

during the pre-loan period, during investment project 

icplementation, and during start-up and continuing 

operation while the loan is being repaid. Traini~g 

is a continuous feature of both Mondragon and Grameen. 

A~ Mondragon, at least 18 months are usually consumed 

i~ choosing the investment project and prepari~g 

t~e Feasibility Study by the designated manager and 

staff of the Empresarial Division of the Caja 

Laboral popular. A 'godfather' who is personall7 

responsible for helping the designated manager is 

a~pointed from the Empresaria: Division. This is 

a feature that can be replicated in Greece. The 

new manager is thus fully acquainted with all the 

issues and options that can arise in the new enter-

prise. He/she has mainta:~ed contact with the other 

~e~bers of the new cooperat~ve so that ~hey are 

fully informed. Finally the Caja is satisfied, 
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both with the expected vicbility of the new enter

prise and the knowledge and capability of the new 

manager. At Gramcen, only seven days are required 

for training, but the projects are at the simplest 

level with tasks that the new entrepreneurs have 

very often been doing for others. ."'The loan capital 

reqaire~ent is .about $50 fo~ the first loan as 

against $7,000 of 'own' capital plus bank ~oans at 

Mondragon. However," each Grameen group of five 

borrowers meets once a week at the Grameen Center 

in the village to discuss their enterprises' succ-

esses and problems. The Caja monitors each enter-

prise from its seat on the Board of Directors as 

holder of 20~ of the equity plus an intimate know-

ledge of the entarprise's financial situation based 

on loan amortization. ET~PAP can certainly fulfill 
. 

functic~s siraila~ to these 1nd can help create self-

help groups at t~e Nomos/localit7 level (see section 

5.11. below). 

A similar mode of operation characterizes the region-

ally oriented Enterprise Boards in England. L~ke 

the Caja, the Enterprise 3cards take an equity in

terest in local small/medi~m businesses. either r~r 

start-ups or expansion. Unli~e the Caja or Gra~ee~, 

the Enterprise Boards have not teen intimately invol-

ved in project preparation. This probably reflects 
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the higher general level of econo•ic and technical 

development in the U.K. Funds for the Enterprise 

Boards have come from local government. One of the 

best known, the West Yorkshire Enterprise Board has 

lent about one-half of its L20 million capital in 

70 investments ranging from L17,000 to l1 million. 

Profits in the year ending September 1986 were al~ost 

t1 million. The Caja, on the other hand, is a regional 

bank, accepting deposits from the public and making 

loans within its own region. 

For ETEPAP, the extent of praject preparation will 
• 

vary by TP and project size/complexity. Particip-

·ation by new entrepreneurs in project studies and 

management and other necessary training will be a 

rule/practice although this will be arranged diff-

erently than at Grameen or Mondragon. ETEPAP will 

not have its own staff to develop studies like the 

Caja nor can it rely on a short seven day progra~ 

like Grameen. ETEPAP will have to develop a set 

of interlocking support mechanisms ranging from 

candidate screening to participation in study pre-

paration to local support groups and continuous 

~onitoring by ETEPAP itself. ETEPAP will have to 

be in a position to act decisively at any time in 

order to protect it3 equity investment or out-of-

pocket costs. This will be much more difficult tha~ 

replaced merely bP,co~es another worker at the same 
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5.7.5.2. Specific Characteristics 

Neither the peer group pressure of Grameen nor. the 

regional national:sm ~r Mond~agon •ill be readily 

replicable in Greece. At the same ti~e. the general 

level of economic and technical capability shown 

in the project proposals made to the English En~er-

prise Boards ~ill, vith the exception of the younger 

engineers TP, not be present in the proposals from 

the other TPs. This appears to place the greatest 

relianca for goal adequate behavior on the new entre-

preneurs desire for success, which has many di~en-

sions, and a significant contribution of 'own' 

capital. This can be reinforced by ETEPAP's rep-

resentative on the Board of Directors adhering to 

accepted private business criteria in evaluati~g the 

financial results of the new enterprise and the 

adequacy of its ~anage~ent. A welfare approac~ •ill 

not be helpful in allowin5 the new entrepre~eurs tc 

grow as businesspersons. A specific suggestio~ :er 

rewarding success is made in section 5.7.6. belc~. 

The second specific characteristic, 'own' capital 

will need to be developed in a suitable ~anner :o~ 

each of the TPs. There :s an expectation tha~ .... 
.. :le 

projects for yout~ and ~omen will be the s~allest i~ 

and least complex, the projects for returning e=ig-

rants ~ill be si~ilar or somewha~ larger, while those 

S .; - ---..": 
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tor younger engineers may be considerable larger 

and have a higher degree or complexity. It vill 

accordingly be easier for youth, wo~en and return-

ing emigrants to self-finance a la~ger proportion 

or the ce;ital cost or their projects than for 

younger engineers to do so-. 

- 5.7.6. General Principles of ETEPAP Financing 

ETEPAP's mechanism for obtaining the 'right' behavior 

from nev entrepreneurs ori~inates in the vay that 

Investaent Incentive Lav 1262/1982 functions, and in 

the relation of Government 'grant' capital to 'ovn' 

capital. It is proposed that as successful nev entre

preneurs buy out ETEPAP's 'own' capital contribution to 

the nev enterprise, the new entrepreneurs receive free 

ETEPAP's portion of the Government grant capital. 

This involves no out-of-pocket cost fo~ ET~?AP but it 

does mean that income is foregone. T~e assuzption made 

here is that ETEPAP's purpose is to help create viable 

new businesses and not to make a profit itself. This 

clearly distirrguishes it fro~ the English Enterprise 

Boards and from some aspects of :he Caja Laboral Popular 

opera:icns. ~T£?AP is ~ere like Gra:een, accepting lossas 

~hen its 'clients' are unable to repay, but not expecting 

to profit fro~ the new entrepreneur~ saccess. This places 

the burden on the Governoent to replenish ETEPA? 1 s 

capital ~he~ ~ecessary. !t also cblig~~es ~T~PAP tc 

as a true shareholder rather than another ~ay to subsidize 

employ::ient. 
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5.7.6.1. An Examole of ETEPAP's Fina~cing Princiole 

Minimum 'own' capital requireaents as a S of total 

capital requirements under Investment Incentive 

Law 1262/1982 can range from 10~ for special invest

ments in high priority regions to 35S for standard 

investments in low priority regions. The minimum 

Government 'grant' level is 10S and the -maximum is 

50S. The basic example used is a hypothetical but 

common distribution. The proportion of capital and 

its relation to equity for 20~ 'own' capital, a 40S 

Governm~ut grant and 40S loan capital is: 

Capital Sources 

'Own' Capital (in~l. ETEP~P) 
Government Grant 
Loans 

Total 

Per Cent 

Capital 

20 
40 
40 

100 

Equity 

100 
0 
g 

100 

A si~ple illustration of ETEP;.?'s principle of fin-

ancial incentives is the following. Assume that 

new entrepre~eur 'own' capita: is 5~ of total cap-

ital required a~d that ~TE?AP contributes 15S to 

meet the 20% required by the :~centive la~. Then, 

the new e~:repre~eur woul1 ge: one-q~arter or 10j 

of the Gover~=ent grant as 5% :s one-q~arter of the 

2oi 'own' capital. ETEFAP vc~li initially receive 

the remaining three-quarters :~ the grant equal to 

30~ of the total capital. If ~he business is succ-

0 c:. t: ...... ,, ------· •:....o ..:3..,... ....... 0"""-.:>..,Dt•,.. •• .: • .. 
.-.,,,_ - ........ -::--•- .. ·--A• A---

portion of the 'cwn' capital. As this is purchased, 
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the Government grant to the entrepreneur. This 

would leave ETEPAP whole, and some fee could be 

charged for ETEPAP's out-of-pocket costs (see section 

5.6.1. above). 

The entrepreneur would buy, at cost plus a fee, 15S 

of the business and receive JOj as a grant from ETEPA? 

who, in turn received it from the Government. Loans 

would be repaid as ~sual. The exact buyout terms 

could be generous, with ETEPAP still voting the stock 

while the new entrepreneur used the profits to but 

it. The general operation of the scheme could show 

the following proportions at three different -points 

in time with loans remaining uncr.anged. 

At· the time of invest~ent. 

Capital Source~ 

'Own' Capital (Entrepreneur) 
'Own' Capital (E~~?AP) 
Grant (Entreoreneur) 
Grant (ETEP,;P) 
Loans 

Total 

Per Cent 

Capital Equity 

25 
75 

0 
0 
0 

100 

When 5% of ETEPAP's 'own~ capi~al has been purchased, 

10% from ETEPAP's grant portion is also tra~sferred 

to the entrepreneur. 

Caoital Sources 

'Own' Capital (Entrepreneur) 
'Own' Capital (£TEPAP) 
Grant (Entrepreneur) 
Grant (ETEPAP) 
Loans 

Total 

Per Ce~t 
Capital 

10 
10 
20 
20 
40 

100 

Eaui ty 

50 
;o 

0 
0 
0 

100 
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After all of ETEPAP's 'own' capital has been pur-

chased and all of ETEPAP's gra!'lt portion has been 

transferred to the entrepreneur. 
Per Cent 

CaEital Sources CaEital Eguitz 

'Own' Capital (Entrepreneur) 20 100 
'Own' Capital ;ETEPAP) 0 0 
Grant (Entrepreneur) 40 0 
Grant (ETEPAP) 0 0 
Loans 40 0 

Total 100 100 

A crucial aspect of the scheme is that it does not 

produce the typical case in Greece of a lack of 1 own 1 

capital and overreliance on borrowed funds. ETEPAP 

takes the loss of its investme~t if the firm goes 

bankrupt. As 10ng as the total capital required for 

a ~ew enterrpise is low, 5% of say 50 million drach~as 

is 2.5 million (about $20,000) Nhich should not be 

an overly large sum for a new entrepreneur (or several 

partners. 

5.7.6.2. Problems in t~e Ooeration of LaN 1262/1982 

Two important problems have ar:sen in the operation 

of Law 1262/1982. The first is that it often takes 

as long as two years .to secure an approval. Althoug~ 

the rate of inflat:on in Greec~ has declined, it is 

still over 10% a~ ~his time ~a~ing the capital cost 

of a project more than 20% hig~er after a two year 

delay. Many approved projects have not been imple~

ented for this reason, especially when the rate of 

inflation was over 20% per an~~~. 
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The second problem is that land has frequently 

been used as a pav. or 'own~ capital where it has 

been needed for the new enterprise. The Law 1262 

Approvals Committee has often placed a higher val

uation on this land than commercial banks who, in 

the example above, would be asked to provide loans 

equal to 40% of the total capital. The banks have 

refused to make the loans. 

Both these problems need the attention of those re

sponsible for Law 1262 approvals. ETEPAP will not 

be able to function effectively unless these issues 

are resolved. 

5.7.6.3. Alternate Sources of Caoital 

New entrepreneurs should be encouraged to find alter

nate sources of equity capital. There may be local 

sources in neighbors, businesspersons, local gov

ernment, venture capital funds, etc. ETEPAP sho-uld 

try to develop these sources. Unfortunately, the 

national capital and equity markets function poorly, 

b~t the Government can make efforts to improve their 

~;eration. Another difficulty at the present time 

is that commercial banks are offering a risk-free 

a~d tax-free rate of interest of about 14% on or

d~nary accounts. this requires a very high project 

rate of return to attract others' equity capital. 
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The Business Expansion Scheme in the U.K. offers 

tax relief to equity investors in unlisted companies 

providing they keep their shares-for a minimum of 5 

years. BES funds have been set up to whic~ companies 

can apply or a company can issue a prospectus to 

attract BES investors. Mixed results so far have 

been the result of this type of Venture Capital 

Fund. The lack of a properly functioning equity 

market makes it a problematic scheme for Greece, as 

a key aspect of the U.K. program is that capital 

gains are forgiven when the equity is sold. 
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5.8. ACTIVITY 8: Programs to Imolement Investment Projects 

The aim here is to assist in the implementation of the 

approved Feasibility Studies. Such issu~s as contractors 

and tenders, specific infrastructure required, final site 

choice, etc., may require advice and investigation. For 

some of these problems ETEPAP can help locate experts and 

subcontract thd wo~k to them. At a minimum, lists of ETEPAP 

approved consultants and contractors might be a way of 

channeling the best help to the new entrepreneurs. This kind 

of list, of course, is always open ~o abuse. However, 

ETEPAP will be left with the difficult supervision and coor

dination function consistent with its position as a partner 

in the new business. 

5.8.1. Cost Overruns During Construction 

Overinvoicing has been common during the construction 

. and equipping of investmeot projects in Greece. Using 

land for the new enterprise as an important part of 

'own' capital, the money has been siphoned off from the 

Government grants and bank loans leaving the company i~ 

a weak financial position. Clear and severe budget con

straints backer by strict controls will be necessary as 

the new entrepreneurs are contributing only 5% of tr.e 

total capital requirements. ETEPAP will have to sub

contract part of this auditing to others. 
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5.8.2. New Enterorise Location 

Advice/assistance in finding the right location for 

the new enterprise may be an important part of ETEPAP's 

activities. ETEPAP can, for example, insist on the 

development of 1usiness Incubation Centers, see 5.8.2.1. 

below, in the pilot program Nomoi or undertake spec:al 

agreements with the Handicrafts Centers of EOMMEX or 

the Industrial Parks of ETBA. The operations of the 

Handicrafts Centers and the Industrial Parks are well 

known. 

~.8.?.1. Business Incu' ~tion Centers (BICs) 

Business Incubation Centers, developed in the United 

States, are facilities whose purpose is to reduce 

the risks of new small businesses by lowering their 

overhead costs and providing =anagement advice and 

support. BIC cha~acteristics are: (1) a common 

location for the businesses; (2) shared support 

eervices; and (3) on-site ~anagement assistance. 

The building may be designed as a 3IC or renovated 

from an existing structure. T~e shared services can 

include common telephone answering, secretarial and 

other business services, copy:ng machines and con-

ference rooms. Manage~ent s~~?crt depends upon need. 

Some of ETEPAP's new enterprises may have a much 

higher survival rate if they are located in a BIC. 

Both ETBA and EOMMEX are currently discussing a pro-

pos~l to study the ~c:~~~~~: ~=~ a:cs ~~ 2~~e~~: of . 
G 3ece's larger cities. ETE?A? should make itself 
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aware of this ongoing effort with a view to using, 

if desirable, BICs developed by others. 
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5.9. ACTIVITY 9: Programs to Provide Continuing Advice and 

Assistance During Project Start-Uo and Continuing Operations 

The necessity to assist new entrepreneurs and new enter~rises 

is well known. ETEPAP needs to take an active part in dev-

eloping a roster of experts, but should generally leave the 

work to the subcontractors. This is therefore both a core 

and non-core activity. 

ETEPAP must avoid an overly paternal approach by allowing 

new entrepreneurs to express themselves and grow through 

problem-solving. An analysis of Irish Development Authority 

policy in PFOViding consulting (National Economic and Social 

Council of Ireland, A Review Of Industrial Policy, No. 64, 

February 1982) criticized the IDA for ~aking small business-

persons more and dependent on its consultants instead of 

allowing then to solve their own problecs. The approach 

discourage~ the kind of risk-taking that ~akes companies 

grow without, at th~ same time, ~aking fa~lure ~uch less 

likeiy. However, ETEPA? is a stockholder and n$eds 

to properly fulfill its =esponsibilities. In general, ETEPAP 

should try to avoid being involved in er.~erprise operations 

and confine its role to setting polic7, a?proving plans and 

programs a~d evaluating operati~g res~:~s in its role as a 

member of the Board of Directors. :''"":"~ l ~ .... ___ ....... 1tay ;;ish to recruit 

well kno;;n businesspeople to sit on.the boards of its companies, 

avoiding the prob!eo of lack of its o~n objectivity in re-

viewing results. 
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5.9.1. Subsidized Consulting 

By iitlbsidizing consulting (or using EOMHEX services), 

ETEPAP would let the new entrepreneurs determine w~ethe~ 

or not they needed counseling and how much is required. 

As.an example, the Small firms Service of the Departme~~ 

of Trade and Industry in the U.K. offers the counseling 

services of self-employed management consultants who ha1e 

undergone special training in the problems of small 

business. The first three days are free with a subsidized 

fee charged thereafter. 
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5.10. ACTIV:TY 10: Devlooment of ~e£io~a! ~ata ~~d Databases 

to Assist in the Promotion o: ETS?A?'s Pr0g~a~s 

ETEPAP will introduce its programs at the Noracs level. 

In order to choose which Nomoi should be included in the 

pilot program, ~nd the order of introduction thereafter, 

it is necessary to develop criteria by which Nomoi can be 

compared and the data and databases to make the comparisons. 

In the first instance, Nomoi should be chosen for pilot 

programs according to their ability to. successfully absoro 

ETEPAP's activities and meet the objectives and strategy 

defined in sections 1. and 2. below. A saparate ~e~urt 

will develop the pilot program. Dr. Z.~eorganta of the 

Center for Planning and Econo~ic Research has developed. 

the databases and regional data. 
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5.11. ACTIVITY 1~: Development of Local Suoport Groups in the Nomoi 

This is bo:~ a core and non-core activity. In order to 

provide lc~al assistance to new entrepreneurs, both as 

moral supp=rt and for the provision of knowledgeable advice, 

ETEPAP sho~ld attempt to develop Nomos-based and national 

level grou;s of businesspeople, local authorities and others 

who want t= help with the promotion of new ~ntrepreneurs and 

new enterp~ises. These groups are important for the status 

they affori their members as 

leading ci:izens trying to increase the level of economic 

activity i= their Nomos, and for the status they would confer 

on the ne• entrepreneurs as those who will be responsible 

(in part) ~or the future growth of the area. Local backing 

for new ve=tures not only provides experienced advisors to 

new entre;~eneurs, but also helps to create the kind of 

general c:~mate in which new businesses can flourish. 

All N~n-G:~ernmental Organizations (NGOs) which can contri~

ute to the success of ETEPAP should be encouraged to do so. 

Cooperatic~ by Nomoi and local authorities should be man

datory. :~ese groups will reduce the size of the locality 

staff req~~~ed for ETEPAP's ~wn operations, and some of their 

mecbers ca~ be recruited for the various project and Feas

ibility S:~dy Appraisal Groups. Once they are in operation, 

ETEPAP wi:l only need to coordinate their activities. How

eve~, there may be some particular difficulties in setting 

up these groups in Greece. 
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5.11.1. Existing Eusiness Organizati~ns 

There are a number of existing business organizations 

that ~ould serve as support groups or could help in 

setting up support groups by making this need known 

among their own members. Examples of these organizat

ions are: the Union of Greek Industrialists (SEV); the 

Industrial and Commercial Chamber, the Technical (engin

eers and scientists) Chamber: the Manufacturers Feder

ation: Nomos Union of Agricultural Cooperatives, Union 

of Hotel Owners and other specialized organizations. 

Whether these organizations or some of their members 

will be willing to serve in local support groups de

pends upon how they and their individual members vie~ 

the new entrepreneurs. If they are viewe1 as potential 

competitors rather than as contributors to economic 

develop~er.t, the existing organizat~ons will be hostile. 

This is possible as most companies in Greece are small. 

In the manufacturing sector, over 93% of the establish

ments e~ploy less than 10 persons. About 0.5% employ 

over 100 persons. In smaller cities and rural areas, 

enterprises tend to be ve·ry small. 

5.11.1.1. Enterorise A~encies :~the U.~. 

The English experience is that large fir~s are the 

ones most likely to contribu~e to the for=~tion of 

new small enterprises. An ~r.:erprise Agency system 

has been set up whereby firms -- and almost exclus

ively large and success~ul cnes -- contribute money 
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or second experienced staff to over 250 locally 

developed Enterprise Agencies who usually work with 

local authorities and the Government to provide 

one-stop advice and counseling for small businesses. 

The Enterprise Agencies do not create jobs them

selves. In France the National Agency for Enter

prise Creation (ANCE) has de7eloped a wide range of 

contacts with Non-Governmental Organizations at the 

national and regional levels. 

·5.11.1.2. Potential in Greece 

It would seem logical for ETEPAP to approach the 

national offices of the various NGOs to sound them 

out before trying to develop linkages at the local 

level. The national offices may have a broader 

point-of-view and their approval may help in obtain

ing a fair hearing in the No~oi. One of these-or

ganizations, the Institute of Economic and Indust

rial Research (IOBE), which is associated with SEV, 

has been developing a progra~ with the European 

Center for the Development of Professior.al Training 

(CEDEFOP in Berlin) to provide courses in entrepren

eurship for returning emigrants. ICBE has proposed 

that the Institute for Industrial and Professional 

Specialization (IBIE) offer the progra~. The Union 

of Greek Industrialists (SEV) which includes the 

largest firos in Greece pla~s to participate. 

If a large firm appro~ch :~ ~~~en, tte :~:a on fir~ 

size and location are in the ICAP manuals. 
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There are less than 1000 manufacturing firms with 

more than 100 employees ·in Greece, they tend to be 

located in and around the largest cities, and there 

is an acknowledged lack of qualified managers. One 

possibility is to make special requests to the T~ans

nationals operating in Greece. They tend to be 

larger, better staffed with Greek managers and far 

less likely to be threatened by ~ew· enterprises. 

They may even feel ~hat contributing to the realiz

ation of new enterprises is good for their public 

image. 

5.11.2. The Banking System 

The banking system is essentially state-owned, dominated 

by a few very la~ge multi-branch banks whose focus is 

national rather than regional/local and relatively back

ward in its credit policies. The banks, it is said, are 

indifferent, if not hos_ile to the needs of small bus

iness. Despite this, it is absol~tely necessary to in

volve some of the large banks in ~TEPAP's support groups 

or in their own support group. T~ere are several rea

sons for this need: first, bankers are often very know

ledg-~ble about their area; second, the banking systeo 

is involved in supplying credit to the new enterprises 

under Law 1262/1982 and it would be desbable to know 

their policies and have some of their input prior to 

making a loan application; thir~, the involvement of 

local ~ankers would be a signal.of seriousness to the 
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business organizations at the national and local levels; 

and fourth, it would also provide a very positive signal 

to potential entrepreneurs. Since the banking system 

is dominated by a few banks, an approach will have to 

be made to the central office befor~ seeking cooperat

ion from a branch. 

5.11.J. Local and Regional Governments 

ETEPAP will have to dev~lop cooperation with the various 

levels of sub-national government. This will be eas

iest at the Nomos and Periferia (group of Nomoi) levels 

since the Nomarchs and Psriferia heads are nominated by 

the central government. Mayors are elected, but there 

should be little difficulty in obtaining cooperation 

for the kind of enterp~ise progra~s that ETEPAP will 

promote. Governmental cooperation is important because 

of the direct help to be obtained in staff, facilities 

and access to decision-making bodies. There is so~e 

local control over.historic sites, ports, potential 

marina locations, etc., and infrastructure planning. 

5.11.4. Type of Local Suooort Grouos 

An umbrella group which would include all the sub-groups 

would make ETEPAP's coordinating job easier and indicate 

a high level of community suppor~ for its programs. 

This is part of the pilot progra=. which needs to be 

completed at a very early stage. 



5.12. ACTIVITY 12: Development of the Pilot.Program for ETEPAP 

This is the main initial core activity for ETEPAP as it 

combines all the other operating activites and tests the 

stratagy. A separate report will be made on this subject. 

5.13. ACTIVITY 13: Evaluation of ETEPAP's Activities 

An evaluation program, for each of the relevant activities and each 

of the TPs will have to be developed. A discussion of this core 

activity is beyond the scope of this report. 
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Mr. George Papandreou, Deputy Minister of Culture 

Richard Lissak 

Substantive and Administrative Issues Regarding 

the Pre-start and Start-up Phases of The Company 

for the Support of Productive Initiatives of Younger 

People (ETEPAP) 

17 December 1986 

This memorandum is intended to assist in the definition of 

ETEPAP as an organization and to prepare for both its pre-start 

and start-up phases. 

}. SUBSTANTIVE ISSUES 

1. Objectives-of 3TEP~P 

a. To break existing financial and institutional 

constraints hampering the movement from productive 

investment project ideas to viable new enterprises. 

b. To widen and deepen Active Democratic Planning by 

inc~easing the range cf opportunities available to 

(potentially) er.trepreneurially active youth, women, 

returning migrants, and younger engineers, scientists, 

technical and experienced business oriented persons 

to develop and operate their.£!!!!. productive enterprises. 

c. To stimulate employment opportunities via small and 

medium-sized enterprise creation. 

d. To help to establish new enterprises that will not 

require an operating subsidy in the shortest possible 

"".ime. 
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e. To aid in the restructuring of national industry 

from both a regional and sectoral point-of-view. 

f. To create a more hospitable climate for new investment 

from any source. 

2. Main ETEPAP Activities: Other institutions may participate 

a. Entrepreneurship development through identification 

and training of entrepreneurially oriented individuals 

and groups from target populations. 

b. Creation of an institutional environment ensuring 

participation of potential entrepreneurs from terget 

populations in the generation of investment project 

studies. 

c. Evaluation of investment project studies. 

d. Financing, co-financing, promotion, etc., of those 

investment projects deemed viable. 

e. Advising investment project generation, implementation, 

start-up, continuing operations, etc. 

3. What are the priorities among the :arget populations? 

a. Youth 

b. Women 

c. Migrants: 1987 is the 'Year of :he Emigrant 1 

d. Younger engineers, scientists, technical and exper:enced 

business oriented persons. 

4. Are there regional priorities? 

5. Are there intra-regional priorities (e.g., urban-rural, 

etc.)? 
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II. ADMINISTRATIVE ISSUES 

1. What is the Current Status of ETEPAP? (See attached 

memorandum "Suggested Composition of the ETEPAP 

Governing Council) 

a. Charter and Incorporation 

b. Board of Directors 

c. President 

d. Managing Director 

e. Recommended Staff at Start-up 

1. Directors (4) and Deputy Directors (4) 

a. Youth 

b. Women 

c. Migrants 

d. Younger engineers, etc. 

2. Other 

a. Accountant (1) 

b. Assistants (4) 

c. Secretaries (3) 

f. Budget 

2. Ministry of Culture Personnel Required During Pre-start 

Phase of ETEPAP 

a. Counterpart to UNIDO expert 

b. Target Population Experts (8). Two for each population. 

c. Assistant to UNIDO expert 

d. Bilingual secretary 

e. Informatics assistance 
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J. Other Assistance Required 

a. K~?~ personnel assigned to th~ Migrant Project 

h. already computerized some survey results. 

I would like to use their ability to computerize 

and analyze other data on cigrants. 

4. ~ho is the senior person at the Ministry responsible for 

the day-to-day operations of this project? 
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ETEPAP Project Participants 

Richard Lissak 

A Program for the Development of The Company for 

the Support of Production Ir.itiatives of Younger 

People (ETEPAP) 

January 1987 

The purpose of this memorandum is to acquaint Project 

Participants with the objectives and priorities of ETEPAP, its 

expected range of activities and the initial tasks to be fulfilled 

during the current pre-start phase of ETEPAP. The Minister has 

approved the objectives and priorities which are discussed in 

sections 1 and 2, below. 

Background to ETEPAP 

One of the main elements of the Government's development 

strategy is the promotion of increased participation by all 

groups in the economic and social life o! the country. The 

strategic goal of ETEPAP is the creation of new viable business 

enterprises by members of groups (target populations) under-

~epresented in the econo~ic life of the country. The t~rget 

pop~la:ions are you~h. wc~en, ~eturning emigrants, an1 younger 

engineers, scientists, technicians and experienced business 

7he ?ive-Year ?lan, 1983-1?87, was cr!atei through the 

me:ha!1:sm of ~ctive De~ocratic planning, A method of iP.veloping 

pla!1 pos5ibil:ties frorn-the-bottorn-up and then agreeing the plan 

an itera~ive pro~~ss between Norn:5 Planning Councils on 

th~ o!1e hJnd, and the µeriferial and central authorities on the 

A mnj~~ prcblem o~ the 1983-1987 Plan wa3 t~e lack of 
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productive investment projects. 

The Government is now faced witn a ~evere a~d urgent problem 

as the level of private investment has fallen steadily since its 

previous cyclical peak in 197?. A stabilization program was 

launched in 1985 to correct a chronic deficit in the current 

account of the Balance of Payments, and unemployment, particularly 

among youth and younger professionals.is rising. The Labor 

Force Participation Rate for women is very low compared with 

Western Europe and North America depriving the country of their 

energy and imagination in productive activity. Changes in the 

economic structure of several Western European countries have 

resulted in a 'surplus' of Greek guest workers and, at the same 

time, the Government would like to take advantage of the skills 

acquired by Greeks who have worked abroad. This can only be 

effected through a program that facilitates the retur~ and 

reintegration of emigrants. It is the aim of the Government 

~o at least partially resolve these proble~s by broadening the 

opportunities available to the tRrgeted groups withi~ the process 

of Active Democratic Planning, by the creation of ET~?A?. 

The role of ETEPAP is to act first as an ou~reac~ organization, 

infcr~ing the target populations of the new oppo~tuni:ies 

available, second, to facilitate the development of ~~ose 

productive investment project ideas deemed potentially viable, 

and fi~ally tJ ei:~er fir.ance wi:h its own funjs cer:~in proje~:s 

andior help find financing from otheR public or priva:e ins:itut!ons. 

Tha: is, ETEPAP is designed to have an impac~ in the s:ages of 

prc~~~t development prier to thJse affectej by :he us~~l incenti~e 
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programs. Post-investment follow-up services will also be 

provided. 

The work program i~ this memorandum covers a portion of the 

pre-start phase of ETEPAP. Outreach and screening aspects of 

ETEPAP will be tested in a pilot program in several locations 

before the national program is implemented. A part of this 

pre-start phase will be the choice of these iocations. ETEPA? 

is expected to begin program testing in May 1987. 

ETEPAP, which will be a private compa~y. has been formed 

by the General Secretariats of Youth, the Greek Diaspora and 

Popular Education of the Ministry of Culture, the Hellenic 

Irdustrial Development Bank of the Ministry of Industry, Energy 

and Technology, und the Ministry of N~tional Econoruy. The 

Ministry of Culture has taken the lead in ETEPAP's formaticn. 

ETEPAP's charter has been completed and its staff is being 

recruited. During this formative period, the Ministry of 

Cul~ure will provide support in terms of staff, space anc 

other necessary items. 
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1. Objectives of ETEPAP 

The objectives are listed in hierarchical order, with the 

controlling objective first, etc. 

1.1. To break existing financial and institutional constraints 

hampering the movement from productive investment project 

ideas to viable new enterprises. An enterprise is viable 

if it meets market criteria for profitability. New 

enterprises may be in the primary, secondary or tertiary 

sectors. 

1.2. To widen and deepen Active Democratic planning by increasing 

the range of opportunities available to (potentially) 

entrepreneurially active youth, women, returning emigrants, 

and younger engineers, scientists, technical, and 

experienced business oriented persons to develop and 

operate their ~ proauctive enterprises. 

:.J. To stimulate employment opportunities via small and 

medium-sized enterprise creatior.. 

1.4. To help to establish new enterprises tr.at will no~ requi~~ 

an operating subsidy in the short~stpossible time. 

1 .5. To aid in the restructuring Jf national industry from 

both a regional and sectoral point-of-view. 

1.6. Tc create a mere hospitable ~limate for new investment 

from any scur:e. 
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2. Priorities Within ETEPAP 

The priorities, within categories, are listed in hierarchical 

order, with the most important first, etc. 

2.1. Target Pooulation Priorities 

These priorities relate more ~o the timing of the programs 

rather than indicating a clear preference for one group 

over another. Since ETEPAP will test its programs in 

several locations, it may be desiracle to introduce 

programs jointly rather than separately in order to reduce 

the time and cost of testing. 

The target populations are not mutually exclusive. 

Although they obviusly overlap in membership, each 

population has been defined with certain characteristics 

so that indi7iduals and groups with project ideas will 

self-select their program entry poi~t. It is expected 

that investment project types and sizes will vary among 

the targL~ populations in a way rela:ed to their defining 

characterisitcs. 

2.1.1. Youth 

Youth are broadly defined as those i~dividuals from 

18 to 45 years of age. Althoug~ both females and 

males may be included in this g~oup, care has to be 

taken to ensure that fema:es ha~e access to the full 

range of ETEPAP's services. Fo~ this a~d other reasor.s 

related to discriminatory practi:es and attitudes, 

young wcmen reay elect ot en:er t~e women's program. 

Two key characteristics of youth are inexperience and 

the inability to prepare their own project feasibility 

studies. 
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2.1.2. Women 

There is no specific age limitation for women. 

This group is likely to have the least acquaintance 

with business ideas and experience with business 

practices. They are likely to have more difficulty 

developing project ideas that are potentially viable 

than other target ropulations. The ETEPAP program 

for women will have to overcome these initial barriers. 

If young women select themselves into this program 

it may be due either an expectation of discriminatory 

practices in the youth program and/or the feeling 

that it is likely to be more difficult to cGmpete in 

a program with large numbers of men. 

2.1.3. Returning emigrants 

There is no specific age limitation for this group. 

Returning emigrants are likely to have considerable 

#Ork experience, both from domestic and foreign 

employment, to be self-supporti~g. acquainted with 

business practices, and often ha•e ~heir own project 

ideas. Whether male or female, the ETE?A? prog~a~ 

will have to take account of the many adjust~ent 

problems facing individuals and families re:ur~i~g 

to their home country after years abroad. 

There ~! a ~ealth of descrip:ive and analyti: =a:erial 

available from the Governmen:'s ~igration study. 
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2.1.4. Younger engineers, scientists, techncial and 

experienced business oriented persons 

There is no specific age limitation for this group 

although it is expected that most entrants will be 

from 25 to 50 years of age. !he defining characteristic 

of this group is the ability to prepare a full 

project feasibility study without significant outside 

help. That is, the educational attainment and work 

experience of this group is considerably greater than 

·any· of the other target populations. Males and 

females will part:~ipate, and it is hoped that Greeks 

abroad will also enter. There is a draft program 

(R. Lissak: Proposal For a 'Nev Enterprise Procotion 

Program' for the Manufacturing Sector, 26-11-84) 

which needs amendment and further elaboration. 

2.2. Regional priorities 

ETEPAP is to focus on the second a~d third rank regions 

rather than the most populous. Several locations have 

to be chosen for pilot testing of the ETEPAP programs. 

There is also a need to prepare the background materiai 

for the full national program. 

2.2.1. The capacity of a region to su~cessfully absor: 

~TEPAP activities is :he overriding criterion fer 

choice among the second and third rank regions. 

The dimensions of absorptive capacity need to be 

developed. 

2.:.2. After full consid~ration has :een given to absorptive 

capacity, attention can also be given to depopulated 

regions, border regi0ns and islands. 
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2.J. Intra-Regional Priorities 

Intra-regional priorities include the possibilities for 

inter-area linkages, with emphasis on rural areas. 

Areas are as defined in the Census of Population. 

2.J.1. Rural areas 

2.J.2. Semi-urban areas 

2.J.J. Urban areas 

3. Propcsed Main ETEPAP Activities 

ETEPAP will undertake some of the activities itself, it may 

develop activities jointly with other institutions or it may 

subcontract these activities to others. 

3.1. Creation of an institutional environment and outreach 

program to ensure the participation of potential 

entrepreneurs from target populations in the generation 

of investment project studies. 

3.2. Entrepreneurship development thrcug~ identification and 

training of entrepreneurially oriented individuals and 

groups from target populatio~s 

3.3. Appraisal of investment project iieas from external or 

internal sources 

3.4. Generation of feasibility (or lo~er level) investment 

project st~dies from accepted project ideas 

;.5. ~ppraisal o~ feasibility st~dies 

J.6. Financing, cc-financing, pro~o:io~, etc., of those 

i~~estmen~ project deemed viable 

3.7. Ad~ising on investment project i~plementation, start-up, 

continuing operations, etc. 

3.8. Evaluation of all dimens~ons of ETEFAP programs. 
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4. Tasks for the Pre-Start P~~se of ETEPAP 

ETEPAP is to be pilot tested starting in May 1987. The time 

period for the following pre-start tasks is six weeks. The 

tasks in section 4.4., below, will cleariy continue through the 

testing period as information on how well ETEPAP actually works 

will undoubtedly lead to program revisions. 

4.1. Collect all previous reports, studies, etc. developed 

for ETEPAP. Retain any usable material. 

4.2. Collect the relevant (Greek, EC, etc.) studies, reports, 

surveys, policies, programs, laws and data regarding 

the target populations of section 2.1. 

4.2.1. Provide a systematic analysis of materials collected. 

Develop a target population database consistent with 

the location .data of section 4.3.1., below. 

4.3. Collect the relevant studies, reports, surveys, policies, 

programs, laws and data regarding the areal units of 

sections 2.2. and 2.3., above. 

4.3.1. Provide a systematic analysis of materials collec~ed. 

Develop the analysis on the basis of a Nomos and its 

political subdivisions, such as Eparchias and Demi. 

Develop a location database consistent with the 

target population database of section 4.2.1., above. 

4.4. On the basis of the objectives and priorities c1f sections 

1. and 2., and the completed tasks of sections 4.1.-4.3., 

develop an analytical base for the commencement of 

ETEPA? operation~ 
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4.5. Define ETEPAP programs and their success criteria. 

4.5.1. Analyze the positive, neutral ~nd negative effects 

of existing policies. programs and laws on the 

operations crf ETEPAP. Define the preferred 

configuration of policies, programs and laws. 

4.5.2. Develop specific analyses of desirable pilot program 

locations and their target populations. Desirable 

locations and their target populations will, in 

the first instance, be chosen on the basis of their 

capacity to successfully absorb ETEPAP activities. 

Visiting potentially desirable locations and intitiating 

contacts with knowledgeable individuals and institutions 

will contribute significantly to making the 

best choices for testing ETEPAP's programs. 
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ETEPAP Working Group 

R. Lissak 

ANNEX III 

FROM 

SUBJECT Suggested Composition of the ETEPAP Governing 

Council 

The ETEPAP Governing Council should be composed of 

individuals whose backgrounds are particularly well suited 

to the purpose of ETEPAP -- that is, the promotion of new 

productive investment projects. ETEPAP will act as a publi~ly 

funded Venture Capital Fun1 as one part of its activities as well as 

an incubator of investment projects to be financed by other 

institutions. This paper proposes some criteria for selecting 

the Council members from both the public and private sectors. 

5ince ETEPA? ~ill be in the busineds of pro~oting investment 

~rojec:s from ijea through implementa:ion, experience in new 

o~si~ess start-ups is t~e ~ost !~por:an: criterion for both 

..... 
.. !ll. s 

:he c:::erence between the Pres!ien: anj Managing Director 

should be that the for~er will ~a7e :he ~ain respons~bility 

!or se::ing policy and pro=oti~g :he ~rogra~ while the latter 

·..;:ll ~a :;.irall:r ::~ce~:~s:e on plan~ing a~d 

For these reasons, :~e ?resident should 

ideally ~e a we:l-known re:ired busi~essperson who speaks 

with a~:~ority i~ bus!ness ~a::ers ~ci ~as the desire and 

a~ili:y :: ~on:ribute ~c :~e ae~e~o~me~: of Greece ty proooti~~ 
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the program both nationally and internationally. The 

Managing Director should be an experienced businessperson 

with demonstrated executive ability. It is li~ely that 

the President will have to be available almost full-time 

for the first year. If the President is a successful retired 

businessperson, salary is unlikely to be the main consideration 

in accepting the post. The Managing Director, ~n the other 

hand, will most likely consider an appropriate private sector 

salary as an indication tha~ the Government is serious about 

ETEPAP. 

Other non-governmental Council me~bers should come from 

banki~g. business and techncial areas. A represent~tive from 

the Technical Chamber might be useful in helping to promote 

the program within that organization. Since ETEPAP will 

seek the participation of women as indivduals and in groups, 

i~ is desirable to have a representative from a leading woman's 

crga~lzatlon. ~his should not be an excuse !or li~it:..~g t~e 

Council's fe~ale ~embers to one. Acaie=ics shouli be avoided 

u~less :hey ~ave clearly demonstr~:ed ;ractical excer:ise 

required for the Council's effective operation. 

The Govern~er.t Council =embers . ' . . 1 ' snc·.i.:..::l ::..:ic u::;e s re pre se!1 tat:..·:~ 

' . l ~ : :- : r.: .1., J c s. 1..J :; ·,.~er !"l men : 

;rojec:s are ex~ected .o be spo~scred by ~ocal Go~er~=ent, 

O~her G~ver~~~~t Council ~ecbers s~~u:d have experien:e in 

e~alu~:ion of invest=e~: pr~je~ts, e~c. 
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Attached is a copy of an article abou~ a newly founded 

Venture Capital Fund in China. It has so~e of the s~me 

characteristics as ETEPAP but its focus is much narrower. 

The business oriented backgrounds of the fund managers are 

particularly interesting. 

.. -v· ... ', 

. . 
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1. KAIN FOCI OF ETEPAP 

The acrony• ETEPAP stands for The Coapany For The s~pport of 

Production Initiatives Of Younger Peop~e • 

1.1. The Definitio~ of ETEPAP 

ETEPAP is a special credit institution whose pu~pcse is to 

prog~te the organization of ne~ s~all- and ~edi~~-sized 

enterprises (i.e., productive investment proj9c~s) undertake~ 

by groups underrepresented in decision-aaking roles within 

the economy. ETEPAP is oriented by the principles of 

Active ~emocratic Plan~~~ and Im~le~er.tation. 

1.2. The Objectives of ETEPAP 

1.2.1. Pri=ary Objective 

The primary objective of ETEPAP !s the start-up and 

successful ope~ation of viable ne~ s~all- a~~ ~ediuw

sized enterprises by entrepre~eur:~lly orie~~ed members 

o! the Ta~get fopulatio_,s (T?s). The TPs ~~e: 

(1) youth; 

(2) wooen; 

(3) returning e~igrants; and 

(4) younge~ enginee~s, scienti~ts, tachuica: ~~d ~xpsr;~=:=~~ 
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1.2.2. Secondary Objectives 

1.2.2.1. Regional Objectives 

l secondar7 objective and one related to the 

choice or several or the target populations (i.e •• 

7outh. voaen. and possibl7 retu"ning eaigrants) :L3 

the promotion or entrepren~urship and nev enterprises 

in the second and third rank cities or the nation 

and their rural hinterlands. ETEPAP·, however, is 

not a growth pole approach to development. 

1.2.2.2. Employment 

1 eecondar7 objective is the stiaulation or employaent 

opportunities, particularl7 ava7 from the major 

urban centers. 

1.2.). Lover Order Objectives 

1.2.3.1. Restructuring 

ETEPAP should aid in the restructuring of national 

industry from both a regional and sectoral point

of-view. 

1.2.J.2. Investment Climate 

ETEPAP should help to create a more hospitable climate 

tor investment from any source •. 

• 
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2. A SUGGESTED STRATEGY POR ETEPAP 

There are tov.r eleaents tc ETEPlP's -etrate17 tor nev entrepren

eurs and nev enterprises • 

2.1. Breaking Financial and Institutional Barriers to the Creation 

ot lev Enterprises 

ETEPlP, as a special credit insti~~tion -- a tora ot invest

ment bank, vill have the povers and the capacity to break 

the existing financial and institutional constraints hamp

ering the aoveaent troa productive investaent project idea~ 

to viable nev aaall- and aediua-aized enterprises. ETEPAP 

will take equity positions in the nev enterprises providing 

sufficient capital to ensure their qualification tor invest

aent incentives under Lav 1262/1982 as amended. Subsequently, 

ETEPAP vill sell its equity and transfer its portion or the 

investment incentives to the nev entrepreneurs, replenishing 

its own funds. ETEPAP 1 s capital is targeted at 50(! million 

drachmas for its initial operating period. 

2.2. Develooing New Entreoreneurs 

ETEPAP will develop procedures (Target Population Program 

Modules: TPPMs) to _idt.1tify, train and .support entrepreneu!':: :l::;.· 

oriented members or the Target Populations. Since the TPs 

vary significantly in terms of sex, age, work experience, 

ow:i resources, knowledge of busir.ess opportur.i ties, educa t!.or..s: 

background, ability to r.slocate and other significant factors, 

ETEPAP will have to design some TPPMs for the specific needs 

of each TP. 

2.). Concentration on Smaller Cities and Their Rural Hinterlands 

Focusing on the second and third ran~ cities and their rural 

hfnterla11ds req'.11r,~ts a knowledge o! regional potentials. 
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~is anal7sis requires a statistical database, a aethod 

ot coaparing the level and trajector7 or developaent or 

the region~. and on-the-srot investigation or the carrent 

situation. The level or anal7sis vill be the Roaos (Prefectura) 

and the Deaos (Municipalit7). Soae aaterial vill be 

aggregated at the level or the Perireria (a group or Romoi). 

There are 51 loaoi and 13 Periferia •. 

2.4. Pilot Testing or ETEPAP's Programs 

The requirement to coordinate financial, institutional, 

entreprene~ial and regional anal7sis in support of the 

efforts or the TPs suggests the necessit7 or testing ETEPAP 

in several Boaoi before launching a national campaign. 

ETEPAP should choose those Noaoi that have the highest 

probabilit7 or usefuli7 absorbing its programs consistent 

with its stated objectives. 

• 
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). TARGET- POPULATIOI DEFICIENCIES 

The Target Populations have ver7 disparate characteristics, but 

soae deficiencies in coaaon. Man1 or the activities or ETEPAP, 

discussed in detail in section 5 i~lov, are designed to reduce 

the ertect of . these coaaon deficiencies. However, each 

ETEPAP TP program wil! have to detine the relevant characteristics 

of its TP in order to. develop that TPs strengths and ameliorate 

ii...:: weaknesses. · ,.Indivdual variation within a TP vill also· 

require attention. 

3.1. legativ.e Characteristics ot Target Populations 

From the point-ot-viev of negative characteristics, both 

7outh and women are likel7 to have signiricantly greater initial 

disadvantages than some returning eaigrants or younger 

engineers. A recent analysis· emphasizing the need for 

support structures tor ~hose seeking to start nev small-scale 

local enterprises in France listed the following deficiencie~ 

that need to be overcome: (P. Kue~tsler, International 

Labor Review, March-April 1984) 

(1) the cultural gap between them (the TPs) and decision

makers in institutions such as putiJic offices and bank~; 

(2) their lack o! self-confidence and of credibility among 

the officials with whom they have to deal; 

(J.) ~heir psychological and social isolation, especially 

if they have been unemployed for some time (or have 

never been employed); 

(4) the difficulty or finding and putting together the 
. 

information they need, especially since it is often 

widely dispersed; 
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(5} their lack ot resources, especiall7 tinancial resqurces 

in the earl7 stages ot their ovn ettorts: 

(6) ignorance or a talse viev ot the aarket and/~r their 

ovn capabilities: 

<7) insutticient awareness ot the need tor suitable 

aanagement techniques: 

(8) ignorance ot commercial procedures. 

).2. Preliminary Listing or Individual Target Pooulation 

Characteristics 

Using the c~aracteristics ot section 3.1. above and others 

associated vith potential enterprise success, Table 1 provides 

a prelimin&rT assignaent b7 Target Population. Particular 

entrepreneurial characteristics such as risk-taking, lftadership. 

and the Sc'llWll~etsrian desire to combine resources in nev 

and progressiVf• va7s are not discussed in this report due 

to lack of data. It is assumed that all T?s have members 

with an entrepreneurial bent, and that they exi~t in sut!ieient 

numbers so that ETEPAP will not lack potent!al nev entrepreneurs. 

tJlfIDO's European Regional ?rogras in Entrepreneurship 

Development will utilize cross-cultural psychological test!n& 

tor possession or character~stics assoc!ated with entrecre~

eurial activity. This has been included as one o! the 

activities proposed tor ETEPAP. 

• 
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TABLI 1: Enterprise ·Or&ation -- Selected Oharactertatica ot Target fopulation• 

t Possesses Desired Characteristic 
- Lacks Desired Characteristic 
? May or May Not Poaaeaa Desired Characterlatic 

Taraet Populations 
Returning 

Youth Wo•en Eal grant.a 

I. General Characteristics 
1 • Are part of or are easily aaai•ilable into 

the do•inant cultural group - - -
2. Are self-confident - - ? 

J. tluve an accurate picture or their own 
"'I 

capabilities - - • . 

II. Enter~rise Associated Characteriatica 
llt1Ve/IV,,{&!•Pfnancial and/o~ real to uae aa 1 • 
1 own• capital or collateral - - 7 + 

2. llave credibility as potential borrowers ot 
ftnanco capital - - 7 

). llave (potonttally) vtable tnveataent project ideaa 1 7 7 + 

4. llave knowledge of business and technical infora-
ation sourceo and their location - - -

5. llave a clear understanding of markets - - -
6. llave knowledge of co11•ercial procedures - - -

Younger 
Engineer• 

+ 
+ 

7 

+ 
+ 

+ 
7 

7 

I 
._,, 
I 



TABLE 1: Continued 

?. Are aware of the necessity for 
m3nagement technique 

8. lluve somo (potentially) usable 
9. llave some managerial experience 

10. llu ve the ability to undertake a 
~Ludy for an investment project 

11. Have locational mobility* 

Youth 

suitable 

workplace skill• -
Feasibility 

Target Population• 
Returning YounG•r 

Women Emigrant• Engineer• 

? ? 

- + + 
? 1 

+ 

1 + + 

• Youth end women are assumed to develop ·projects in their own areaa. Returning emigrant• clearl1 

have mobility. Those who have already returned may not. 

' . ' . 

• 
09 
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).). Target Population Program Modules (TP~s) 

The prograa tor each Target Population is coap~sed or 

aodules vhich are discussed as the substantive (non-adainis

trative) activities ot ETEPAP in sections 4. and 5. belov. 

Each activit7 tor a specific TP constitr~es a aodule and 

the entire range of activities (or aodules) constitutes a 

TP prograa. The aodules ma7 be identical across tvo or 

aore TPs or the7 ma7 differ for every TP. Theoretically, 

tor each activit7 there ~ould be a aaxiaum or four modules, 

one for each TP, and a minimum or one aodule serving all 

the TPs. The aim here is to reduce ETEPAP's costs and in

crease its· effectiveness by carefully singling out those 

TPs requiring their ovn module tor a specific activity in 

order to overcome a deticienc7 or d~velop a strength. The 

other modules can then be utilized for several or all the 

TPs without differentiation. A separate report vill deal 

vith the pilot program tor ETEPAP • 
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4. ACTIVITIES OF ETEPAP: RESPOISIBILITIES POR DEVILOPMEIT UD 

IMPLEMERTATIOI -
Most ot the activities or ETEPAP are associated vith the prograas 

tor each ot the Target populations (aee section 3 above). To 

achieve eco~oaies in ~osta and increase effectiveness each 

activity, other than adainiatrative ones, is considered as a 

target Population Prograa Module. 1n activity needs to be 

analyzed in two diaensions. The tirat is whether or not ETEPAP 

should undertake the activity itself' or share responsibility 

with others. The second is t~e degree to which TPPMs can be 

shared acro~s Target !4pulationa. Both di~ensions are aimed 

at concentrating ETEPAP's et!orta on those activities which are 

crucial to the overa11 success ot the prograa and limiting ~ts 

own staff size while utilizing (tree ~r on a paid basis) the 

services and support of other public and private institutions, 

organizations, companies and individuals at national, regional 

and local levels. This seetion develops the prj~ciples wider vhi::. 

ETEPAP should or should riot ·UIMlenake an activity itself. The 

proposed activit7 set for ETEPAP consists or the rollovi~g: 

(1) the creation or an institutional en1i·ironment conducive to 

entrepreneurship and new enterprise development: 

(2) outreach programs for target populations; 

(3) entrepre:leu:-ship developmenc through i:!enti!'ica ti on and 

training or entrepre~eurially oriented individuals and 

groups r~o~ the target populations; 

(4) developi~g investment project ideas; 

(5) a~;~a::ai o~ inves~:ent projec~ ideas; 
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(6) preparinc teasibilit7 atudiea auitable tor a project 

iapleaentation decision; 

(7) tinancial packages tor nev enterprises and nev entrep~eneurs; 

(8) prograas to iapleaent investaent projects: 

(9) prograas to provide cont.inuing advice and assistance during 

project start-up and continuing operations; 

(10) developaent ot regional data and databases to assist in the 

proa~tion ot ETEPAP's prograas: 

(11) developaent ot local support groups in the Boaoi (Prefectures~; 

(12} developaent ot the pilot program tor ETEPlP; and 

(13) evaluation ot ETEPAP's activities. 

In teras or precedence in t,ime, activities are first developed 

and then implemented. Either or these aspects of an activity 

can be undertaken independently by ETEPAP, given completely 

to others or developed as a joint exercis~. Whether ~orkee C>Ut 

independently or jointly, some activitJ ievelopme~t and/or 

implementation is important because it is an expression ot 

ETEPAP's basic responsibilities. These are called 'core' 

responsbilities. 

4.1. Resnonsibility for ETEPAP Activit!es 

Th~ range or activities fo~ ET!PA? is very broad and it is 

far from desirable that this new cocpany try to provide them 

all with its own start. A possible separation cf activi~ies 

involves a dual classification: activities can be classi!ied 
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accordinc to vho develops th•• &Ad vho iapleaent• th••· 
These categories can be !urther ••••••eel accordiDI to whether 

ETEPlP needs to take th• leading role -- & •core' responsibilit7, 

whether ETV...PlP has 'supervisorJ' and coordination' tunctions 

0Dl7, or whether it is to be undertaken b7 others -- a 'non-core' 

responsibi1it7. This separation recogniaes that there are 

other organizations which have responsibilities and powers 

in the saae areas as ETEPAP, and that the7 aa7 provide either 

tree or tor a tee certain services to ETEPlP. It also recognizes 

tha~ tor certain •core' .activities ETEPlP aa7 cooperate vith 

others in developaent and/or iapleaentation. 

4.1.1. Developaent vs Iaoleaentation ot Activities 

In some va7s the choice or developaent vs iapleaentation 

is part of an ettort to introduce the concept ot the corpor~~~ 

•aake or buy' decision to the planning ot ETEPAP's mode 

ot operac:lml. The other part is the core and non-core 

distinction. The !u.ndamental idea is to determine whe~iBr 

the company can ~ore cheaply a:~ without any lo5s in 

et!icienc1 (in its broader sense} perror= the activit7 

itsel! -- ~a~e the product or service -- or obtain it 

on better a:d more profitable ter~s from others. Since 

this is the kind or decision that will arise o~ter. :n 
the anal7s~3 of new enterprises to be promoted, ~T!PA? 

itself should be sensitive to ~~is choice. 
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4.1.1.1. Mating ltt1cient Use ot ITEPlP's Funds: The Issue 

ot Starr Size 

ETEPlP vill be capitalized·vith SOO aillion 

clrachaas. '?his is not an overl7 large sua consideri~~ 

that ETEPAP vill act as a special credit institution 

in accord vith its other activities. This report 

assuaes that ETEPAP should start vith a·relatively 
. 

saall start consistent vith its 'core' and 'super-

vi1or7 and coordination' tasts·vhile cooperating 

vith or subcontracting to others. There are five 

reasons tor thts assuaption. 

(1) A large start vould coaait too auch or ETEPAP's 

tunds to fixed internal expenditure instead o! 

being able to adjust spending according to the 

actual needs of the TPs. 

(2) Experienced and capable personnel in ETEPAP's 

area are in very Si&ort· supply in Greece. They 

are difficult to ~ocate, difficult to entice 

away to a new institut~on and expensive. It 

is much easier to subcontract work to them 

directly or to their co~panies. 

(3) An at~empt to fulfill all of ETEPAP's activities 

with its own staff w~l~ result in a lengthy 

delay until personnel are hired, organized, 

supplied with the necessary infrastructure for 

their jobs and oriented to the fultill~ent or 

their tasks. 
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(4) Br subcontracting o~ cooper~ting with others 

ETEPAP has the poss!bllit7 o! developing truittul 

relationship~ with other developaental institutions. 

(5) The suggested arrangeaent vill, ver7 iaportantly, 

econoaize on the tiae spen~ by ETEPAP's ovn 

aanagement in the creation of the institution. 

More time vill be available for substantive 

issues. 

4.1.1.2. Develooment of Activitie~ 

ETEPAP needs to develop all of its activities. It 

is unlikely that this vork can be given to others 

without a significant loss of control over the 

substantive content of ETEPAP's programs. In some 

instances ETEPAP vill cooperate vith others when 

there is an overlap of responsibilitie~ or complex 

arrangemects are required. Development involves 

determining which activities are necessary, thinking 

through what is required for a particular act!vit7, 

envisioning its mode of operation and intended results, 

budgeting, ~aking all ~he arrange~e~ts for the 

realizatio~ of the activity, and making provision for 

activity evaluation. 

4.1.1.J. I~olementation of Activities 

Once it has done the developcent ~ork, E~~?~P 

management will be in a position to anlayze more 

carefull7 ~ts own 'make or bu7 1 decisions. This 

report pr~;oses that a Major e!fo~t be made to 

'buy' ra~har than '~ake' activities in order to both 
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conserve funds and provide services aore etticiently. 

Thia judgeaent is based on aore than the.issues or 

start size as discussed in ·section 4.1.1.1. above. 

!t ~ates a long tiae to develop the kind or in-house 

organizational expertise required for the technical, 

econoaic and financial analysis or new projects and 

nev entrepreneurs. la a nev special credit institution 
. 

ETEPAP vill be under great pressure to produce some 

results quickly. Unless it develops subcontracting 

relations, it vill be difficult to aove forward at 

a reasonable pace. ETEPAP also needs to recognize 

that aany consultants in Greece are not at a level 

high enough to meet EC standards. ETEPAP vill have 

to shop carefully for its subcontractors. 

4.1.2. Core, Su?!rvisory and Coordination. and Hon-Core 

Responsibilities 

Table 2, below, contains the suggested list o! ET~PA?'s 

activities, subdivided according to activity develop~er.t 

vs implementation on one hand, and according to whether 

they are core, supe~visory and coor~ination, and non-core 

on the other. 

4.1.2.1. Core Responsibilities 

Core responsibilities consist or those that ETEPA? 

must itself ~eet in order to be an e!fect~ve orga~-

ization. These cannot be full7 subcontracted as 

they are not di~ectly available from others in a 

usable for~. Alterna~ively, :~ ~ould take so lc~g 

to inform others ot the requisites for the parti~~lar 
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activit7 taat it vould be less ti•• consuaing to 

undertake it in-house. Others, ~hough, aa7 have 

the same general responsibilities, e.g., project 

evaluation and financing, small and aediua enter

prises, etc. vhich naturally leads to cooperation. 

ETEPAP must have sufficient starr to meet it~ core 

responsibilities. 

4.1.2.2. Supervisory and Coordination Responsibilities 

Soae activities, 11ndertaken by others either separately 

or cooperatively, vill require supervision and/or 

coordination rroa ETEPAP. In aan7 instances where 

there is governmental statutory responsibilit7 for 

a given activity, e.g. incentive approvals for projects, 

ETEPAP vill have to coordinate for its TPs. Where 

ETEPAP is the subcontracting company or where ETEPAP 

is trying to develop local support groups, supervision 

will initially be required. 

4.1.2.J. Non-Core Res~cnsibilities 

These are shown in order to :larif7 core and super

vision a~d coordination res~c~sibilities. They :ay 

arise either through subcontra~ting, statutory 

responsibili~y. outrP.ach act!vities or passive 

coope~ation •ith others. 



TABLE 2: Overview of ETEPAP'a Suggested Actlvltlea and Reapon1lbilitle1 

Activities 

x: Respon&ibil1ty 
?: May or may not chooae to be reaponalble 

1. Creation of an institutional envlron•ent conducive 
to entrepreneurship and new enterprise development 
1. Activity Development 
2. Activity Implementation 

2. Outreach programs for tarret populations 
1. Activity Development 
2. Activity Implementation 

) • Entrepreneurship tlevelopment thro.ugh identiticativn 
and training of entrapreneurially oriented individual• 
and Groups fro• the target populations 
1. Activity Developmen~ 
2. Activity Implementation 

4. Developing inveutment project ideas 
1. Activity Devolopment 
2; Activity Implementation 

5. Appraisal of investment project ideas 
1. Activity Development 
2. Activity Implementation 

6. Preparation of feasibility Studies suitable tor a 
project implementutton decision 
1. Actlvtty Development 
2. Activity Implementation 

. Reaponalbilltiea 

Core -

x 
x 

x 
x 

x 

' 
x 

x 
? 

x 

Supervision 
and 

Coordination 

x 

x 

·X 

x 

Non-
Q2!.! 

x 
x 

x 
x 

x 
x 

x 
x 

x 
x 

I ... ..., 
I 



TABLE 2: ConLinued 

Activities 

?. Financial packages for new enterprises and new 
entrepreneurs 
1. Activity Development 
2. Activity Implementation 

8. Pro~rams to implement investment projects 
1. Activity Development 
2. Activity Implementation 

9. Progra•a to provide continuing advice and assistance 
during project start-up and continuing operations 
1. Activity Development 
2. Activity Implementation 

10. Devulopment of r.sgional 1ata and databases to assist 
in tt'e promotion of ET~PAP:, programs 
1. Activity Uevelopmant 
2. Activity Implementation 

11. Devtilopment of local support groups in the Nomoi' 
1. Activity Development 
2. Activity Implementation 

12. Development of the pilot program for l!!TEPAP 
1. Activity Dovolopment 
2. Activity lmplomentation 

1J. Evaluation of ET~PAP's activities 
1. Activity Development 
2

1 
Activity Implementation 

Core -
x 
x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 
x 

x 
x 

Responsibilities 
Supervision 

and 
Coordination 

x 

x 

x 

x 

Non-
Q2.I! 

x 
x 

x 
x 

x 
x 

x 
x 

·x 
·X 

x 
x 

x 

;; 
I 
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5. ACTIVITIES OF ETEPAP 

The activities discussed belov tollov the classification presented 

in Table 2. The7 are necessary to aee~ the objectives and 

iapleaent the strategy or sectiona1 and 2 above. An analysis 

ot their application to individual TPs vill be contained in 

a separate report. The activities or ETEPAP, soae or which 

tor• Target Population Prograa Modules are the following. 

5.1. ACTIVITY 1: The Creation of an Institutional Environment 

Conducive to Entrepreneurship and lew Enternrlse Development 

This activity includes the creation or ETEPAP as an inde

pendent incorporated ontity~ the appointaent of its Board 

ot Directors by the coapetent authorities, the appointaent 

ot its senior start by the new board, the appointment o~ its 

start, and the setting or goals and prioritie~ by the board 

and senior management. Experienced business people should 

be placed at the senior ~anagement level. This vill be 

-possible as ETEPAP is to be an independent incorporated 

entity able to pay salaries high enough to attract people 

from the private sector. Activity 1 is solely a core activity. 

5.1.1. ETEPA? Should Be an !ndeoendent !~corcorated E~tity 

In addition to the need to compete with the salaries 

paid in the private sector in order to attract ~ocpetent 

and experienced businesspeople ~amiliar with enterprise 

start-ups and management proble~s. ETEPAP needs to avoid 

the excessive bureauc~atization associated with for:al 

status as a gov9rn~ent a~ency. !~ ~TEPAP is s~bjected 
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to th••• tore•• in its ovn internal aechanisa there 

vill be ditticult7 in obtaining positive results· rroa 

prograaa which are inherentl1 probleaatic, requiring 

Judgeaent, !lexibilitf and an understanding.of indiv

idual differences. The TPs vill quicklf realize vhether 

or not ETEPlP can aake a positive contribution to the 

realization or their entrepreneurial abilities. or 
course those ainistries and organizations contributing 

to ETEPAP's capital need to be represented on the Board 

ot Directors vhich sets polic7. ETEPAP's separateness 

rroa the ordinar7 bureaucrac7 vill not be unsupervised 
. 

by the competent authorities -- its da7-to-da7 operatioas 

vill be insulated i! it is incorporated as an independent 

entit7. 

5.1.2. ETEPAP Starr 

Since the business of ETEPAP is promoting new enterprises 

formed by new entrepreneurs, those appointed to the 

board and senior management should have experience in 

the private business sector. ~ile part of the board 

will be appoi~ted by the govern~ent, the reaainder can 

include prominent businesspeople. Senior management 

can be recruited from the private sector at appropriate 

salaries. ETEPAP's willingness to pa] cocpetiti~e sala~i~s 

will be an i=portant indicator or its serious intent 

and the effort expected from tbe st3!f. 
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.5.2. ACTIVITY 2: Outreach Prograas tor Target Populations (TPsJ 

This is both a core and non-core activity as aany other 

public and private organi:ations are involved in siailar 

prograas. As a special credit institution, ETEPAP vill 

need to interface with other institutions vhen their TPs 

coincide. Some of the existing pregraas are discussed 

below in this section or under other activities. This 

Target Population Program module (TPPM) vill have to be 

differentiated tor each ot t'he TPs. An iaportant aspect 

differentiating the TPs is their cll!"rent locatica and the 

expected location or their new enterprises. The emphasis 

on second and thi~d rank cities makes location a prime 

characteristic. 

5.2.1. Location-Specific Target Populations 

The TPs whose location is deemed fixed (at the level 

or the Homos or periferia) are youth, vomen and emigrant' 

who have already retur~ed. These groups are assumed to 

propose projects ~o~_re...a.lization within the region in 

which they live although this is ~ot an absolute ~equi~e

ment for funding. Outreach programs for these TPs ~ill 

have to be at the level of the Demos (City) and No=os 

if they are to have their desi~ed effect. Local support 

g~oups (see section 5.11. below) •ill, hopefully. f~~~ 

an important part of the outreac~ ef!or~. Advertisi~g 

in the media appropriate to the area can also be used. 
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5.2.2. Returning Emigrants and Younger Engineers 

Returning emigrants will have to be informed in the 

countr7 where the7 arc located. Large numbers ot 

potential returnees are in West German7, Sweden, 

Australia and Nev Zealand. Some reside in Canada 

and the United States. In eaca case the outreach program 

will have to be developed i~ co~peration with the 

Secretariat for GreeksAbrcad of the Ministr7 of Culture. 

This may also be the ease for 7ounger engineers vho 

reside abroad. From a general aspect, the program for 

7ounger en,ineers is national in scope and needs to be 

approached in this manner from the start. Unlike the 

other pr~grams, the younger engineers will be located only 

in Athens during the period when they develop their 

Feasibility Studies. 

5.2.J. Sexism and Outreach Programs 

Given the prevailing attitudes in Greece toward women 

and independent work, particularly away from the capital, 

it is likely that separate outreac~ programs will ha~e 

to be developed for youth and ~o=e~ despite their 

identical location. Experience indicates that women 

in Greece do not di~ectly compete •ith men (for the usual 

reasons) makin& it necessary to s~~ar~te this module 

and training modules (see sectio~ 5.3. below). The 

~~cretariat of Equality (for wocen) of the Ministry to 

the Presidency has begu~ to develop seminars for women. 

The £!~st was a one-day progra~ =~ ~conomic ~a~age~e~t; 

a seminar on agrotourism (or rura: tourism) is planned. 
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ETEPAP shou1d develop contacts vith this secretariat. 

One approach is to participate in these seainars·in 

order to inform the interested voaen or ETEPAP's 

activities. Another approach is to prepare material 

to be distributed at these seminars or •ailed to the 

seminar participants. These are inexpensive ways to 

reach members or any or the TPs. 
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5.3. ACTIVITY ): Entrepreneurship Developa9nt Through Iaentification 

and Training of Entreoreneurially Oriented Individuals and 

Grouos from the Target Populations 

This is a core and non-core activity !or both development 

and implementation 

5.).1. Identification of Potential Entreoreneurs 

First. there is an immediate need to develop a screening 

process to determine which interested members of the T?s 

possess the characterist~cs associated with entrepreneurial 

activity. UNIDO. for example, is currently de,jl_oping a 

cross-cultural psychological test to screen applicants 

for pTecisely this kind of program. This is a part or 

UBIDO's European Regional Entrepreneurship Development 

Program which will inaugurate and test a variety of 

programs designed.to detect. promote and develop entre

preneurial activity a~ong youth, women. returning emig

rants and people in rural areas. ETEPAP (or the Ministr7 

on ETEPA? 1 3 behalf) should seriousl7 consider parti~~;

ating in this progra~. 

The Hellenic Organiza~ion for Small- and Mediu~-Sized 

Manufacturing and ~andi:rafts (EC~EX) has just started 

a progra~ for the creatio~ of new businesspeople. The 

class of 30 persons •as 3:reened b7 interviews •hich 

emphasized t~eir kncwle~ge cf :he industry in which they 

plan to open a busir.ess and other factors contributing 

to the success of new enterprises. The Hellenic Center 

for Productivity (~~KE?A) :s collaborati~g with the 
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European Foundation or Manag••ent Dsvelopaent (Brussels) 

to develop programs to proao~e entrepreneurial character

istics and coapetence. ELXEPA has started PAvE. the 

Prograa for the Development or lndustriai Coapanies, in 

cooperation vith the Dutch Institute- or Manageaent fro• 

vhoa they have obtained the aaterials and the European 

Social Fund. or 15 aonths duration, the prograa seeks 

to upgrade the entrepreneurial characteristics or owners 

or industrial companies •. The screening criterion is an 

impartial estimate or the possibility that an applicants 

company can develop rapidly if the ovner receives the 

training. Th~ .• · approach is openly aore psychological 

in orientation than that of EOMMEX. The Organization 

for the Employment of the Labor Force (OAED) h~s a small 

subsidy program for independent professionals vhose major 

characteristic is that they have already opened their 

business. 

I 
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5.).2. Training for Potential Entrepreneurs 

Second, training, both to heighten entrepreneurial traits 

and to develop aanagement skills for the accepted 

applicants will vary according to their initial level 

of experience and knowledge and the coaplexity associated 

with the proposed new enterprise. See section 5.5. below 

tor a discussion of coaplexity. It is expected that 

youth and women will propose the least complex businesses, 

followed by returning e~igrants. Your....g engineers can 

be expected to propose projects which can be competitive 

at the European level. Training will then vary by TP, 

although some TPPHs can be combined, and thus, it will 

also vary by location. Youth and women are more tied 

to specific locations for both training and new enter

prise formation •. An important part of training is 

participation by the new entrepreneur in the preparation 

of the Feasibility Study as disc~ssed in section 5.6. 

below. 

The EOMMEX progra~ _discussed abo1e ~c~sists of three stag~s 

stage one lasts for three weeks and a!.~s a~ upgrading 

entrepreneur~al c~aracteristics and co~petence; stage t•o 

which lasts !or !our mon~hs concent=ates on the prerequ!.si:' 

knowledge ~eeded to ~ake a busi~ess p:an; a~d stage t~~ee 

which lasts ~or three-four •eeks ccnc:~:rates on opera:!.ng 

a busi~ess. E~~?A? could usef~l:y ~el~ to finance so~e 

of the bus!.ness proposals as ::::;:.fMEX does not have the 

funds. 
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Since both EOHMEI and ELIEPA-have training prograaa in 

existence, ETEPAP aay either subcontract or direct its 

TPs to utilize these prograas; Both organizations have 

offices in several locations. EOMMEI has 26 branch 

offices covering Greece. This has great advantages 

tor those TPs vho are tied to specific locations and 

particularly for women who may have family responsibilities 

5.J.J. Levels of Identification and Training 

Developing both selective and non-selective aethods of 

new entrepreneur identification and training are 

necessary. 

5.J.J.1. Initial Identification 

It is not desirable to, !or example, initiate ETEPAP's 

pilot prograa by offering to give psychological 

tests to those people who want to become entreprene~~s. 

Some people with talent and ability do ~ot want to 

take tests for reasons of anfa~iliarit7 or because 

of fear or failure or other reasons. This may be 

especially true for women whose self-esteem has 

suffered from sexist practic~s. ?eople in rural 

areas ~a7 not be used to tests. It is 

suggested that non-selective 'awareness se~inars' 

ai~ed at infor~i~g peo~le aboat the ?ros and cons 

of starting a small busi~ess be held, jointly spon

sored by ETEPAP and other cer.tral/local governQental 

and non-go~ern~ental organ!zations. See sections 

5.J.J.J. :elow or. :urren~ pr~:t!:e in ~ngla~d 

and section 5.11. below on lo:al suppor~ groups. 
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Froa the point-ot-view or developing ETEPAP. these 

awareness seainars can indicate the level or interest 

in entrepreneurship. Follow-up by direct contact 

with the se•inar attendees becomes an important 

source or potential entrepreneurs. 

S.J.J.2. Selective Training 

Using foraal written testing and/or interview 

techniques should be required tor selection into 

one of the TP prograas. The range and depth of the 

training depends upon those factors discussed in this 

section and in section 5.11. Experience in England 

suggests that TPs want and can absorb a considerable 

aaount of training. 

5.3.3.3. Current English Practice 

Tbere are four levels of entrepreneurial training 

currently in use in England. Most of these are 

offered through the Manpowe= Servic~s Coc~ission 

'T~aining for Enterp~ise' prog~a~. The levels are. 

starting rroz the ~ost selective prog~am: 

( 1 ) Graduate Ente~~~ise P~~~~a~s. 'l'hese a -o . -
selective prograas of an7•here r~om 6 to 16 

weeks duration offered at Business Schools. 

They are open onl7 to co~lege g=adua:es who 

want to start their ow; bus!r.esses. The ?r~gra=3 

orrer part residential !~struction in business 

skills followed by prcjec: work to plan the ne~ 
this t;;r~e oif 

business. Si~ce Greece i:es ~~t ~ave/a 3us~ness 

School, this tor~ cf ;==~~a~ ~culd ~a7a to be 
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put together troa Tarious sources. The proposed 

prograa tor 7ounger engineers has this charact

eristic. 

(2) Saall Business Developaent Courses. These are 

selective courses aimed at nev entrepreneurs 

vith saaller projects-that those auitable for 

the Graduate Enterprise Prograa. The course 

is 8-10 veeks or classrooa vort plus a period 

for launching the nev enterprise. It is otferrd 

at aany locations and is soaetimes available 

on a part-time evening basis. 

(3) Self-Eaployment Courses 

These courses have tev entrance criteria, range 

troa the part-time equivalent ot 1 veek up to 

6 veeks full time. They average tvo veeks. 

This progra: is most suitable tor those vho 

expect to eMploy only the:selves under a spec:a: 

UK prograM paying a 3ubsidy.for nev self-eapl~l-

2ent enterp~ises. 

(4) Self-E~olov~ent Awareness Se~ina~s. These 

non-selective courses are·is hours in leng~~ 

with the ai~ or i~for~i~s people about thei: 

oppo:tu~ities in small ente~prise. 
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S.4. ACTIVITY 4: Developing Investment Project Ideas 

Project ideas in classical theor7 are the responsibilit7 or 

entrepreneurs seeking to control and coabine the !actors or 

production in •ore efficient and/or nev va7s in order to 

produce specific products or utilize specific resources. 

In •ixed econoaies. project ideas are developed at various 

governaental levels as vell as by private sector entrepren

eurs. ETEPAP's function is to help in the formation or 

project ideas by entrepreneuriall7 oriented aeabers or the 

TPs. The idea aa7 originate vith the entrepreneurs or vith 

soae other public or private sector group. This is both a 

core and non-core_ activity.for development purposes. It is 

suggested that iapleaentation involve only supervision and 

coordination by ETEPAP. 

5.4.1. Types.or Project Ideas 

For ETEPAP, there are two essential categories of project 

ideas: first, there are those developed by ETEPAP or 

other central government institutions (e.g., developme~t 

banks, planning organizations, 2i~istries, etc.) and 

called Centrally Generated Project !nitiatives (CG?!;; 

and second, there are those developed ~ithin the TPs 

or by other groups or individuals (e.g., local author

ities, private sector, e!c.) and called Locally Ge~e~

erated ?xoject !:nitiati•1es (LG?!}. The two types a:-e 

usually generated by di!~e:-ent processes, with the CG?I 

coming as a result o! national sectoral analysis or the 

desire to exploit some large-s=~:e na~~=-~l :-esource, 

while the LGPI represe~~ soce particular inspira~i?~ 
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or expertise concerning •arkets. products. processes. local 

needs.resources. etc. or course so•• large enterp~ises 

pla.n in a vay si•ilar to the CGPI. but this is not the 

case in Greece. Another vay ot distinguishing these 

tvo categories is by calling the first an example of 

'project ideas fro• ~•ove• and the second 'project ideas 

fro• below'. Although they coapleaent each other. 

priority is usually given to ideas from above in the 

context or govern•ent prograas. Since the policy or the 

Government is to give priority to ideas fro• belov. 

ETEPAP's focus should be on these, but not to the excl-
. 

usion of ottering good ideas based on centrally developed 

analyses. 

5.4.1.1. The Nature or Project Ideas 

Project ideas are just that. They represent the 

judgement or more or less informed persons (often 

based on a aore or less detailed study) about vhat 

might be a feasible invest~ent project. 

5.4.1.2. Centrallz Generated P~oject I~itia~ives (CGPI) 

The development or project ideas by organs or the 

central governaent is important for precisely the 

reason that they do usually provide some sectoral 

analys!s a~d thus have an overview o! the nation~~ 

{or perhaps regional) Market which is generally 

lacking in LGPI. The CG?I ca~ serve as guides to 

the developoent o! local ?~~jects, provi1e i~for~-
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ation on aineral deposits, torests and other natural 

resources whose potential requires the expert analysis 

or the specialists eaployed by. the central govern

aent. These studies are usually at a fairly high 

level or generality when it coaes to project ideas. 

Exploiting a aineral deposit aay or aay not be 

coaaercially feasible irrespective or ~he quality 

of the ore. Nonetheless, there are many good projects 

suggested within these studies.Thre~ examples of 

studies which contain project ideas at a high level 

of generality are the •Automobile Industryn and the 

•Machinery Industry•, both in the UBIDO sponsored 

Integrated Activity Coaplex at IEPE, and another 

UNIDO sponsored study at KEPE entitled •Development 

Prospects of the Small-Medium Industr7 and Recommend

ations for Appropriate Policies and Programs". 

Other studies are available from IEPE, ~~VA, EOMMEI, 

etc. ETEPAP needs to beco~e the sou~ce of 

these studies and repor~s ~s ~ell as ~C ~aterial for 

its TPs. 

5.4.1.3. Locally Generated Project Initiati7es (:G?!) 

This category consists of all project ideas not 

generated by the cent~al a~~h:rities. ~t i~cludes 

ideas from the existing private sector, nev entre

preneurs (whether individuals, partners~ips, joint 

stock compa~ies, :ooperati7es, etc.), local auth-
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orities and foreign investacnt. The central gov

ernaent aay or may not be a partner or lender, or 

provide incentives to these projects, if realized. 

An iaportant characteristic ot LGPI in Greece is 

that they are generally smaller in size (capital 

cost, eaployaent, etc.) than CGPI. l reason for 

this is that governments like to deal with large 

projects as the fixed costs i~ time are very similar 

across project sizes !or senior government executives. 

Unfortunately the same pattern exists for coaaercial 

banks who report relatively high fixed costs for 

analyzing small projects as compared to larger ones. 

It is thus more profitable to avoid small business 

and concentrate on large •. Co~mercial banks in Greece 

are no different and this-1.sacrucial reason for the 

creation or ETEPAP. 

ETEPAP needs to develop conta~ts •ith the researc~ 

and consulting institutions and fir~s of the private 

sector. The Institute of Ec~=om!c and Industrial 

Research (IOBE) has prepared ~any sectoral studies. 

5.4.2. Active De~ocratic Planning and !~~le~entation 

The dichotomy of LGPI and CGPI is i~portant for the 

for~ation of Government pcl:cy. :~e Five-!:a~ Plan, 

1983-1987 •as developed on the cas!s of Act!ve Democ

cratic Planning, a process cons!s:ing or project proposals 

generat:d at locality meetings v!:~!n a Nocos, the 
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consolidati c and choice or these LGPI at the level or 

the loaos r~~~owed by a series or iterations and negot

iations between loaoi authorities and the central gov

ernaent leading to an agreed plan. Heedless to say, 

the aain weight or preference was, for the final plan, 

given to the central governaent choices although there 

was a aajor error~ to include those projects deemed 

crucial by the ~omoi authorities. As tor plan implem

entation, the further in-time the implementation from 

the original plan, the less likely the two were to 

coincide. Although this is true for all plans,diver

gence was great. Thus, although planning was democ

ratized, implementaticntook its own route. 

In addition, almost all the proposed projects were in

rrastrucuture. Of more than 2,000 LGPI less tha 50 were 

for directly productive activities. It is likely, on 

the one hand, that ?rejects which ~e=e usuall7 u~der

taken by the gover~ment, e.g. infras~ructure, •ere the 

ones proposed, and on the other hand, there :~as•ii~tle 

effort made to redirect the proposa:~ as the analyses 

requirea to propose alternatives were unavailable. 

A significant amount of sector and b=anc~ analysis is 

now available so tha~ planni~g ~=~ :~dus~rial 

restructuring :s now feasible. ~a~ :.eeds to be added 

is the ability of decentralized units to imple:er.t the 

plans that are developed. E~~PAP is a vehicle for this 

impleoenta~i~r.. 
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S.S. ACTIVITY S: Appraisal of Investaent ProJect Ideas 

One or the aost difficult probleas !acing ETEPAP will be 

the appraisal or investaent project ideas in order to detersine 

tor which ideas and potential entrepreneurs !unds will be 

aade available tor Feasibilit7 Studies. Although the program 

tor 7ounger engineers will require Opportunit7 Studies rather 

than aerel7 ideas, the requirement for an appraisal process 

is no less pressing. The apprai$al mechanism developed 

tor project ideas and Opportunit7 Studies will alao be useful 

tor Feasibilit7 Studies (see section 5.6. below). Appraisal 

vill have to explicitly take into account the level of com

plexity associated with the project idea as management cap

abili t7 is a ver7 scarce resoui·ce in the TPs. Some suggest

ions for this are given below. 

5.5.1. Appraising Centrally Generated Project Initiatives {CGPl) 

vs Appraising Locally Generated Project Initiatives (LGPI) 

Although there are now more sector and industry stu~ies 

(CGPI}, see section 5.4. a9ove, little has been done to 

move from project ideas to Feasibilit7 Studies, iMplem

entable projects, and implementation. Part of the proble~ 

is that the Government has never led the way in this 

area before so that inexperience has hampered the whole 

process. Additionally many Gover~~e~t managers have been 

assigned to probleQatic !ir~s. !~ any event, the central 

authorities have not been able to overcome the fall in 

investment occasioned by entry into the EC and other 
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factors sufficiently to begiQ the aaJor restructuring 

required in Greek industry. This has again placed more 

of the developmental burden on LGPI, with thv central 

authorities nov possessing a clearer understanding-that 

it is not enough to request investm&nt proposals -- the 

Gove~nment must also help to create the proper conditions 

for the generation, development, financing and implement

ation of investment projects by decentra1ized decision

making units. These pr~grams are likely to be an integral 

part of the next Five-Year Plan for 1988-1992 which is 

now being formulated. 

5.5.1.1. Centrally Generated Project Initiatives (CGPI) 

CGPI come with the imprimatureor the central govern-

ment and are usually the outcome of sector, branch 

and industry studies •. They are not the outcome of 

entrepreneurial activity. Ir the underlying analysis 

has been done competently, the CG?I should be roughly 

more than just an idea, but less t~an an oppo~tunity 

Study (UN!DO, Manual on the ?reparat~on of Feasibility 

Studies, 1978). CGPI generated for Greece rarely 

have a sub~national fo~··i unle~s they are associated 
other 

with specific ~atural resources or/positional assets. 

Thus, for ETEPA?!s pilot phase the CGPI w~ll ~ave 

to be evaluated for their viabili:7 if located w~th!n 

the specific areas chosen for the test. the same 

holds true for later p~ases in different areas. 
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A tev aore detailed analyses siailar to Opportunit7 

Studies are undertaken by the Industrial Development 

Banlt (ETVA), the lgricultura~ Bank (ATE), and sev

eral ministries. 

S.5.1.2. Locally Generated lk'oject Initiatives (LGPI) 

LGPI vil.J.; tor aost or ETE~AP's projects, initially 

consist or just project ideas without the supporting 

materials that one expects from CGPI. They will 

also be unlike the projects currently being submitted 

to the investment incentive law which are fully dev

eloped in accordanc~ with the requirements of the 

law and the needs or the ent~epreneurs. The appraisal 

procedure will thus be more arbitrar7 tor the prop

osals made to ETEPAP because or the lack ot information. 

This is not so tor the younger engineers program 

which requires an Opportunity Study for potential 

entrance, but it is highly likely for the other th~ee 

TPs. There is also a great likelihood that :est 

or the project ~deas from wo:en, youth and ~et~:~!ng 

emigrants will be for the requirements of local and 

regional m•rkets. Appraising .these projects •ill 

require local knowledge and ~T!PAP needs to have a 

program to harness the local ~~o~ledge ava!lable (see 

section 5.11. below). The local knowledge ~equ!~ed 

here will often be diffe~ent !~om that of the C~?I. 

The CGPI are usually associated ~ith national ~a~kets 

and their speci!ic location is a ~atter of '~egior.

alization' as they are not a~ dependent on local and 

regional purchases although th9se ~ay be !~portant. 
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5.5.2. Developing the Apnraisal Activity 

Developaent of the appraisal activity is both core and 

non-core as ETEPAP vill not have the necessary expertise 

nor should it attempt to analyze independently either 

the project ideas (or any subsequent studies) or their 

appropriateness for a specific location. Reasons for 

this vere given in section 4.1.1.1. above. 

ETEPAP will need to develop.Project Appraisal Groups, 

both for project ideas and the more detailed Opportunity 

and Feasibility Studies. These groups will, ideally, be 

composed of businesspeople, bankers and technical persons 

vhose judgement is based on considerable experience and 

expertise in assessing the commercial and technical 

viability of a proposal. By using outside appraisers, 

ETEPAP will be able to rapidly put appraisal groups ~nto 

action, especially in the -Nomoi chosen for the pilot 

program. Experts can be enlisted f~om the local s~ppo:t 

groups of section 5.11. below, !ro~ the organizations 

who are also engaged in identification and training of 

entrepreneurs, section 5.J. above, from the consulting 

and engineering groups at a national level and from the 

universities. 

:ocal knowledge is extremel7 i~?ortant in evaluating 

projects. Every effort should be ~ade to secure the 

needed cooperation or the groups listed in section 5.11. 

above. Of course, local interes~s may ~ct always be open 

to new enterprises and this :~~~ ~e :~unte:ei :7 t~e 
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inclusion or aeabers or the other groupa aentioned in 

the preceding paragraph. Individuals should be paid 

tor their participation in a Project Appraisal Group. 

5.5.J. The Project Idea Appraisal Process 

It is probably the case that, given ETEPlP's goals and 

the general level or project idea proposals, a great deal 

or aoney will, at least initially, have to ~pent on 

studies which indicate that a project idea is not viable. 

Thus it is very desirable to develop a process by vhich 

the likely r1~od or project ideas can be divided into 

those which merit, however slightly, rurthe~ study and 

those which are clearly non-starters. The survivor 

criterion presented in the UHIDO study •De~elopaent 

Prospects of the Small-Medium Industry and Recommendatic·~s 

for Appropriate Policies and _Programs in Greece" (KEPE, 

1980) is an extremely useful vay or looking at project 

ideas. It cannot provide info~mat~on on project ideas 

that are nev elsewhere as vell as in Greece (e.g., co~

puter software) or on projects for vhir.h Greece's changi~g 
reduction/ 

comparative advantage nov makes pcssib~e. The project 

idea appraisal process can look at just a rev of the 

of the potential project's facets, and those mainly on 

the te:hnical, ~anager~al, ~ark~ti~g and ot~er nor.-fi~-

ancial sides. !here vill not initially ~e any data tr.a~ 

could be considered sufficie~t for financial anal7sis, but 

the group should ~ake an effort tc defi~e the total 
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It is sugg~sted that project ideas be initially appraised 

according to their coaplexity. The greater the coaplex

ity, the greater vill te the need for aanagerial skills. 

Listed below are five selected enterprise coaplexity 

diaensions. Each of the dimensions bas {soaewhat arbit

rarily) four levels or coaplexity. with the siaplest 

assigned number 1 and the aost coaplex nuaber 4. Other 

aspects or complexity can be added where they are des

irable. Project ideas can be appraised directly as 

potentially viable or very probably non-viable with the 

latter discarded. In addition to project idea viability. 

the appraisal groups can coapare the coaplexity rank er 
a project idea vith the estimated competence or the 

project proposers. There sho~ld be soae correspondence 

between what the project idea proposers feel that the7 

are capable of doing and their qualifications as assessed 

by the working groups. Apprai~~rs need to reme~ber ~~a~ 

the TPs will undergo considerable tra!ning before they 

implement the projects so it is their potential and n~t 

only their current qualifications. ~TEPAP needs to 

guard against both unconscious and conscious sexism 

biasing the coa~ittees judgements. 

Alternatively the working groups c~~ seek to ~a~~h 

project ideas (from CG?I, for exa~ple) vith persons ·~~ 

have the entrep~eneur!al qualificaticns to carry the: 

out. An~th~r al~er~ati~e is to tra:n p~oject idea pro-

committme~t. Sal!-a~a~eness or strengths and limitations 

is ofte~ a ~e7 :o s~:e~s3!al action. 
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The selected enterprise coaplexit7 diaensions cover, 

n~n-paraaetricall7, the reduced set of national para•

eters suggested in UBIDO, Manual of Evaluation of In

dustrial Projects, 1980. Katurall7. the app~aisers will 

enrich these categories with their ovn special knowledge 

and experience. The categories are: (1) physical input 

availability: (2) huaan skills requred:_ (3) production 

processes needed: (4) aarketing area and distribution 

channels: and (5) the nature or co~petitors. Capital 

requireaents are not specifically included but their 

size is always a factor. The effect of Greece's aember

ship in the EC aust be assessed tor every proposal. 

5.5.3.1. Physical innut Avail&bility 

For each important input,.the geographic source of 

production is an indication, ~~ part, of the comp

lexity or the procurement process. and whether the 

use of an inout contributes tc ~ational net value - -

added or uses foreign exchange. It also indicates 

possible sou~ces of competiti7! strength for the 

project idea:if the input is ~=r example, produced 

locally or regionally a~d ~he~!fore possibly more 

costly to differently located :ompetitcrs. This 

may be i~;ortan~ !or agroi~dus:rial projects. ~~e 

four categories are: 

1. Locally produced 

2. Regionally produced 
., 
, . ,. "' .. ~ ..... ~ ...... -·- ---··---.; 
4. I:nported 
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S. S • J • 2. Buaan Skills .\eguired 

The higher the level or skill/education required 

tor the nev enterprise, the aore coaplex or advanced 

the project is likel7 to be, and the aore expertise 

and experience needed by the project idea originators 

or possible iapleaenters. It is also an indirect 

aeasure of value added. The four categories are: 

1. Unskilled 

2. Seal-skilled 

). Skilled 

4. Professional and technical 

5.5.3.3. luaber or Different Production Processes 

This is a proxy for aanagerial problems relating to 

control, supervision, coordination and scheduling 

ot production. A larger number of processes makes 

production more complex ani problematic. The four 

categories are: 

1 • 1 or 2 processes 

2. 3 or 4 processes 

). 5 or 6 processes 

4. 7 or more processes 

5.5.3.4. Marketi~g Area and Distrib~~ion Chan~els 

setting up of own or using exis:ir.g distribution 

channels i~dicates not only the cc~plexit7 of the 

marketing error~ but its initial cost as ~ell. 

Ex;~~ts a~e i~:!uded a3 ~ =~:eg:r7 bu~ i: is ~e:l 

kr.cwr. that nev and s~all fir:s find this activity 

part!:ularly di!!icult. The tour cat~gories ar~: 



1. Local 

2. Regional 

). lational 

4. Exports 
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5.5.3.5. lature or the Coaoetition 

The assessaent or the coapetition's strength in 

relation to technology, qualit7, distribution, 

aarketing and so on indicates the level or effic

iency, quality, etc. that the nev fir• will have to 

aeet. Reliance has been placed on the coapetitor's 

location and aarket spread to coabine the aany dim

ensions contained in the concept or competition. 

The tour categories are: 

1. Local competition 

2: Regional competition 

3. National competition 

4. Imports 
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S.6. ACTIVITY 6: Preparing Feasibility Studies Suitable for 

a Project Iapleaentation Decision 

Project ideas vhich have passed the appraisal process and 

Opportunity Studies approved in the younger engineers 

prograa are developed into Feasibility Studies suitable 

tor deciding if the project should or should not be 

implemented. There are manuals on the preparation or 
Feasibility Studies (e.g •• UNIDO. Manual tor the Preparation 

or Feasibility Studies, 1978) and the exact fora should 

correspond to the depth needed to aake the final decision. 

Saall proje~ts do not need expensive and tiae-consuming 

studies. For reasons siailar to those discussed in section 

5.5. above. this is both a core and non-core activity. 

Irrespective or size. Feasibility Studies are not cheap 

and ETEPAP should make an effort to get as much as possible 

cat of their preparation. This requires that those who 

a:e to be the nev entrepreneu~s ;a~t::~pate in the stud7 

and that the stua:es be developed in ~odular form. 

5.6.1. Particioation ~f Yew Entreo~e~e~~s i~ t~e Pre=aration 

of the Feasi=ilitv Studies 

The mP,mbers of the youth, woce~ a~d returning e:n:ig~~~:s 

TPs are likely to have little rea: acguai~ta~ce with 

all the tech~ical, economic ar.i ~:~ancial ~spects ~f 

investment p~~ject prepara~ic~. :~ey are also 

to be inexperi~r.ced enoug~ so t~a: :r given a completed 

Feasibility S:udy to i~ple~e~t, ~~e7 would be unable to 
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& aeaber or a group desiring to tor• a nev cooperative 

is designated as the potential aanager. This person 

participates in all phases or the Fea$ibilit7 Study 

so that he/she is fully acquainted vith not only every 

aspect of the coapleted study. but also vith all the 

discarded alternatives. This takes place at the Caja 

Laboral Popular. the bank associated with the Mondragon 

Cooperatives. The designated aanager is paired with 

an experienced person fro• the bank's studies depart~ent 

and aay select a bank idea (CGPI) or bring an idea to 

the bank (LGPI}. Those vho have studied Mondragon's 

operations be~ieve that this process or training the 

nev aanager has.been crucial to the success or the new 

cooperatives. It also gives the bank. as the maj~r 

lende~. an opportunity to look over and evaluate the 

potential manager. ETEPAP should be afforded the sa=e 

opportunity. At present the process or preparing a 

Feasibility Study at Mondragon takes more than 18 mo~t=s 

because of the si:e of the projects. Only the 7ou~ger 

engineers program envisages a similar time span. 
. 

ETEPAP should fund a similar process for the new ent~e-

preneurs in its programs. ~ach individual or one ~re~ 

a group chosen to be the manager should participa~e ~~o~ 

beginning to end in tbe prepa~ation of ~he Feas!bi~!~7 

Study in order to be fully conve~sant ~!th the project. 

ETEPAP ~ill have to find er.gineerir.g firms, consulta~ts, 
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their ovn offices and spend ti•• vith the• to instruct 

the• in their tasks. The costs or this (such as living 

expenses) can eventually be recov~red by ETEPAP vhen 

the business, if successful, is purchased by the nev 

entrepreneurs (see section 5.7.4.J. below). Alternatively 

ETEPAP can require the nev entrepreneurs to pay their 

ovn costs. Mondragon uses the former procedure, making 

the cost a loan to the nev enterprise. Since ETEPAP 

vill be paying for quite a fev Feasibility Studies, it 

should have the aarket power to insist on these arrange-

aents. 

5.6.2. Modular Feasibility Studies 

Given the expense ot Feasibility Studies, they should 

be prepared in 'modular' for• so that large parts or 

one study can be carried over to the next which may be 

for a different region. A modular Feasibility Studj 

is one of a series with a constant format so that read7 

comparisons can be Made in the event of a very si3ilar 

proposal for that project. The format is desig~ed to 

separate technologica~ c~oices from others. 

5.6.). Aocraisal of Feasibility.Studies 

Committees to appraise the co~pleted Feasibility Studies 

on ETEPAP's behalf should be formed. The committees, 

much like those appra:sing project ideas, see sectio~ 

5.5.2.J. above, should consist or bankers, business

people and appropriate tec~nical experts. This appraisal 

process is ~ecessary as a~ inde~e~~ent ~heck :e~o~e 
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ETEPAP coaaits itselt to becoaing a shareholder. 

There is an appraisal process under Investment Incentive 

Lav 1262/1982 but this occurs atter ETEPAP's coaaittaect. 

These Appraisu Coaaittees can also be used to evaluate 

th6 Opportunity Stud.le~ vhich are a requirement for 

entrance into the 7oung engineers program. 
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5.7. ACTIVITY 7: Financial Packages tor Hew Enterprises and 

lev Entrepreneurs 

The ke7 eleaent in ETEPAP's activities -is the development 

ot financing sources and financial pack~ges to ae9t the 

needs o! the nev entrepreneurs and the nev enterprises. 

To start vith, ETEPAP itself is a special credit institution 
A form of inyes~ment bank --/ 

/vhose entire resources are devoted to the development and 

financing or start-ups or nev enterprises by members of the 

TPs. ETEPAP itself is financed by the Ministr7 or National 

Economy and the Hellenic Industrial Development Bank vho 

vill contribute 500 million drachmas tor initial 

oprations. 

5.7.1. Equity Participation 

ETEPAP will take equity posit!<XlSin the nev enterprises 

it finances, taking losses if the business is unsuccessful 

and selling out at cost if that is 1esired by its partne~s. 

ETEPAP's ai~ is to create ne• viable enterprises and 

then move on. It does not seek to ~ake a large profit 

on the sale of equity as does a ver.ture capital coopany. 

On the other hand, ETEPAP is not ~esigned:to provide 

operating subsidies to its coopanies. !! the business 

is not co~:ercially viable :t w~ll be slloved to die. 

This basis of cpera~~on ~i:l ~ea~ ~hat so~e of ET~?~?'s 

money wil~ be retur~ed f ~~ nev cc~~a~ies tJ be f o~~ed 

but losses can onl7 ~e aade up by ~e• financing f~o~ 

the Goverr.~en~. 
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5.7.2• Use of Existing Investaent Incentive Prograas 

The basic principle of ETEPlP proj9ct financing, devel

oped in 1984.is to utilize the .opportunit~es 

available to investors under Investment Incentive Law 

1262/1982 as aaended. Lav 1262 otters a wide variety 

of Jncentives whichdepend upon more than 15 criteria. 

This lav is currently being revised to provide more 

incentives for investment in the areas surrounding the 

larger cities. The Feasibility Studies should accur

ately define all the categories needed tor Law 1262 

evaluation. Special incentives are given for investments 

by returning emigrants. cooperatives, local government, 

snd other categories or lesser immediate interest to 

ETEPAP. 

Of greater interest to the foundation of ETEPAP is the 

proportion of 'own' capital requi~ed o~ the new entre

preneurs, the proportion of total capital gi'len as a 

grant by the Government, and the terms on which 

loan capital is available from others. These categor

ies describe t~e fundamental param~ters with!n ~hich 

ETEPA? will function. In order to meet the 'own' capital 

require~ents of Law 1262 and qualif7 for the gra~t. it 

will be necessarl for ~TE?A? ~o take an equit7 ~osition 

as the new entrepreneurs are not expected to have suff

icient capital of their own (see section 5.7.6. below). 
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5.7.J. Financial Structure of Greek Firms 

In the discussion below, an underl7ing tact is that 

there is, in general, a very low ratio or ovn to 

borrowed capital in Greek industry. This leads to ex

cessive company exposure to changes in the interest 

rate and other lending conditions. Alternative sources 

of funds are scarce as the organized capital and equity 

markets function very poorly. Many important firms 

have become 'problematic' (or overindebted) as interest 

rates have risen and they have had to be taken over by 

the Government for rehabilitation. With this as a back

ground, the Government is very cautious about promoting 

nev firms whose balance sheets will be very weak from 

the outset. At the same time, the Government is desir~us 

of cr~ating new competitive capacity in the secondary 

sector and in other selected areas such as tourism, 

computer oftware, etc. ETE?A? is the vehicle for these 

investments undertaken by its specific TPs. 

5.1.4. 'Ovn' Caoital Reoui~ements 

Two of the most successful new en~erprise promotion 

schemes, the Grameen Bank in Bangladesh and the Mondragon 

Cooperatives in the Basque area of Spain have taken very 

different routes to achieve their goals. However, :n 

each :ase the issue of 'ovn' capital ~as been dealt with 

as a !irst priority. The differe~ces in approach stem 

~rom differer.ces in the TPs and the opportun~ties avail-

able to t~e~. ~he impo~ta~t s:~::a~:t7 :s :~a: both 

schemes are dominated by a spec:al credit ins~~tution 

with the financial resources to =ut nev ente~prises into 

operation. 
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5.1.4.1. The Grameen Bank 

The Grameen Bank lends only to the poorest villagers 

in Bangladesh. Any household vith aore than half 

an acre or land or assets vorth aore than the going 

price for an acre is excluded from membership._ 

This TP does not.have any iovn' capital. In order 

to ensure loan repayment the Grameen relies first 

on a careful analysis or the use or the loan, super

vision or the use or the money once it has been dis-

bursed, and peer pressure for repayment. The peer 

pressure occurs because potential borrowers are 

formed into groups or five, train for at least seven 

days before achieving membership in a Grameen unit, 

and cannot receive a new loan unless all the other 

members of their group are repaying regularly. The~e 

is thus an incentive for each member of a group of 

five, and their elected leader, to provide assista~~e 

to the other mempers and press them to ~eet the~r 

obligations. The initial TP for the bank is wo~en 

who tend to have a better repayment record than ~en 

and who are more responsive to· their families need~ 

in the use of the income arising from the loan. 

This pattern serves tr.e iual g~al of rais!ng 

family incomes or the poorest and increasing the 

control by women over their own and their families 

lives. This is consiJtent ~ith the goals cf the 

Greek Government as •e:l. Or.:e the loan is re;aid 
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aeabers are eligible, it.their group is paid-to

date, for another loan and so on. 

5.1.4.2. The Mondragon Coo~eratives 

The TP for the Mondragon Cooperatives is the Basque 

coamunity in Spain. Started as a nationalist self- • 

help program in the aid-1950s, the cooperatives nov 

employ more.than 18,000 people in 150 operating 

units. From the start, the principle of paying in 

•ovn' capital has been a requirement for membership. 

The current cost to a nev member is about $7,000 in 

the form of a refundable interest-bearing deposit. 

Loan capital has come troa Mondragon's o.-n bank, 

the Caja Laboral Popular. The Caja, unlike the 

Grameen Bank, is an equity participant in each coop

erative on a permanent basis and is the ultimate 

arbiter of a cooperative's health. The Caja can 

force through changes in manage~ent and any other 

needed restructuring. In retu~n, the Caja provides 

solid financial backing plus high quality advice. 

The requirement for careful preparation of a nev 

cooperative, see section 5.6.1~ above, is crucial 

for success. The U.K. Govern:ent has just announced 

a ~200,000 6rant to pro~ote Mc~dragon style cooper-

atives in the depressed north of England (London 

Financial Times, 6 May 1987). 



5.1.4.). Coaparing the Graaeen Bank and the Mondragon 

Cooperatives 

First, the central institution in the success of 

both prograas is a bank coaaitted to providing 

tinance capital to its TPs .C~r new projects (And 

subsequent expansions). Loans are aade in the case 

ot Grameen and a coabination or loans and equity 

participation in the case of Mondragon. The key 

differences between the two institutions are in 

their TPs and practices regarding cooperatives. 

The poorest stratua of Bangladesh's peasantry does 

not p~ssess any 'own' capital vhile the Basque area, 

originally a relatively underdeveloped part of 

Spain, is nonetheless rich enough to enable its 

inhabitants to provide a substantial 'ovn' contrib

ution. The pattern of enforcement, in one case for 

repayment only, in the other for industrial finance 

and strategy stems from ~he emphasis on individual ·~~7 
smal 
enter,~ises in Bangladesh and for adequately scalec 

cooperative .enterp~ises in Mondragon. In rural 

areas of Bangladesh, however, individuals with little 

or no land, who are illiterate, lack any socializ-

ation into the rhyth~· or factory work, and do no: 

have ultra-nationalist feelings ce~enting group 

solidarity are not likely to ma~e good me~bers of 

industrial cooperatives. 
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5.7.5. Lessons for Greece 

Both Graaeen and Mondragon have round aechanisas to 

channel their aeabers actions toward coaaitaen~ to the 

rules and goals or the institutions. Both use self-

interest and coaaunity or peer group inter«rSts to con-

dition individual behavior. This reduces significantly 

the cost of enforcing the loan contracts, a significant 

problea for ordinary coaaercial and investment banks. 

On the other hand, both banking institutions have higher 
J!!!RI 

pre-loan costs as they/finance the studies necessary for 

startinJ a nev business. By taking an active interest 

in the qualit~ or the preparation and the character or 

the entrepreneur/aanager, both Mondragon and Grameen 

can expect a higher success ratio than other credit 

institutions for ·the small businesses that they start. 

Mondragon's companies have grown significantl7. The 

same is true starting f~om a much s~aller ba&e for the 

self-employment activities of Grameen's clients. 

At Mondragon, financial co~~it~ent is a prerequisite 

for membership. At Grameen, peer g~oup pressure enforces 

not only repa~ent but also its prerequisites, careful 

:~vestment and constant at~en~ion to the enterrpise. 

:he nationalist senti~er.~ ~hi~h_is so important at 

Mondragon is lacking at Grameen. ~onetheless, both 

banks ~re able to promote the 'right' kind of behavior 

from their clients. 
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The lessons tor Greece can be di•ided into two parts. 

The tirst consists ot those rules or practices which 

are trsns!erable to Greek conditions. The second 

consists ot those attributes or characteristics which 

are specific to the country. re11on or TP and for vhich 

analo~~es vill have to be found in Greece. 

5.7.5.1. Trsnsferable Rules or Practices 

The key transferable rule/practice is the requirement 

tor careful preparation or the nev enterprises and 

proper screening and training or the nev entrepreneurs. 

This is enforced by the special credit institution 

during the pre-loan period. during investment project 

icpleaentation. and during start-up and continuing 

operation vhile the loan is being repaid. Traini~g 

is a continuous feature of both Mondragon and Gra~een. 

A:. Mondragon. at least 18 :nonths are usually cons~=c' 

i~ choosing the invest~ec~ ;=:ject and prepa:i~g 

t~e Feasibility. Study by the 1esignated manager a~d 

the staff or the Empresa=ial ~ivision of the Caja 

Laboral popular. A 'godfather~ who is personall7 

responsible for helping the designated manager is 

a~pointed from the EMpresar~a: Division. This ~s 

a feature that can be repli~ated in Greece. The 

n9w manager is thus fully acquainted with all t~e 

issues and options that can arise in the new enter

prise. He/she has mainta~r.~d contact with the other 

~~~bers or the new cooperst~•e so that they are 

fully informed. Finally ~he Caja is satisfied, 



both vith the expected viability ot the nev enter

prise and the knowledge and capability or the nev 

aanager. At Graaoen. only seven days are required 

tor training. but the projects are at the siaplest 

level vith tasks that the nev entrepreneurs have 

very often been doing for others •. '"'Tke·loan capital 

reqaire2ent is .about $50 for the first loan as 

ageinst $7.000 or 'ovn' capital plus bank loans at 

Mondragon. However; each Graaeen group of five 

borrowers aeets once a veek at the Graaeen Center 

in the village to discuss their enterprises' succ

esses and probleas. The Caja aonitors each enter

prise fro• its seat on the Board or Directors as 

holder or 201 or the equity plus an intiaate knov-
. 

ledge or the enterprise's f.inancial situation based 

on loan amortization. ETSPAP ca~ certainly fulfill 
. 

functions si~ilar to these and ca~ help create self-

help groups at the N0Mos/localit7 level (see section 

5.11. below). 

A similar mode or operation cha~acterizes the region

ally oriented Enterprise 3oards in England. L~ke 

the Caja, the Enterprise 3cards ~ake an equity in

terest in local small/mediu= businesses, either f~r 

start-ups or expansion. J~li~e ~he Caja or GraQee~, 

the Enterprise Boards have ~ot ceen inti~ately invol

ved in project preparation. Th~s probably reflects 
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the higher general level or econoaic and technical 

developaent in the U.l. Funds tor the Enterprise 
-

Boards have coae troa local governa~nt. One ot the 

best knovn, ths Vest Yorkshire Enterprise Board has 

lent about one-halt or its '20 aillion capital in 

70 investaents ranging rroa '17,000 to i1 aillion. 

Profits in the year ending Septeaber 1986 were al2ost 

'1 aillion. The Caja, on the other hand, is a regional 

bank, accepting deposits tro• the public and aaking 

loans within its ovn region. 

For ETEPAP, the extent of pr~ject preparation will 
• 

vary by TP and project size/coaplexity. Particip-

-ation by new entrepreneurs in project studies and 
-management and other necessary training will be a 

rule/practice although this will be arranged diff-

erently than at Gra=een or Mondragon. ETEPAP will 

not have its own staff to develop studies like the 

Caja nor can it rely on a short seven day progra~ 

like Grameen. ETEPAP will have to develop a set 

of interlocking support mechanis~s ranging from 

candidate screening to participation in study pre-

paration to local support groups and continuous 

monitorin~ by ETEPAP itself. ETEPAP will have to 

be in a position to act decisively at any time i~ 

order to protect its equity invest~er.t or out-of-

pccket costs. This will be ~~ch ~ore difficult :n2~ 

a: ~~=~rag:: ~~ere, far exa:ple, a canager who is 

replaced ~erely beco~es another worker at the same 
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5.7.5.2. Specific Characteristics 

leither the peer 1roup pressure or Graaeen nor. the 

regional national~sa or Mondragon will.be readily 

replicable in Greece. lt the saae tiae, the general 

level or econoaic and technical capability shown 

in the project proposals aade to the English Enter

prise Boards ~ill, with the exception or the younger 

engineers TP, not be present in the proposals from 

the other TPs. This appears to place the greatest 

reliance for goal adequate behavior on the nev entre

preneurs desire tor success. which has aany diaen

sions, a.nd a significant contribution o! 'own' 

capital. This can be rein!orced by ETEPAP's rep

resentative on the Board or Directors adhering ~o 

accepted private business criteria in evalua.!.i~5 the 

financial results or the new enterprise and the 
. .. 

adequacy of its ~anag9~ent. •:..~..&. 

not be helpful in allovin& the nev entrepre~e~s ~c 

grow as businesspersons. A specif~e sugges~ic~ f~: 

rewarding success is ~ade in section 5.7.6. bel=w. 

The second specific eharacte~isti~. 'own' capi~a: 

will need to be developed i~ a Jui:a:le ~anne: :~: 

each of the T?s. !~ere is an ex;ee:atio~ ~ha~ ~~e 

projects ~or yout~ and women wi:l be the s~al:est in si:~ 

and least complex, the projec~s ~~~ retu:-ning e:i5-

rants ~ill be si~ilar or somewha~ la:ger, ~hile those 
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tor 7ounger engineers aa7 be considerable larger 

and have a higher degree or coaplexity. It vill 

accordingly be easier tor youth. voaen and return

ing eaigrants to selr-tinance a la~ger proportion 

ot the capital cost or their projects than tor 

younger engineers to do so-. 

5.7.6. General Principles of ETEPAP Financing 

ETEPAP's aechanisa tor obtaining the 'right' behavior 

troa nev entrepreneurs oFi~inates in the vay that 

Investaent Incentive Lav 1262/1982 !unctions. and in 

the relation of Governaent 'grant' capital to •ovn' 

capital. It is proposed that as success!u1 nev entre

preneurs buy out ETEPAP's 'ovn' capital contribution to 
. 

the nev enterprise, the nev entrepreneurs receive tree 

ETEPAP's portion ot the Gover~ment grant capital. 

This involves no out-of-pocket cost ~o~ !T!?AP but it 

does ~ean that income is !oreg,ce. T~e assu:aption 3ade 

here is that ETgpAP's purpose is to ~elp create viable 

new businesses and not to :a~e a p~o!it !tsel£. This 

clearly distinguishes it f:oM the !nglish Enterprise 

3oards and £:om some as?ects of ~~e Caja Labo~al ?opular 

•hen its 'clie:ts' are unable to ~e;ay, but ~ot ex?ecti~g 

to profit f:oc the nev ent~eprer.e~~s' s~ccess. This places 

the bur~en on the Governce~t to ~eplenish ET!PA?'s 

as a true shareholder rather tha~ ano~her ••7 to •ubsid~:e 

employment. 
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5.7.6.1. 1n lxaaple ot ETEPAP'• Financing Principle 

M1nia1111 •ovn' capital requireaenta as a S ot total 

capital requireaenta under Investaent Incentive 

Lav 1262/1982 can range troa 10S tor special invest

aents in high priority regions to J5S for standard 

investaents in lov priority regions. The ainiaua 

Governaent •grant' level is 10S and the·aaxiaua is 

50S. The basic exaaple used is a hypothetical but 

coaaon distribution. The proportion or capital and 

its relation to equity tor 20S •ovn' capital, a 40S 

Govern•e~t grant and 40S loan capital is: 

Per Cent 

Capital Sources CaJ:?ital !guitz: 

10vn 1 Capital (incl. ETEP~) 20 100 
Governaent Grant 40 0 
Loans 40 0 

Total 100 100 

A simple illust~ation or ETE?'P's principle of fin

ancial incentives is the .following. Assume that 

nev entrep•eneur •own' .capital is 5S or total cap

ital required and that ETEPAP contributes 15S to 

aeet the 20~ required b1 the_i~centive law. Then, 

the new entrepreneur would ge~ one-quarter or 10S 

of the Government grant as 5S ia one-quarter of the 

20S 'own' capital. ETEPAP would initially receive 

the remaining three-quarters c! the grant equal to 

30S of the total capital. If the business is succ-

essful, ~~e ~~~repre~eur •ill ~uy out ET!PAP's 1;~ 

portion of the 'own' capi~al. As this is purchased, 

ETEPAP ~0~1: ~ra~!fe~ its zor~esponding portion of 
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the·Governaent grant to the entrepreneur. This 

would leave ETEPAP vhole, and soae tee could be 

charged tor ETEPAP's out-of-pocket costs {see section 

5.6.1. above). 

The entrepreneur would buy, at cost plus a fee, 15S 

or the business and receive 30S as a grant from ETEPA? 

who, in turn received it from the Government. Loans 

wo\lld be repaid as ~sual. The exact buyout terms 

could be generous, with ETEPAP still voting the stock 

while the new entrepreneur used the profits to but 

it. The general operation or the scheme could show 

the following proportions at three different -points 

in time with loans remaining unchanged. 

At· the time of investment. 

Capital Sources 

'Own' Capital (Entrepreneur) 
'Own' Cacital (ET~PAP} 
Grant (~ntreoreneur} 
Grant (~TEPAP) 
Loans 

Total 

Per Cent 
Capital 

5 
15 
10 
30 
40 

100 

!:qui ty 

25 
75 

0 
0 
0 

100 

When 5S of ETEPAP's 'own~ capi~al has been purchased, 

10S from ETEPAP's grant portion is also transferred 

to the entrepreneur. 
Per Ce:=.: 

Capital Sour~es Caoital Eau! ~:r 

'Own' Capital (E:?trepreneur) 10 50 
10wn' Capital (!:TEPAP) 10 50 
Grant (Entrepr9neur) 20 0 
Grant (ETEPAP) 20 0 
Loans 40 0 

Total 100 100 
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After all ot ETEPlP's •ovn' capital has been pur-

chased and all of ~TE?AP's grant portion has been 

transrerred to the entrepreneur. 
Per Cent 

Caeital Sources CaEital Eguitz 

'Own' Capital (Entrepreneur) 20 100 
•Own' Capital ,ET!PAP) 0 0 
Grant (Entreoreneur) 40 0 
Grant (ETEPAP) 0 0 
Loans 40 0 

Total 100 100 

A crucial aspect or the scheme is that it does not 

produce the typical case in Greece of a lack of •own' 

capital and overreliance on borrowed funds. ETEPAP 

takes the loss or its investment if the firm goes 

bankrupt. As long as the total capital required for 

a ~ew enterrpise is low, 5S of say 50 million d~ach~as 

is 2.5 million (about $20,000) •hich should not be 

an overly large sum for a new entrepreneur (or several 

partners. 

5.7.6.2. Proble~s in t~e One~ation of La• 1262/1982 

Two importar.~ proble~s have ar~sen in the operation 

of Law 1262/1982. The first is that it often takes 

as long as two years _to secure an approval. Althoug~ 

the rate of inflation in Gree:~ has declined, it is 

still over 1C% a~ ~his ~i~e ~a~ing :he capital cost 

or a project :ore than 20~ hig~er after a two year 

delar. Many approved projects have not been imple~-

ented for this reason, especia:ly •hen the rate of 

inflation was over 20S per a:.~~~. 
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The second proble• is that land has frequently 

been used as a part ot 'own' capital where it has 

been needed for the new enterprise~ The Law 1262 

Approvals Committee has often placed a higher val

uation on this land than commercial banks who, in 

the example above, would be asked to provide loans 

equal to 40S of the total capital. The banks hav~ 

refused to make the loans. 

Both these problems need the attention of those re

sponsible for Law 1262 approvals. ETEPAP will not 

be able to function effectively unless these issues 

are resolved. 

5. 7. 6. 3. Alternate -Sources of Capital 

New entrepreneurs should be encouraged to find alte~

nate sources of equity capital. There may be local 

scurces in neighbors, businesspersons, local gov

ernment, venture capit!il funds, etc. ETEPAr sho-ul~ 

t:y to develop these sources. Unfortunately, t~e 

national capital and equity ma~kets function pocrl7, 

b~t the Government can make efforts to improve thei~ 

c;eration. Another di!ficulty at the present time 

is that commercial ban~s are of~ering a risk-free 

a~d tax-free rate of interest of about 14~ on ~r-

~~nary accounts. this requires a very high project 

rate of return to attract others' equity capital. 
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The Business Expansion Scheme in the U.l. offers 

tax relief to equity investors in unlisted companies 

providing they keep their shares·for a minimum of 5 

years. BES funds have been set up to which companies 

can apply or a company can issue a prospectus to 

attract BES investors. Mixed results so far have 

been the result of this type of Venture Capital 

Fund. The lack of a properly functioning equity 

market makes it a problematic scheme for Greece, as 

a key aspect of the U.K. program is that capital 

gains are forgiven when the equity is sold. 
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S.8. ACTIVITY 8: Programs to Implement Investment.Projects 

The aia here is to assist in the iapleaentation or the 

approved Feasibility Studies. Such issues as contr&ctors 

and tenders, specific infrastructure required, final site 

choice, etc., may require advice and investigation. For 

some or these problems ETEPAP can help locate experts and 

subcontract the work to them. At a minimum, lists.of ETEPA? 

approved consultants and contractors might be a way or 

channeling the best help to the new entrepreneurs. This kind 

01 lis~, of course, is always open to abuse. However, 

ETEPAP will be left with the difficult supervision and coor

dination function. consistent with its position as a partner 

in the new business. 

5.8.1. Cost 01erruns Daring Construction 

Overinvoicing has been common during the constructian 

. and equipping or investme~t projects !n Greece. Using 

land for the new enterprise as an important par~ of 

'~wn' capital, the money has been siphoned of! from ~he 

Government grants and bank loans leaving the compa~7 i~ 

a weak financial position. Clear and severe budget cor,

straints backed by strict controls will be necessar7 as 

the n~w entrepreneurs are contributing only 5~ of t~e 

total capital requirecents. ET~?AP ~ill have to sub

contract part of this auditing to others. 
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5.8.2. Nev Enterprise Location 

Advice/assistance in finding the right location for 

the nev enterprise may be an important part or ETEPAP's 

activities. ETEPAP can, for example, insist on the 

development or Business Incubation Centers, see 5.8.2.1. 

belov, in the pilot program Nomoi or undertake spacial 

agreements with the Handicrafts Centers oi EGHHEX or 

the Industrial ~arks of ETBA. The operations of the 

Handicrafts Centers and the Industrial Parks are well 

known. 

5.8.2.1. Business Incubation Centers (BICs) 

Business I~cubation Centers, developed in the Ur.ited 

States, are facilities whose purpose is to reduce 

the risks of new small businesses by iowering their 

oTerhead costs and providing :anagement advice and 

support. BIC characteristics are: (1) a common 

location for the businesses; (2) snared support 

services; and (3) on-site management assis~ance. 

The building may be designed ~s a 3IC or renovated 

from an existing structure. :~e shared services can 

include common telephone ans~ering, secretarial and 

other busir.ess services, copyi~g ~achines and cc~-

ference roo:s. Manage~en: s~~?cr: depends ~pen ~eed. 

Some of ET~PAP's new enterprises may have a mu:h 

higher survival rate if they are located !n a BIC. 

Both ETBA and EOMMEX are cur~~~tl7 discussing a pro-

posal to study the ~cte~~ia: ~=~ 3:Cs i~ ~~~e~~: of . 
Greece's larger cities. E~EP~? should make itself 
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aware or this ongoing effort vith a viev to using. 

it desirable. BICs developed by others. 
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,.9. AC'tIVITY 9: Progr&ss to Provide Continuing Advice and 

lssistance During Project Start-Uo and Continuing Operations 

The necessity to assist new entrepreneurs and nev enter~rtses 

is well known. ETEPAP needs to take ~ active part in dev

eloping a roster or experts, but should generally leave the 

work to the subcontractors. This is therefore both a core 

and non-core activity. 

ETEPAP must avoid an overly paternal approach by allowing 

nev e~trepreneurs to express themselves and grov through 

problem-solving. An analysis or Irish Development Authority 

policy in p~oviding consulting (Rational Economic and Social 

Council of Ireland, A Reviev or Industrial Policv, !o. 64, 

February 1982) criticized the IDA for ~aking small business-

persons more and dependent on its consultants instead ot 

allowing then to solve their ovn proble~s. The approach 

discouraged the ki~d of risk-takicg that ~a~es companies 

i·~ • grow ~ ~~ou~, at the sa~e t!~e, ~aki~g fa~lu:-e ~uch less 

likely. aowever, ETEPA? is a stoc~~older and needs 

to proper~] rul!ill its responsibili~ies. :~ general, ~TE?A? 

should tr7 to avoid being involved in en~erprise operations 

and confine ~~s role to setting pol!c7, appr~ving plans a~d 

progra~s a~j evaluating cperat!~i res~::s i~ :~s role as a 

member ~f the 3oa~~ of Directors. ~~~?A? :a7 ~ish to :ecruit 

well known businesspeople to sit on.the :oa:cs of :~s co~panies, 

avoiding the p:obleQ of lac~ or its o--n o~jecti~i~7 in re-

viewi~g ~~sults. 
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5.9.1. Subsidized Consulting 

By tubsidizing consulting (or qsing EOMMEX services). 

ETEPAP would let the new entrepreneurs determine whethe~ 

or not tte7 needed counseling and how auch is required. 

As.an example. the Saall firms Service of the Departze~~ 

of Trade and Industry in the U.K. offers the counseling 

services of self-emplo7ed management consultants who ha1e 

undergone special training in the problems of small 

business. The first three days are free with a subsidi~ed 

fee charged thereafter. 
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5.10. ACTIVITY 10: Devlooment of ~~gio~al ~ata ~~d Databases 

to Assist in the Promotion of ETEPAP's Prog~a~s 

ETEPAP wiil introduce its prograzs at the ~omos level. 

In order to choose which ~omoi should be included in the 

pilot program, and the order of introduction thereafter, 

it is necessary to develop criteria by which Nomoi can be 

compared and the data and databases to make the comparisons. 

In the first instance, Nomoi should be chosen for pilot 

programs according to their ability to successfully absoro 

ETEPAP's activities and meet the objectives and strategy 

defined in sections 1. and 2. below. A se.parate re~~r~ 

will develop the pilot program. Dr. Z •. ~eorganta. or the 

Center for Planning and Econo~ic Research has develope~. 

the databases and regional data. 
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5.11. ACTIVITY 1~: Developaent or Local Suoport Groups in the Hoaoi 

This is bo~~ a core and non-core ac~ivity. In order to 

provide lo~al assistance to new entrepreneurs, both as 

aoral supp=rt and for the provision or knowledgeable advice, 

ETEPAP shc~d attempt to develop Hoaos-ba3ed and national 

level grou~s or businesspeople, local authorities and others 

who want t= help with the promotion or new ~ntrepreneurs and 

new enterp=ises. These groups are iaportant for the status 

they arror~ their members as 

leading ci~izens trying to increase the level of economic 

activity i~ their Romos, and tor the status they vould confer 

on the ne• entrepreneurs as those vho will be responsible 

(in part) for the future growth of the area. Local backing 

tor new ve~tures not only provides experienced advisors to 

new entre;=eneurs, but also helps to create the kind of 

general c:i~ate in which new businesses can flourish. 

All N~n-G:~ernmental Organizations (NGOs) which can contri:-

ute to the success of ETEPAP should be encouraged to do so. 

Cooperatic~ by Nomoi and local authorities should be man

datory. ~~ese groups will reduc~ the size of the locality 
. . 

staff req~!red for ETEPAP's ~wn operations, and some of thei~ 

~e~bers c~~ be recruited for the various project and Feas

ibilit7 S:~dy Appraisal Groups. Once they are in operation, 

ETEPA? wi:l only need to coordinate ~heir activities. How-

ever, there may be some particular d:fficulties in se~tir.g 

up these groups in Greece. 



5.11.1. Existing Business Organizations 
I 

There are a number ~f existing business organizations 

that could serve as support groups "or could help i~ 

setting up support groups b7 making this need known 

among their own members. Examples of these organizat

ions are: the Union of Greek Industrialists (SEV): the 

Industrial and Commercial Chamber, the Technical (engi~

eers and sciectists) Chamber; the Manufacturers Feder-
. 

ation; Nomos Union of Agricultural Cooperatives, Union 

of liotel Owners and other specialized organizations. 

Whether the~e organizations or soce of their members 

will be willing to serve in local support groups de-

pends upon how they and their individual members vie~ 

the new entrepreneurs. I! they are viewed as potential 

competitors rather t~an as contributors to economic 

develop:er-t, the existi~g organiza~i=ns will be hostile. 

This is possible as most co~panies i~ Greece are s~al:. 

In the :anufacta=i~g sector, over 93~ of the establis~-

ments e~ploy less tha~ 10 persons. About 0.5~ employ 

over 100 perso~s. :n s~allet cities and rural areas, 

enterp:-ises tend -:.o be •1e·r:r small. 

5.11.1.1. ~n:e:-o~:s-9 ~-~:::~:.~s :~ :==.e :r.:t:. 

ones most likely to contri~u~e ~o the for~ation of 

has been set ~p ~hereby f ir~s -- ~~d almost exclus-

ivel; large and success~ul ones -- contribute mone1 
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or second experienced atatr to over 250 locally 

developed Enterprise Agencies vho usually vork vith 

local authoriti•s and the Governaent to provide 

one-stop advice and counseling for saall businesses. 

The Enterprise Agencies do not create jobs them

selves. In France the lational Agency tor Enter

prise Creation {!ICE) has developed a vide range or 

contacts with Ion-Governmental Organizations at the 

national and regional levels. 

·5.11.1.2. Potential in Greece 

It would seem logical for E?EPAP to approach the 

national offices ot the various NGOs to sound them 

out before trying to develop linkages at the local 

level. The national offices may ha~e a broader 

point-of-view and their approval may help.in obtain

ing a fair hearing in the No~oi. One of these·or

gani: tions, the Institute cf Economic a~d I~dust

rial Research (IOBE), which is associated •ith SEV, 

has been developing a progra~ with the European 

Center for the Development o~ Professior.~l T~ai~ir.g 

(CEDEFOP in Berlin) to provide courses in entrepren

eurship £or ~eturning emigrants. IOBE has ?roposed 

t~at the Institute for Industr~al &nd P~ofessional 

Specialization (!BI~) offer the progra=. The Union 

of Greek Industrialists (SEV) which includes t~e 

largest fir~s in Greece pla~s to participate. 

!! a large fir~ approach :~ :aken, the :~:a on firm 

size and location are in the !CAP manuals. 
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There are less than 1000 aanutacturing tiras vith 

aore than 100 eaployees ·in Greece. they tend to be 

located in and around the larg~st cities, and there 

is an acknovledged lack or qualified managers~ One 

possibility is to aake special ~equests to the Trans

nationals operating in Greece. They tend to be 

larger, better staf'ted vith Greek aanagers and far 

less likely to be threatened by nev· enterprises. 

They aay even feel that contributing to the realiz

ation of nev enterprises is good for their public 

image. 

5.11.2. The Banking System 

The banking system is essentially state-owned, dominated 

by a rev very lar.ge multi-branch banks vhose focus is 

national rather than regional/local and relatively back

ward in its credit policies. The banks, it is said, a~e 

indifferent, if not hostile to the needs of small bus

iness. Despite this, it is absol~tely necessary to i~

volve some or the large ba~ks in ~TEPAP's support groups 

or in their own support group. There are several rea

sons for this need• first, bankers are often very k~ow

ledg-able about their area; second, the bank!~g sys~e= 

is involved in suppl1:ng credit :o the new enterpriseJ 

uncer Law 1262/1982 and it ~ould oe desirable to know 

their policies and have so~e of t~eir input prior to 

making a loan application; third, the involvemen~ of 

local bankers would be a signal.of seriousness to the 
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business organizations at the national and local levels; 

and fourth, it would also provide a very positive signal 

to potential entrepreneurs. Since the banking system 

is doainated by a rev banks, an approach will have to 

be aade to the central office befor~ seeking cooperat

ion fro• a branch. 

5.11.J. Local and Regional Governments 

ETEPAP will have to dev~lop cooperation with the various 

levels or sub-national government. This will be eas

iest at the Homos and Periferia (group of Homoi) levels 

since the Homarchs and Periferia heads are nominated by 

the central government. Mayors are elected, but there 

should be little difficulty in obtaining cooperation 

tor the kind of enterprise progra~s that ETEPAP will 

promote. Governmental cooperation is important because 

or the direct help to be obtai~ed in staff, facilities 

and access to decision-making bodies. There is so~e 

local control over.historic si~es, ports, potential 

marina locations, etc., and infrastru~ture planning. 

5.11.4. Tyoe of Local Su~oort Grouns 

An umbrella group which ~ould incl~de all the sub-grou~s 

would make ETEPAP's coordinating job easier and indi~a~e 

a high level of community suppor~ for its progra~s. 

This is part of the pilot progra= #hich needs to be 

completed at a very early stage. 



5.12. ACTIVITY 12: Develop•ent of the Pilot Progra• for ETEPAP 

This is the main initial core activity for ETEPAP as it 

combines all the other operating activ~tes and tests the 

strategy. A separate report will be made on this subject. 

S.13. AC'l'lvtn 13: Evaluation of ETEPAP's Activ~t:ies 

An evaluation program, for each of the relevant acti-rl.ties and each 

of the TPs will have to be developed. A discussion of this core 

activity is beyond the scope of this report. 
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TD PILOT PROGRAM 

The last chapters ot this report develop the Pilot Prograa tor the 

testing or ETEPAP's abilities to deliver the services required tor 

both the nev entrepreneurs and nev enterprises. The discussion or 
the Pilot Prograa starts vith a aore detailed analysis. of ETEPAP~a 

activities and then proceeds to suggest Pilot Prograa loaoi on the 

basis ot specific criteria. 

6. NATURE OF THE PILOT PROGRAM 

As a special credit institution taking on aany or the attributes 

or a •venture capital' fund (or investaent bank), ETEPAP will 

need to take a very active part in the development of both the 

new entrepreneurs to be found in the Target Populations (TPs) as 

well as the enterprises to be ro~med. 

Ir ETEPAP looks on the new enterprises solely as a way of sub

sidizing disadvantaged social groups then it will not be 

important to develop a Pilot Program to test how we-11 ETEPAP 

functions in its various activities and sub-programs. This will 

be becauae economic viability will cease to be an i~portant 

criterion for new enterprises and entrepreneurial attitudes 

will not be a criterion for choosing new entrepreneurs. This 

will, as a result, lead to the creation of new firms who will 

generally require a per~anent operating subsidy. Since it is 

unlikely that a permanent subsidy can be made available to these 

firms, ETEPAP will not fulfill its duty either to the Government 

or to the new entrepreneurs from the TPs. 

On the other hand, if ETEPAP is genuinely to become a vehicle 

both for the upgrading of the me~bers of the TPs by providing 
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peraanent eaplo79ent opportunities in their ovn enterprises, 

and for the developaent or the non-aetropolitan Hoao1·or Greece 

by concentrating its resources in these areas, ETEPAP will have 

to first develop the activities discussed in the first five 

chapters of this report and then test the• against the reality 

of its ovn capab~lities before launching a national program. 

The preparation of this portion of the report has benefited 

froa the material in UNIDO's Guidelines on the Integration of 

Women in UNIDO Techncial Co-Operation Projects and in Industrial 

Studies programmes and Research. Women will need to be members 

of ETEPAP 1 s staff and directors in order to promote female 

participation as nev entrepreneurs. Special problems of women 

with families will have to be resolved on a local basis during 

the Pilot Program. 

6.1. ETEPAP and Active Democratic Planning (and Implementation) 

ETEPAP 1 s Target Population Programs (TPPs) should be structu; · 

so that they conform to the Government's principles of 

developing Five-Year Plan projects and programs through a 

dialogue between the central authorities and the people, 

as individuals and groups and through the different levels 

of local and Nomos government. In the previous plan, 1983-

1987, the cethodology was to ask what the people (as defined 

above) wanted in their locality and Nomos, and then to adju~~ 

these requests largely through the decisions of the central 

authorities. 
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The plan nov in preparation, 1988-1992, vill first present 

the vi@vs and constraints racing the central authorities 

to the people and then ask the• to develop their programs 

and projects within the given constraints •. This is necessary 

as the country faces a severe Balance of Payaent~ problem 

n~cessitating a significant reduction in the Public Sector 

Borrowing ~quirement as a percentage of GDP. On the other 

hand, the previous plan ran into difficulties precisely 

because there was so little guidance from the Government 

with regard to total Homos expenditures and their allocation 

among different uses that the Active Democratic Planning 

'from below' often turned into no mo~e than a 'wish bock', 

causing a heightening of expectations and a subsequent 

disappointment. 

6.1.1. The New Five-Year Plan, 1988-1992_ 

The pre para ti on for the new plan will providt: ·:.,h<~ .it ind 

of guidance necessary so that Active Democratic Planni1;g 

can be made more efficacious in expressing the needs 

of the reoplP. that C3n, in fac+, be ~et withir the 

budget restrictions. At the s:~e ti~e an increasing 

proportion of these expenditures will be at the discretion 

of Local Government so that i~pleoentation will also 

be more decentra~ized and de~ocra~ically con~~olled. 

6.1.2. Role of ETEPAP 

Within this nev format, ETE?~? ia a~ i~stit~t!on of 

Active Democratic Planning and lgple~entation, helping 

to develop both the people's ide~e into viable i~vest~ent 

project and helping the people to impldm~nt their 

--- .I - ...... ,. .. -.t-V ;....,_. .. 
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ETEPAP should approach the legal fo~s of new enterprises 

vith an open ~ind, allo~ing existing inve~tnent i~=en-

tives under Law 1~62/1982 to h~lp determine the best 

form. As mentioned e~rlier, Law 1262/1982 offers a 

higher incentive for projects undertaken ~7 retur~ing 

emigrants. Local Governaent, and for those taking the 

legal form of cooperatives. ffcinetheless. some meabers 

of the TPs may desire other legal forms as being more 

suitable to their needs. There does appear to be 

support for joint ventures bet~een Local Gove~noent and 

members of the TPs. 

6.2. Target Population Program Modules (TPPMs) 

The Pilot Progracs for the four Target Populatio~s co~tain 

the saoe activities as discussed in the first five ch~~ters, 

but these activities are differentiated to ~eet the specific 

needs of each TP. The activities are called Target ?;?ulatiG~ 

Pr~gra~ Modules (TPPMs) as discussed in sectio~ 3.J., abo~~. 

Tc rec~pitul~te, the id~a be~i~1 7??Ms is tn~:. ~~ ~~e o~~ 

hand, it is necessary to tailor the activiti~s to ove~come 

:he Jeficiencies and reinforce the st~engths ~= t~e T?s, 

while on the other hand, i J desirable fro~ both c~st anj 

also result fro~ funds being spent on a~~ivities that 

wc~ld ~ot b~ sc~~duled if the T?P~s were seFa~ated. ?his 

~ould allow ETEPAP to provide a C.igher level of se~vices 

where combining TPPMs is feasible. 
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7. PILOT PROGRAM ACTIVITIES FOR IOUTR 1 WOMER ARD RETURHIHG EMIGRANTS 

This chapter discusses the Pilot Program ro~ yout.h, vo•en and 

· returning eKigrants and tne possibilities for sharing Target 

Populati~n Prograa Modules (TPPMs). Chapter 8 develops the 

Pilot Program for Younger Engineers. 

The Pilot Program activities discussed in this chapter are the 

following: 

(1) Definition of the Target _Populations. 

(2) Ou~reach Prograas for the TPs. 

(3) Intake Programs for selected members or t~e TPs. 

(4) Investment project idea evaluation. 

(5) Investment project study preparation. 

(6) Investment project financing. 

(7) Investment project implementation. 

(8) Continuing assistance to operating enterprises. 

7.1. Definition of Target Populations (TPs) 

There are a number of di~ensions to the definition of a TP 

and these are shown in Table 7.1, p. 83, along with preliminars 

determinations of the appropriate TP definition. The final 

dete!"mination is made by the ?{i:iistry of Culture. Oppor

tunities for sharing TPPMs will, in the first instance, be 

developed or. the basis of those TPs ~ith the same or simil~r 

~efining c~~racteristics. Differences in education and 

exper:!ence need: t'o D'e t'alten into account for shared and non

ahared TPPMs. 



Tablc-7.1: Definln Charnct.oristics of' Tor nd E'rEPAP Activities 
~ 'l'P:J -- Pot.oHtial y oturn 

____ Ct~~~-~- JC?.\!kl.1 -·- Wom<Jn___ 1.ng.J~mi&rJ>. 
1. Age ·ro be 1leterml.ned. No specific limitati~ All ages. 

ou::.J have b0en propos 

2. Sex 

J. Ed1.ics. t:i on 

e cl • 

Both scx0t1 may be j n- l'l'his TP may includi:i 
cl ucled in th i. s TP al- n 11 women, whether 
though 'l'PPMs would hn•;Youth or not in ordeJ 
ve to he :;pl 'it. by sex to avoid ocx:ist at t
in or<.11· 1· L ,) n void ~ex- i tildes de tormining 
ist aLl.itudet: deter- th0 allocation of 
111 :i n i n 1 ~ l. IH~ n I 1 o cu t l on l~ 'l' C: PA P ' s r o s o u r c e s • 
of 1·:·n:l'fd'' :: 1·uuourc(;:;. 8t>0 also the Younger 

Engineers 'l'P. 

All lcv~ls. ScpuratelSu~e us Youth. 
TPPMo mny tu ncccss-
fo1· wjd·~ly cl U't'erent 
level:.:. ~;0e Youncor 
Engincel's 'l'P. 

4. Loe a ti on of TP !Non-me tropo ll tun nru1d 8nme as You th. 
or GJ'CL'l!Q. 

5. Loc~tion of 
E'lEPAP Pro~rarn 
for this 1'P:t 

Same an locution of 
TP in f, n~uvu, for 
most acLivitinn. Act-I 
ivity I.. 01.udy Prepar
a ti on, rouy to ko pln c i.:' 
in n11otlacr lucatlon. 

S3.mu as Youth. 

No proliminary det
ermination. Female 
returning emigrants 
couid chooae a wom
ans program. 

Same ao Youth. 

Either residing in 
for0ign country or 
rccontly returned to 
Uruuce. 

Outreach and some 
Int~ke activities i 
foreign countries a 
app~opriate. Other 
activitieo same as 
Youth 

*Approx.'.. ma k: p oca tio1u;, Gertnin ptoj ec t~ may take a di1Jfercr.t route, 

Younger 
Winae~a 1 

45 and under. 

No sepdration by seL 
Wome~ with approp
riate education and/ 
or experience will 
be in this TP. 

Engineers, scient
ists, technicians 
and ~xperienced bus
inesspersons. 

Either residing in 
Greece or a.foreign 
country. 

Outreach activity 
in foreign countries 
and nationally. In
take, Idea Evaluat
ion a~d Study P~ep
ara ti on in Athena. 

Cll 
N 
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7.1.1. Opportunities for Sharing TPPKs 

Table 7.1 indicates the possibilities for sh~ring TPPMs. 

With regard to Outreach Programs, youth and ~c:en can possi= 

share, as can returning emigrants and You~ge~ Engineers 

vhen located in foreign countries. Returned eoigrants 

can share with youth and women vhen they also live in 

non-metropolitan areas. Intake Programs, which are 

inherently more discriminatory, should be sep~rated for 

each of the TPs. Project Idea Evaluation is separated 

on the basis of where it is located rather t~a~ by TP. 

There is considerable opportunity for co~bini~g ~odules 

for thi~ activity, although an ~ntir~ly dif ie~~nt pro

cedure is proposed for Younger Engineers in Chapter 8. 

The other three TPs can share thia Eodule. Stud7 Prep

aration, which will often require outside help, may 

have to be arranged on a project rather than .TP basis. 

This will need to be developed in practice on the basis 

of the principles of section 5.6., above. :J~nge~ 

Enginsers ~ill ~evelop their stu~i~u a~ a ~e~~~ate ~nit 

from the other TPs. Project Finar.cing and I=plementation 

are on an individual p~oject basis. 

The success of the Outreach Programs will determine the 

success of the ETE~AP effort. It is necessary to attract 

the most entreoreneurially minded as well as those w~n nn~~e~~. 

in additi~n, other characteristics required for success. 

The keys to a ~ood Outreach Pro2ramme h~ve heer ~13cussed in 

sections 5.2., 5.J., and 5.11., ab~ve. They a~e a co:bination 
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of aaking the TPs avare or the opportunities for their self

development within ETEPAP while providing a ho~pitable 

climate for new investment by promoting the for•ation of 

local support groups in the Nomoi. ETEPAP can test its 

ability to bring about a hospitable climate which is i•portant 

if many efforts are to succeed ratb.sr than just the odd few. 

7.2.1. Awareness Programs for the Potential Entrepreneurs 

The first step is the.development of an Awareness Program 

in concert with Homos and Demos level government~- with 

schools and universities, and with Non-Governmen~al 

Organizations (NGOs). Youth programs need to be coor

dinated with youth groups, and women's programs with 

women's groups within the Pilot Program localities and 

Nomoi. The Awareness Program needs to be advertised, 

to be the subject of meetings and/or seminars. The 

alternative -- seeking out particular individuals or 

groups on the basis of hearsay or personal contact -

oft~n leads to a variety of abuses within the ~rogram 

and should not be the general mode of operation. 

7.2.2. Project Idea Preparation 

Special seminars should be offered on how to prepare a 

Project Idea for evaluation in order to allow as many 

potential entrepreneurs to participate as possible. 

Preparation of an evaluable Project Idea :s t:.e first 

step in ETEPAP's screening process for ne# en~erprises 

and new entrepreneurs. 
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7.2.). Voaen 

Special efforts will have to be aade to ensure that the 

Outreach Prograa is ettective for woaen. There is no 

substitute !or having woaen at executive levels in 

ETEPAP in order to sensitize the organization to the 

probleas !aced by women vho want to take on untamiliar 

societal roles. This is particularly ~rue in the less 

urbanized areas of the country where ETEPAP is to have 

its aain impact. The UHIDO Guidelines referred to on 

page 79, above, have a coaprehensive set of questions 

relating to the issues arising from increasing the 

participation or wom~n in project~ and prog~ams. An 

excellent recent article, M. Buvinic, "Projects for 

Women in the Third World: Explaining their Misbehavior, 11 

World Development, Vol. 14, No. 5 (May 1986}, distinguishes 

between economic vs welfare objectives in the design 

and impleoentation of inco~e-generation projects for 

women. This distinction is an i~pcrtant one for the 

design of ETEPAP activities for wo~en as econo~ic objectivP.s 

concentrate on improving •~i•tiDg or igparting new skills 

with with a vie• to producing marketable g~ods and 

services. Welfare objectives are usually associated 

with improving ~ne supply of services to poor women in 

their roles as ho~emakers and mother•. Very often the 

welfare objectiv~s hav~ s~ppl~r.t~1 the econo~ic ones in 

supposedly income-generating projects. ETEPAP needs to 

guard against this substitution «hila recognizing that 

wogen do have s~acial prob:e=s that ha~e to be resolved. 
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1.2.4. Youth 

Depending upon age, youth are lik~ll to ha7a .the least 

working experience, ~aking it 2ore difficult for thea to 

either have or develop Project Ideas. Possibilities 
persons 

may exist for matching older more experienced/with 

youth in the formation of new enterprises. Alternativel7 1 

projects for youth could be simpler than others in keeping 

with their knowledge and experience. 

7.2.5. (Potentially) Returning Emigrants 

The Outrea~h Program will have to be coordinated through 

the various organizations of the diaspora. Since there 

are special problems for those living abroad, the Out-

reach and Intake Prograos ~ill need no~e coordination, 

as described in section 7.3.2. 1 below. 

7.2.6. Existing Sources of Project Ideas 

All TPs should hava access to the existing source3 of 

Project Ideas. These are discussed in section 5.4., 

ab~ve. 

7.J. I~taka Progra~s 

The ~ini~u~ requirement for be~ng accepte~ intc an Intake 

Prcgra~ is a P=oject Idea capable of being evaluated. The 

pre;a~a~io~ =~ a Project !~ea is =a~e par~ cf the c~~reach 

within E7E?AP 1 s budget li~itation. At t~e sa~e time, only 

t~ose ~eo~le ~ith sc~e mini~~~ lev9l of se~iou3 interest i~ 

the p~ogra= are likely to go to the effor~ ~f preparing an 

evaluable Project !dea. A number of categories for the 

evalu~tion of Project Ideas are s~ggested !n section 5.5., 

and sources of Project Ideas are discusse~ in section 5.4., 

abo~e. Other categories fer ev~lua~ion ~~ll dep~~d upon 

4 
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the froject Idea itself, and upon the level ot detail needed. 

The level or detail cannot be full7 specified ic ~dvanee 

of the Pilot Program. Different levels need to be tried in 

different test areas. Care should ·be taken so that the 

level or detail required does not exclude most of the 

applicants. A problem is that people who have ~igh entre

preneurial ability may have, for a variety of reasons such 

as low educational attainment, discri~inatory practices, etc., 

great difficulty in preparing a Project Idea. This again 

underlines the importance of the Outreach Prograc d~scribed 

in section 7.2., above. 

7.l.1. Potential Nev Entrepreneur Sc~ee~ing 

In addition to screening Projeot Ideas, potential 

entrepreneurs should be scree~ed for personality 

characteristics associated with s~ccessful entrepreneur5al 

effort a~d these characteristi~s should be taug~t ar.d 

reinforced through training. The United Nations 

Industrial Develop~an~ O~ganiza~!:n (U~IDO), I~sti~u~io~9: 

Infrastructu~e 9ranc~, has devel~;ed progra~3 usi~g 

~.ch_.;?·.re-.·'.-°'-'"··"'"- ".'1.·-"'"'"·_;,_,~+ __ .;~"" •. 'T'-a;"1·-- !.:.~ .. ·T) '-'".; .... ~ ;.."!:,,.:::. ;..-.=.,r. 11 - - - ~"' - -J. -4· •·Z. ,···•- v ..... _ • .., ..... •·-·- ..,-:;_ • .:. 

used in a number of countries ~i~~ very g~od resui~s 

to trai~ and screen potential entrepre~eurs. The a~=. 

i~ 3reece, should be to elicin~te the lo~es~ q~~~~~~ ~f 

the Secret~ritat for !~u~lit7. l~ sho~!d be pcssi~le to 

shar9 co3ts of developing AMT i~ ~reece wi:~ ~~c.c:g ""'•._o_ .I_ .. _._. __ \. ___ _ 

ETEPAP's Intake Program. 
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The result will hea double screening process up to this 

point. First, only those potential entrep~e..~eurs from 

the TPs willing to prepare an ~valuable Proje~t Idea 

will be admitted to the Intake Prograa. · Seco~d. 

potential entrepreneurs will have to at least be in 

(approximately) the upper three-quar~ers of their AMT 

program in order for their Project Ideas to be evaluated, 

which, in turn, forms the third step in the screening 

process. 

7.J.2. (Potentially) Returning Emigrants 

The special problems of the Greek Diaspora, which are 

the p~~vincP. of or.e of thP. secretr.riat~ of ~~~ Mini~try 

of Culture, ~ay require that at least a portion of the 

Intake PrograQ be serviced outside of Greece as vell as 

inside. In particLlar, a special effort sho~ld be made 

to help with Project Idea3 for~ul3ted ab~oa~ on the 

basis of the experience and kno~letlge of expat~iates but 

lacking s~ec~fic infor~ation about =0ncitio~s in Greece. 

This s~rv!~e, whic~ ~ould help to ~ore ~le~r~? define 

an invest=e~t Project Idea, cJuld p:~tia:ly ~ep!ace the 

usual expatri~tes dema~d that the G~vern:e~t provide 

projects fer c~oice or a?prc?ria~e p~rtfc~~o investments. 

difficult to place this portio~ of ~he I~ta~e P~ogra~ 

into or.e of theo. For exa~ple, a ?rogra= tJ help financ~ 

~rasll end ~!~ium enter~rise~ u~dertaken by returning 

ernigrant3 has been p~opcsed :o start this yaar. Other 

Progra~s exis~ for encouraging Nocos level development 
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(in, for exaaple, R. Pellas, I. Rethyano, R. Saaos) 

and could include intake services, whether abroad or 

at home. 

7.4. Project Idea Evaluation 

Project Idea Evaluation is discussed in section 5.5., above. 

7.5. Feasibility Study Preparation 

Feasibility Study preparation is discussed in section 5.6., 

above. The necessity for new entrepreneurs to participate 

in the preparation of the Feasibility Study for their 

project proposal is one of the activities critical for the 

success of ETEPAP's efforts. 

7.6. Financing· for Viable Projects 

Financing for viable projects is discussed in section 5.7 .• 

above. 

7.7. Progra~s to I~nle~ent Investment Projects 

Progracsto ~mple:ent in?est~ent pro:ects are dsicussed i~ 

section 5.8., above. 

i~ section 5.9., above. 
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8. PILOT PROGRAM ACTIVITIES FOR YOUNGER ENGINEERS. SCIENTISTS. 

TECHNICIANS AND EXPERIENCED BUSINESS ORIENTED PERSONS 

· (This program is referred to as 'Young.er Engineers' sis its 

abbreviated title). 

The special goals of the Younger Engineers Program are to · 

provide new manufacturing sector enterprises. competitive at the 

EC level, and utilizing high level engineering, scientific and 

business skills which~ at pres.ent, are usually wasted. The 

emphasis should be on products that are potentially exportable 

and can be produced with a relatively high proportion of domestic 

value added. These are not necessarily 'high technology' 

products although the production processes need to be in the 

current 'best pr~ctice' range. 

The key characteristic differentiating this TP from the others 

is the technical and business education which gives its members 

the ability to prepare their own Feasibility Studies. That is, 

the education and experience of this TP are sufficient to fully 

analyze both the technical and business aspects of their projec~ 

proposals. In order to prove their capabilities, Younger Engi~-

eers will have to provide Opportun!:y S:~dies rather ~han jus: 

evaluable Project Idaas as their re;~!~e=e~t for entrance ~~to 

an Intake ?~ogram. Since they will ~c=?:~te their own studies, 

both of~!=e space, e~=·• and salaries will have to be provided 

by E?E?A? !~d/:~ cooperating organizations. This program draws 

on an earl!er UNIDO study entitled "?r;;:sal for a ~e~ Ec~erprise 

by myself. 
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8.1. Definition of the Younger Engineers Target Population 

This TP includes those individuals who have received a 
· natural 

minimum of a university· degree in engineering, /science 

or other technical fields, or are experienced business 

persons with demonstrable capabilities. These individuals 

are assumed to be capable of pr·eparing a complete Feasibility 

Study for an investment project of their own choosing. 

Individuals may cooperate in order to pool t!:.eir skills. 

It is p~ ·ticularly desirable for a proposal to originate 

with people possessing both techncial and business skills. 

Members of this TP may reside in Greece or abroad. As a 

result, the Outreach Program must be directed at the diaspora 

as well. Since there is no separation of this TP by sex, 

there will be only one set of activities. 

It is suggested that the range be 45 years of age or younger, 

but older persons can be admitted if they possess special 

qualifications. The critical difference between this TP 

and the other three is the ability of the Younge~ Engineer~ 

to be self-sufficie~t in preparing their Feasibility Study. 

It is not assume1 that the Younger ~r.gi~ee~s group as a 

whole initially possesses the necessary b~siness backgrour.i 

~o successfully operate a new enterprise. ?art of the 

~-··-=c 
- • -- - - f discussed below. On the other hand, V-··.-.-o,.. -'-· ...... 5- -

~~g:~ee=s ;~ogra~ c=~id also a~:==;~ :: =a:c:. :e~~~cia~ 
with ~us!~ess expert:s~ 

expertise/as part of its approa~f. tc deve:oping viable 

busi~esses. 
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8.2. Outreach, Intake, Opportunity Study Evaluation and 

Feasibility Study ?reparation Progra~s 

Since a porti.on of this TP lives _abroad, the Outreach 

Program will have to be coordinated through organizations 

of the diaspora in a way similar to that for the {potentiall7) 

returning emigrants. The fundamental difference between 

the Outreach Program for the Younger Engineers is that it 

is in the form of a contest with the winners being admitted 

to a special program where they prepare the Feasibility 

Studies for their own project proposals with a view to 

implementing those found viable. That is, the Outreach 

Program promises a Financial Award to those contest entrants 

whose submissions -- which consist of Opportunity Studies 

for specific projects -- are judged to be potentially 

viable by a panel of evaluators. The Financial Award Program 

replaces the Outreach, Evaluation, Intake and Feasibility 

Study Preparation Programs of the other TPs. 

8.3. The Financial Awards Program 

The goal of the Financial Auards Prcg:-a:n is to both find 

persons capable of developing an in7estment project fro~ 

an idea through start-up and continuing operation, and to 

identify potentially viable investment projects. In order 

seoa:-s:<: •• ., ~ t .... _., 

will have to be set up, ~ost li~c:7 in cooperati=~ with 

ETVA or EOMMEX and office space, et~., provided so that 

award recipients can prepare tneir ?~asibil:ty Stud~es. 
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The eleaents of the Financial Avard Program are the 

following; 

(1) Definition or the requireaents for receiving a 

Financial Auard. 

(2) The value and number of Financial Awards • 

(3) Criteria for the choice of award recipients. 

(4) Evaluation of Opportunity Studies and Project Originators. 

(5) Definition or the Feasibilit7 Study work prograa and 

the vork-in-progresa review. 

(6) Final Evaluation of Feasibility Studies. 

8.J.1. Definition of the Requirements for Receivi~g a 

Financial Awa:-d 

The requirement for entering the contest to receive a 

Financial Avard i3 based on two criteria. The first 

is the subcission or an Opportunity Stu~y for an invest-

cent project. (For a discussion or the va:-i:~s levels 

of project stu1ies, see UMIDO. Ma~ual for t~~ P:-e~aration 

f I d t . 1 ... • bi~ . ~ S• .; " U . ~ ,; o nus ria_ reas~ i1Jy ~u~_es, n~w~~ 

York, 1978). The opportunity Study ~eferred to nere is 

less than a ?re-Feasibility Study and 3ore t~an a 

d.escripti '!e surve;. E·rEPAP ~ill have to dei'!.:le the 

exact depth of knowledge that the study should eshibit, 

technology ::;e:is t~ be clea:-!.;r sho· .. -n. 

8.J.1.1. Project O~igi~ato~3 

The i~1!vid~al(s) preparing the Opp~rtur.ity St~dy 

that they have contributed in a substantive va7 io 
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the prep~ration or the stud7. The second criterion 

for an award is that an individual ~ust ~e a Project 

Originator. This prevents avards being given to 

individuals ~ho have ,aid others to·do the study. 

The aim is to bring into the program those individ-

uals who have, at a minimum, the techncial capacities 

and the potential to learn bov to ~e business man~gers 

as well. Another wa7 of handling this situation is 

to have the Financial A~ards prograo •atch technical 

and business persons as a prerequisite for receiving 

an award. This last is op~n to abuse and needs to 

be carefully and cort·ec ~ly done. 

The preparation and submission of the Opportunity 

Study by the Project Originators are the criteria 

for participation in the contest to receive a 

Financial Award. 

8. 3. 2. The Value a:i.d i:·fo::ibe::- of Financial Awards 

There has to b~ some ~inimuQ n~~ber of ~wards in ,,,.,....,A,_ -- ""--
to attract entries. ~he sace ~~ld3 true fo~ the si~e 

of the awards. They s~~uld pr~~i1e for salaries fo~ 

all the Project Originators and a su~ sufficient tc 

cover other costs of prep~ring ~ ?eas~bility Study 
and 

including p~rchase of :aterials. etc.,/travel vher~ 

telepho~s. t~lex, secretarial, ~o~p~ter and oth~r off~ce 

services in Athens. Th~s prog=~= does not fu~d the 

construction of prototype Qa:~J~ery or equipm~n~. The 

Ministry of Indus~r7 ha~ a seps~ate ?rcgra~ for ttis 

purpose. The goods to be manufactured in the Younger 

Engineers Program are not expected to require prototypes 

in the sense or co~plex machines whose production in 
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Greece is still at issue. I a• thinking of the fund-

ing to build a CNC lathe and other eachinery of approx

imately this level of coaplexity in the prototype 

program. Rather, the ai• of the Younger Engineers 

Program is to manufacture goods to & high stanca~d 

with excellent quality control and machinery apprppriate 

to Greece's factor prices and EC competition. The 

goods should not be cverly conplex and should be only 

slightly differentiated from the same products produced 

elsewhere. Domestic subcontracting should ba the p~e-

ferred method of sourcing part~. cozponer-ts, etc., in 

order to reduce the project's c~pital costs and ~axioize 

domestic linkages. However, neither concern should be 

allowed to override the principle that the project's 

econoaic viability is the criterion for implementation. 

8.3.2.1. Nu~ber of Financial Awards 

In order to pro7oka interest in t~e progra~, the 

~ponso:-i~g institu~ion, E7EPAP (a~d partners sue~ 

FC~~~! nd ~TVA) h , • r~ P as OJ • -·-' a.. _, , s •. ou_o. o_ .cL a ?!lini1:1u:::i o~ 

six (6) a~ards but reserve the rig~t to increase 

that nui:!ber if 1:1.ore avarC.s a:-e me!"ited by the 

Opport~nity Studies and t~e qualit7 of the Project 

Origi~a~o:-s. 

8.J.2.2. Value of Financial Awards 

Financia: A~a~ds ar! 

ye~rs. The value of a Fir.ancial Award will vary 

accord~~g to t~e ~u~~er of Project Originators' 

salaries to.be paid over a oaxicu~ or two year3. 
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Salaries paid should depend upon the previous pos

ition or the award winners. If they ~or~ed in the 

public or private sect~rs in Greece, ttey should be 

paid according to their pr~vious salaries augmented 

by the cost-of-living adjust~ents as given to the 

public sector. Public sector e;iployees should be 

transferred into the awards program without losing 

the right to their existi~g job for the award period. 

Private sect~r e~ployees wil~ have to make their own 

arrangei:ients. The unemployed or persons originat.i::i.g 

abroad should receive the se.~e pay as warranted by 

t:1eir educatio:.: and experienc3 for a p~f~tion at 

ETVA or SOMMEX. All fringe benafits should be in 

the salary package. The cost. is U.JCely to be arcund 

1.5-2.0 ~tllion drach~as per annu~ per Project 

Origi~ator. The amount in ~xcess of salarie~, to 

be used f~r expens~s as suggested in section 8.2.3., 

abo~e, shoul1 be at least 2 =~llio~ d~ac~~as, and 

su~ject to negotiation if that amounc is exceeded. 

This suggests a Financial Award of about 8-10 million 

drach~as maximum ~o~ two ~ro;ect Originators over 

a two year period. Since t:.: award racipi~nta wil: 

be encouraged t~ finish thei~ Feasi~illty Study as 

quicf.lr as possible, the amount spent may be less. 

For those who live abroad, t~e award c~n include 

some or all of moving costs fer the a~ard recipien~ 

and his/har facily. This ~~~l1 rai3e the cost or 

the award but it uould ~ake it fa: co~~ attractive 

to G~e~ks abr~ad. Another al~ernative is not t~ 

re~uire that nll the work ba done in Greece for 
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those vho presently live ab~oad~ This vould be 

cheaper than paying goving costs but ru~s a5~inst 

the grain of the p~ogram whic~ seeks to locate 

more and more techncial cogp~tence ·in Greece. 

8.J.J. Criteria for the Choice of Financial Awar~ Recipient 

The criteria for choosing among the Opportunity Studies 

and Project Originators to deter~ine those vho will 

r~ceive a Financial Award are the following: 

(1) The person must be a citize~ of Greece. If the 

'person' is a corporation, etc., it nust be •holJy 

owned by citizens of Greece. 

{2) T~? pcrso~s receiving s&l&=!as cu3t ~ithar te 

Project Originators or a person of particular 

qualifications added to a group with the Project 

Originators approval.. Tnese persons have all the 

rights and responsibilities of Project Origir.ators. 

Persons may not be forced o~ potential award 

recipients as a 1•recondit~~~ for receiving a~ ava~1. 

c~ the ether h~nd, ~t~ co~:~st rules Jhculd ~ake 

clear th~t an Opportuni~y St~dy's Project O=~gin-

ators must show so~e co~?e:ence or the ability to 

gain that compete~ce quickl7 i~ both techncial a~d 

b~!i~ess areas. This pro2ram should ~ot be :pen 

to recent university graduates with littl. ~~ ~o 

. T· 't' . • d . ' experience. _nose \il. n a:l':;a!"lcea. egrees ani:i/ or 

valid experience should b' encouraged. A reca!"lt 

~TVA prograc -- The ~reati~e Call -- seeks ex?~r

ienced b~3~~ess persons to implement Feasibil~ty 

Studies prepared by ETVA. ?hese individuals can 
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take the entire equity or a part vith the remainder 

available on a buyout basis r~o~ ETVA. Essenti~ll7 

this requires ETVA to 'pick the winners'. prepare 

high quality studies, and also assumes a certain 

malleability among businesspersons vith respect to 

(3) The main criterion for the Financial Avard is the 

potential financial viability or the project as 

developed in the Opportunity Study. Financial 

viability is defined as for a~y ~rivate sector 

p~oject and includes the expected ~ompetitivenes~ 

of the neu enterprise within the context of the 

European Co~ounity. 

(4) Financial Award recipients v~ll b~ determined by the 

Award Screening CoMraittee as discussed in section 

8.J.4., b~low. 

8.J.4. Evaluatic~ o~ anoort~~ity St~di~s a~d Project Orizin~~o=s 

by A•ard Scre~~ing Co=~ittees 

A~ard Scree~i~g Cc~nittees will be establis~ed in 0rder 

to assess the Opportunity Studi~s end P~oject Originators, 

;-to ...... :.::.-.·-~ -·---- .. __ .• c::-

~ith w~o~ I have spoken have suggestei t~at 

.... . 
,.,....-~..,,~Ot•

-.-.Q.-••• •·· .:. 

be cooposed of businessperso~s, t~~kers and others fully 

conversant with the requirements ~o~ de~eloping a ~ucc-

essful enterprise. Technical screening should be done, 
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where possible, by competent persons from the Technical 

Chambers. As a general case. acade~ics should be ex-

eluded from the committees unless they have de~onstrat~d 

expertise that is absolutely necessary~ This is beeause 

the Younger Engineers feel that it is the business 

orientation that is important to the success of their 

projects. 

The Avard Screening Committees can also serve to judge 

the completed Feasibility Studies in all their dimensions. 

Since both the inital Rcreening and judgement or the 

Feasibility Studies entails considerable work. the 

members '>f the committees si1ould be paid for their 

efforts. 

8.J.5. Definitior.. of the Feasibility Study Work Prog~a:!! 

The ad~inistrative unit set up to facilitate and 

conitor the Fi~ancial A~ards Progra~ ~ill require 

office space, staff. furniture and equipme&t a~d servic•3 

• 

sue~ a5 co~wunic~tio~s, etc. ~11 P~oject Origi~ators 

must work at the location specif~ed by the ad~inistrati7e 

unit u~less they ar~ specificall7 excused f~o~ working 

there on a full-time basis. A~a~d recipients ~an be 

f~o~ full-ti~e wo~k at t~a location specified 

• f' 4 

i. , 1 or eY.a~?le, they live abr~a= anc wis~ to complete 

-'!: .. ~ ___ ... 

!'-· ,,,, ...,_ t~e stud7 there or for other reasons acceptable 

to t~~ ad~i~~strative unit. In any e7ent, ~ay~ent :s 

onl7 in drachmas, except where other cu~rencies are 

require1 for the purchase of ~aterials or services such 

as information, transportation and other necessary 

expenses. Some aspects of this have already been dis

cussed in section 8.J.2.2., above. 
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8.J.5.1. Feasibility Study Work Prograa and Work-in-Progress 

Reviev 

The Financial Award is for a aaximuQ of two years 

work preparing the Feasibility Study. The period 

starts when office space, etc., and ~one7 for 

salaries becomes available. 

The Project Originators will be required to prepare 

a time schedule for their work and a budget indic

ating expected expen3es on a quarterly basis. The 

adninistrative unit will then monitor the work-in

progress and the actual expense to budget estimate. 

A formal ~·ark-in-progress r'E!vie.., will be ::onducte~ 

every six months by the adoinistrative unit and a 

review co~sittee whi~h may be the same as the Award 

Screening Cocmittee. The ai~ of t~e review will 

be to assess progress and to spaed ~he -ork along. 

Although two years are allctted to t~e study, ~ost 

should re;uire co~siderably l~ss t~=e. e3~ecielly 

sinca Project Ortgina~ors ~~~ ~orki~g !ull-ti~e on 

not a necessity. Unsatistactor; p~~g~ess can 

res~lt in the ternination of tte Fi~a~cial Aw~rd. 

8.J.5.2. Mar.aze~e~t Traini~~ 

expecte~ to be ocre conplex t~an t~cse ~f the other 

TPs and since the r.ew firms a~e expected to be 

cornpetiti~e at the Earopea~ 1~7~1, a =~~age~e~t 

trair.ing prograr. wil~ be necessary fir ~hose ?roject 
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Originators who do not possess considerable 

business experience. It is suggested that this 

program be one year in duration in order to avoid 

an intensive effort which would conflict with the 

preparation of the Feasibility Study. However, 

the training will take place during the preparation 

of the Feasibility Study. The backgrounds of those 

Project Originators who remain abroad will have to 

be sufficiently strong in management so that they 

can be excused fro~ training. The training program 

should contain Achievement Motivation Training, as 

discussed in section J.2. and 5.J.1., above. This 

is intended to reinforce entrepreneurial character

istics in the personalities of the Project Originato~s. 

The other parts of the training program should develop 

the abilities of the Project Originators with respect 

to the business aspe~ts of the Feasibility Study 

and new enterprise operations. EOMMEX is curren'tl/ 

testing its own new entrepreneurs progra~ a~d ELK~PA 

has experience ~n ~anage~ent tr.,aJni~g. Cu~~ent 

English prac~ice, desc~ioed in section 5.J.3.J., 

above, is to prcvi~e full-time intensive ed~:ation~l 

programme of 6-16 weeks duration at a Business School. 

This period often includes preparation of new 

enter?rise studies. 
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8.J.6. Evaluation of Feasibility Studies 

The completed Feasibility Studies are evaluated by a 

committee ~hich may be the same as the Award Screening 

Committee or section 8.J.4., above. The only criterion 

is the exp~cted financial viability or the new enter

prise. The overall competitiveness and scale of oper

ations must assur~ survival when the new enterprise ~s 

exposed tc competi:ion wi~hin the harmonized EC. The 

Financial Award is terminated after the Feasibility 

Study has been judged. If the p~oject is judged non

viable, both the study and the Project Originators 

exit from any further efforts. I~ either event, the 

Feasibility Study belongs to the Project Originators. 

8.J.7. Viable Projects 

If the Feasibility Study indica~es a viable project, 

both the pro~ect and Project Originators are continued 

in a new program. In any eve~~. provision must be 

made to pay the salaries and ex~er.ses of Project 

Originators Yhile fi~ancing, =es=~i:e1 in section 5.7. 

above, for project implementation :s sec~red ~~der 

Law 1262/1982. 

The Financial Awards will be given on an annual basis 

in order to develop a stream of new viable manufacturing 

sector projects. 
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9. CHOOSING HOMO! FOR THE PILOT PROGRAM 

The objectives f~r ETEPAP in Chapter 1, aLove. indicate t~at 

it is Government policy to assist the TPs in areas a~ay from t~e 

metrop9litan centers of Greece and tovard the se~ond and third 

rank cities and their hinterlands. The locus of effort is the 

smaller urban area and its semi-urban and rural hinterland. 

Since data are very sparse for areal units at lover than the 

level of the Homos (vith the ex~eption of the Census of Population). 

this part of the report represents a preliminary analysis of the 

vay in vhic~ No~oi (Prefectures) for the Pilot Prograu ca; be 

chosen. The met~Jdology follows section 2.). and 2.4., above. 

in terns of strategy. tne statistical d~tabase is ~sed to eake 

a prelicinary choice of t~ose Noaoi having the highest probability 

of usefully absorbing ETEPAP's prograos consistent with the 

preference for non-metropolitan devlop~ent. Unfort~n~tely, it 

~as not possible to visit the nozt prornisin~ Nomoi as sugges~ed 

in m7 vorkplan. 

9.1. Statistical Data~ase 

A Momos-level statisti:al database ~as been es~ahli~~ei 

by Dr. Z. Georganta at KEPE. This ~atabase includes i~com~ 

by type and employment by sector for each Nomos for the 

years 1961, 1971 and 1981 with some additional data for 

other years. The employment data is broken down by 11 

sectors of eco~o:ic activity and ta: been used to de~elop 

Location Quotients and ~ Shift-Share analaysis of changas 

in economic structure and de'lelop~e~t potentia: for eac~ 

Nocos. The income data has ~ee~ ~ss~ for co=~a:at!ve 

purposes. 
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In addition to this aaterial, the work of others in 

analyzing the relative socio-eco~omic position o~ Nomoi 

has been taken into account. The d~ta presented here 

have been summarized into four tables for ease of discussion. 

The tables are at the end of this chapter. 

9.1.1. Location Quotients (LQ) 

Location Quotients {LQ) are a device for measuring the 

relative specialization of a region in sel~cted economic 

activities. Employment is used here as the variable. 

(Other measures such a~ value addud can b; ~sed). 

Employment in a selected area of eeoncmic ~~tivity is 

related to to"al emplDJment both for the =e;ion and for 

nation as a whole. The findings are comp:=.::-ed as a 

quotient \,;hich alluws quick co?!ip:-:-:-ison ~f ;.he rela ti:;e 

degree of 's?ecialization' of the region ~ith respect to 

the nation. The Loc~tion Quotient is calculated ~s 

follows: 

LQ = Loca~io~ Quotie~t 

e. 
1 

= Nonos e~ployment in industry ' 
.. 
l. . 

e = Total Nornos ~oployment 

= National employ:er.t in ind~stry ' 
.. ... ... 

For a give~ r~g~on at a pcir.t in time (1961, 1971 and 

~j81 are ~h~ y~ars used for analysi~): 

e 

Proportion of regional (Nomoa) e~plo7-

=ment in in~ustry '~ 1 

L·~ = --------- ----------------···-··------------------
Proportion of national employment 

=in industry 1 i 1 
Ei -----
E 
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(1) If the LQ<l, the region does not possess industry 1 1 1 

in as large a proportion as the nation. Then that 

region does not attract·that industry. That is. 

industry 1 i 1 is an import ·industry.for that region 

or the region does not specialize in industry 1 i 1 

relative to the nation. 

(2) If the LQ>l. then the region does attract the 

industry. That is, industry 1 1 1 is an export 

industry for that region or the region specializes 

in industry 'i' relative to the nation. 

( 3) If the LQ = \ the region does ·not differ from the 

nation. The nation always has an LQ = 1. 

Location Quotients are shown for 1961, 1971 and 1981 

for th~ three major sectors: agriculture: industry 

(which includes mining, manufacturing, construction and 

elect~icity, etc.): and services in Table 9.2. 

Manufacturi:ig. a subsector of industry is also ~.!01m ar. 

ETEPAP ai~s particularly ~o promote new ~anufac~uring 

entarprises. 

I 
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9.1.2. Shift-Share Analysis 

Shift-Share analysis vievs the change in regional 

employment (or other variablesl relative to the change 

in national e•ployaent over a tiae pe riod t. s the net of 

three •effects' or 'shares'. The first effect or share, 

the national share (RS), reflects the i•pact on the region 

or the change in total national e•ploymeht. The second 

effect or share, the i~dustry mix (IM) in the region, 

is determined by the distribution or regional employment 

aaong higher and lower grovth industries, relative to 

the industry aix at the national level. The third effect 

or share, the regional shift (RS), defines the changing 

regional s~ares of total national employment in each 

industry. 

Thus, where TR is the chan6e in total regional employment: 

TR = HS + IM + RS by definition. 

For a discussion of this analysis, see: 

(1) Richardson, H.W., Re:~or.al Econooics. Nev York: 

Praeger, 1969. 

(2) Paraskevopoulos, C.C., "?atterns of Regional 

Econocic Growth," Reg~=~=- ar.1 Urba~ ~cono~i:s, 

Vol. 4, 1~74, pp. 77-105. 

(3) Stevens, B.H. and C.L. ~oore, "A Critical Review 

of the literature on Shift-Share as a forecasting 

No. 4, Nove~ber 1980, pp. ~19-!3?. T~e defi~~ng 

equations ~ave been taE.e~ f~o= this a~ticle. 
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The Period 1971-1981 is anaJ.7sed in this paper. 

Th9 elements or Shift-Share are cslculated as follovs: 

ei = Roaos 9mployaent in industry 'i' 

e = Total Romos e•t>loyment 

Ei = Rational eaployment in indu::try 'i' 

E = Total national employaent 

t = Tiae index 

RS
1 

= Rational share of change in eaployment in industry 1 1' 

!Mi = Industry-Mix ef!"ect QD change in emplllyillen·" in 

industry 11 1 

RSi = Regional shift ef fec;t on ch:!nge ln employment in 

industry 'i' 

TR
1 

= Total change i~ employment in industry 'i. 

= NS. + IM. + RS. by definitlon 
l. l. 1 

( 1 ) ?!a ti or.al Share ( llS) 

HS. = e ~- l r·{ Et IE t- l ; :_ ~ 
l. i L lj 

This is the change in the number of employed expectrd 

in industry 'i' in the Nomos if the industry were 

to grow at the same rate regionally as the national 

average of all industries. Where total national 

employment has incre&sed during ~he perio~ as· it·· 

did for Greece during the 1971-1981 period, the sign 

of the SS will be positive for all Nomoi. 

(2) Industry-Mix (IM) 

- ~ 

I •t _ t-1 j, .... ~/-::'t.-1 ·-(E"t/l:'t-11 
,.i - ei f°'!.i -'i ' ""' J 

This is the change in the number of expected employed 

in industry 'i' in the Nomos accounted for by the 
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difference betveen the govth ot industry 1 1 1 at 

the nat~onal level and the national aver~ge grovth 

rate for all industries (BS). The IM asks whether 

the Noaos has a rapidly or slowly growing industrial 

aix (or distribution) or industries. The sign or 

the IM varies fro• loaos to Boaos and fro• industry 

to industry. The IM focuses on the forces affecting 

the coaposition or output at the national level. 

Changes in productivity on the supply side cause 

resource tran3fers fro• low to high prodactivity 

sectors. Incoae elasticitie~ on the de~a~d side 

~einforce (or codetermine} these trends. Each 

region can then_ be analyzed to determine ita advantages 

or disadvantages for t~e national fast-g~o~ing or 

slov-groving industries. 

(3) R~gi~nal Shift (RS) 

This is the change in the n~~~er of expected eaployei 

i~ industry 'i' basen on t~~ 1ifferenti~l between 

tne gro~t~ of ind~stry 'i' ~~ ~he NOQOE a~d the 

growt~ of industry 'i' · ir ~he nation. This indicates 

hew the ~o~os gro~~t pattern differs from ~~e naticna~ 

g~owth patter~ in the industry. T~~ ~S ~sks ~~ethe~ 

the No~os is increasi~g it3 s~ar~ of ea:~ or its 

industries. RS ~ay be eitce~ positi~e or negative. 

It is linked to loca:icn ~~e~ry which g~ggests that 

gro~th in regional c~tp~t is directly ~a~~ted to: 

(1) access to markets !or the output of specific 

industries; and (2) access at cogpetitiv9 prices 

to factors of production. Frequently, changes in 

i~fr~structure have a sig~ificant effect on the sign 
I 
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of RS as th~y affect both aarket a~d !actor access. 

Table 9.J show~ the signs for the three compone~ts 

of Shift-3hare and the total for tne sua or all 

sectors for each Noao3 for the period 1971-1981. 

Table 9.4 ::;bows the signs for industry (:nining. ··· 

aanufacturing. construction, and electricity, etc.) 

and the manufacturing subsector for the sase period. 

Column 5 of Table9.J and coll1Sll10 of Table 9.1 ahov 

the Shift-Share category of each Homos, the meaning 

of which will be discussed belov. 

9.1.J. Sh~ft-Share Category of Nomos 

A c~t.;gorization. of regions {rlo:nt•.!.} has been. developed 

by ?araskevopoulos. op. clt., based on th6 signs of the 

Indas~ry-Mix and Regional Shift co~ponents cf Shift-Share. 

It s::.o".!lc be relilelil~eretl t.h.at the NS haf; the sa.:ie sign. 

positi~e o~ ~egati7e, fo~ ~11 =~cionc during a spec~!ic 

time . . per!.o:.. T~e categor~zatic~ vill be used -- in a 

free -ay -- tc ~7.p:ai~ differences 

a~~n3 the Nomoi in level and trajectory· of a~vel~?ment. 

~l,o p,..,,.,,. --- .., ... ....,_ .. 

1 

3 

4 

a-=-· 

Sign of 

Industry-Mix 

+ 

Sign of 
R~gio:i.al Stift 

+ 

Cat~go~v 1: This category has both a favcra~le in1ustriel 

composition as shown by Lhe sign of the In~ustrial-Hix (!M) 

effect and also possesses loca~ional advantages as shown 
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by the sign of the Regicwel Shift (RS). These Momoi 

te~d to have a high rate of growth relative to to the 

rest of the countr7~ and their-locati~nal conditions 

are likley to favor the realization of agglo~e~ation 

economies. Fast-growing industries locate in these 

regions, which can differ significantly in population 

size. Few areas of this type are expected. Only 

N. Thessaloni!::.., N. Doi:iol:an~sos, H. A~haia and H. Magnesia 

are in this category. 

Category 2; This category is com~osed of areas gaining 

industrial employment because of a favorable composition 

of fast-growing industries (IM) but losing industrial 

emplyment froM the slowly growing or declining indust

ries (.RS). The pattern is typical of large population 

areas which can still attract growth industries but 

where there are bottlenecks such as a lack of available 

floor space, high wage levels, etc., or governmental 

policies/restrictions hampering the other industries. 

These areas are continucusl1 spir.~:~g off 
.. , 
1..~e s.ow-

grc~~~ ~~ declining i~~~stries to ot~er regic~s, ~a:nl7 

those in category J. Only N •. Attiki belongs i~ ~his 

ca:egory ~or· Gree:e. Regional gr~wth ~an onl; ~e sus-

indus~rial decentralization. 
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Category 3: The areas in this categor7 have an u;1tavor

able industrial coaposition (IM). but they are acquir

ing the slower growing or declining industries (RS). 

These are often called 'intermediate regions' whose 

locational conditions are favorable enough so that 

they benefit from the spread effe~ts occurring in cat

egor7 2 (or sometimes category 1) regions. N. Iorinthia 

in relation to N. Attiki (and possible N. Achaia) and 

N. Kilkis in relation to N. Thessaloniki are exaMples 

of these spread effects for the manufacturing sector. 

see Table 9.4. See Table 9.2 for the rise in the Location 

Quotients (LQ) for the manufacturing sector for those 

Nomoi located at the fringe of national core areas. 

This category has many Nomoi that would be appropriate 

for ETEPAP 1 s Pilot Program. 

Category 4: Regions in this category are felt to be 

losing on both the grounds of IM and RS because the 

locat!o~al co~=!~ions are so unf~v~rable that nei~~~~ 

grovtn industr!es nor spin-offs a~e likely to be att-

racted to these areas. They have ~npro~ising de1e::p-

t t d b th ... , I -v) d 1 t • • I - C:: ) men prospec s an o sec~ora. ~Ln an oca ~~na~ .~-

policies are necessar7 to reverse ~~eir decline. T~eJ 

may have low-wage labor, but it will be low skill as 

well. A recent study of this type of area in the U.K. 

!~dicates th~t ?araskevopoulos' =o~jecture that s:ow:7 
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if there is sufficient trainab!e cheap labor is borne 

out. (see D. Massey, Spatial Divisions of Lai~, 

London: MacMillan, ·1954). 

In spite of being in category 4 for all.industry and 

having a high per capita income, I. Boetia is receiving 

spread effects froa N. Attiki for the industrial sector 

and the manufacturing subsector where it is in cctegory 1. 

Table 9.2 further bear~ this out, as N. Boetia has 

rising LQs for the industrial and manufacturing sectors 

and falling LQs for agriculture and services. 

9.1.4. A Comparative Analysis 

The use of Location Quotients and Shift-Share analysis 

has been supplemented by comparing ·~e results of these 

two methods with a recent and much more detailed study 

undertak~n by Dr. P. Kavvadias of KEPE. This study, 

which is in its final pre-publication stage, is entitled 

"Indices of Regional Development of Greece", KEPE, 1986. 

It utilizes a method of constructing synthetic variables 

by a weig~ting of naturally defined var~ables. ~able ~.1 

variables (columns 2-6) ane a :oc~ined ~~ighted average 

The Nomoi are liste1, !~ all ta::e~. 

according to ~~eir rank in the combined ~a~eg~ri~s 

variab:c (:::~=r. 1 of Table 9.1). 
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9.2. Ana1ysl! cf Hoao! 

Table ~.1. defines four groups of Roaoi (according to P. 

Kavvadias, ~ection 9.1.4., above). They are: (1) three 

highly developed Nomoi; (2) eleven.dynamic Nomoi; 

(3) eighteen slowl7 developing Nomoi; and (4) nineteen 

problematic Ncmoi. Problematic Nomoi have generally been 

excluded from consideration for the Pilot Program, but see 

section 9.2.4., below, for exceptions. 

9.2.1. Highly Developed Nomoi 

').2.2 .. 

Both the analyses by indices of regional development and 
on Table 9.1 

Bomos Shift-Share Categories (SSC)/agree that these three 

Homoi are developed. R. Attiki is the only SSC 2 Romos 

for .Greece indicating that it is a (relati•:ely) older 

industrial area which is suffering from agglomeration 

diseconomies for slowly growing or declining industries, 

Both Thessaloniki and R. Dodokanesos are SSC 1 with ve~y 

favorable gr~wth prospects on the basis of both IM and 

RS. The Dodokanesos are not manufact~ring intensive 

but N. Thessaloniki is according to the LQ, Table 9.2. 

Pilot P~og~a~ ~n the two zost pop~lous 3o~oi ic Greece, 

N. Attiki er N. Thessaloniki, nor in s~ch a fast growi~g 

tourist area as 5. ~odo~anesos. 

11 Nomoi are char~cterised as dynamic according to the 

regional indices: two, N. Achaia and N. Magnesia are in 

-
SSC l; five, N. Imathia, N. Evia, N. Iraklion, N.Larisa 

and N. Korinthia are in SSC 3; and four, N. Korani, 
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N. Boetia, R. Kavala and N. ·corru are in SSC 4. This 

constitutes considerable disagreement among the measures 

o! development. Fo~ SSC 4, N. Kozani, N. Boetia ~nd 

N. Corfu have all seen an absolute decline in total 

employment for the 1971-1981 period. for N. Kavala, 

the NS growth is large enough to off set a poor industrial

aix and a negative regional shift. However, of these 

four SSC 4 Nomoi, all have a positive IM for the indust

rial sector and only N. Corfu has a negative RS for the 

industrial sector and manufacturing subsector {Tables 

9.3 and 9.4). N. Boetia has the second highest and N. 

Kozani the third highest per capita private national 

income. 

Those Nomoi in SSC J, R. Imathis, N. Evia, N. Iraklion, 

N. Larisa and N. Korinthia, all show positive IM and RS 

values for the industrial sector and manufacturing sub

sector with the exception of N. Iraklion which s a 

negative RS for manufacturing. T~is suggests, that with 

the exception of N. Iraklion, the other Nomoi are all 

candi1ates for inclusion in the ?ilot Progra~. Consider

ing their high degree of ~rb~n!z~:~on, both N. :rak~ioc 

and N. Larisa would be inappropriate. Considering the 

LQs of Table 9.,, N. I~athi~ a~d ~- ~via ~ave see~ a 

steady inc~ease in the rela~i~! i=;=~~ance of the!~ 

manufact~ring subsectors, :~~ fi~:~ ~~e t= i~s p~ox~~i:y 

to N. Thessaloniki and the seco~d its proximity to N. 

Atti~i. N. Korinthia has nad c~:y a modes~ increase in 

manufacturing relative to the ~es: of the nation. 
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Assuaing that ETEPAP vould not vant to test its oper

ations in SSC 1 loaoi, aaong the 'dynamic Noaoi', those 

aost suitable are N. Iaathia; R. Evia and R. Korinthia. 

These aay be considered 'intermediate' regions iocated 

at the fringe of national core areas. 

9.2.J. Slovly Develooing Nomoi 

There are 18 Romoi in this category and several are 

candidates for the Pilot Program. The following are 

omitted either because they are in SSC 4 or because 

they exhibit negative characteristics in terms of their 

signs for IM and RS for the industrial sector and/or 

manufacturing subsector in Table 9.4 or bacause of 

low LQs in Table 9.2. They are N. Chalkidiki, N. Chanea, 

N. Yanina, N. Kyklades; :l. Argolis and N. Chios. 

Although both N. Lasithi and N. Phokis have some neg

ative characteristics, they are reta~~ed for further 

consideration. The most promising Nomoi in this group 

are N. Piera, N. Ianthi, N. Flori~a, N. Phthiotis, ~. 

Pella, N. Arkadia, N. Dra~a, N. Zante and N. Evros. 

9.2.4. ~estern Greece and t~e ~aster~ Ae~ean Isla~ds 

The suggestio~s for Nomoi sui~able for ETEPAP's ?ilot 

Program d~ not include any fro~ t~e ~est of Greece. 

may be added to the list of pcss::!es. It is sugges~ed 

that N. Yanina, N. Thesprotia a.1~d ~;. ?reveza ~e cons:!.:iered. 
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R. Saaos, H. Lesvos and H. Chios could be considered if 

it is necessary to include a western Aegean ·Island in 

the Pilot Program. Significant work with returning 

emigrants has already taken place on these islands. 

9.2.5. Other Considerations 

Hoaoi cannot be chosen for the Pilot Program with~ut 

aaking an on-the-spot investigation of conditions there. 

Many agricultural Nomoi have experienced large increases 

in income as a result of the EC Com~on Agricultural 

Program ~nd this may ha7e significantly improved their 

development potential since 1981. Potential agro-industry 

projects, which would not appear in the statistics shown 

on Tables 9.1-9.4, should be an important part or the 

analysis for any 1020s. 

It is also important to investigate the potential for 

local support groups as discussed in section 5.11., 

above, and to determine the extent or existing infra-

structure facilitating new entrepreneurs and new en~e~-

prises. Since some of the TPs will have to be extensivelJ 

served on a local basis, the existence o~ premises a~d 

locall7 based services (such as EO~~tEX) should have an 

important effect on the choice of No~oi for the Pilo~ 

T~: =~ ~~~ce Nomo! should be !~le:ted for ~he ?~l=~ 

Prograc based on the suggestio~s in sections 9.2.2.-

9.2.5. 
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A10IEX I 

Mr. George Papandreou. Oeput7 Minister or Culture 

Richard Lissak 

: Substantive and Administrative Issues Regarding 

the Pre-start and Start-up ~hases or The Compan7 

for the Support cf Productive Initiatives of Younger 

People (ETEPAP) 

17 December 1986 

This memorandu~ is intended to assist in the definition of 

ETEPAP as an organization and to prepare for both i~s pre-start 

and start-up phases. 

~. SUBST!NTIVE ISSUES 

1. Objectives-of 6?!1aP 

a. To break existing financial and institutional 

constraints hampering the movement from productive 

investment project ideas to viable new enterprises. 

b. To widen and deepen Active Democratic Planning by 

:nc=easing the range cf opportunities available t~ 

(potentially) er.treF~e~eurially active youth, women, 

returning ~igrants, and younger engineers, scientists, 

technical and experienced business oriented perso~s 

to develop and operate their OW£ productive enter;rises. 

c. ~J sti~ulate emplcy:e~: oppor~un1ties v:a s~all ar.= 

:edi~m-si:ed enterprise ~reation. 

d. 70 help to establish ~ew enterprises that will no: 

require an operating s~bsidy i~ the shortest possicl~ 

:i:ne. 
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e. To aid in the restructuring or national industry 

fro• both a regional and sectoral point-of-view. 

r. To create a more hospitable clisate for new investment 

from any source. 

2. Main ETEPAP Activities: Other institutions may participate 

a. Entrepreneurship development tb~ough identification 

and training or entrepreneurially oriented individuals 

and groups from target populations. 

b. Creation of an institutional environment ensuring 

participation of potential entrepreneurs from target 

populations in the generation or investment project 

studies. 

c. Evaluation of investment project studies. 

d. Fjnancing, co-financing, promotion, etc., of those 

inv~stment projects deemed viable. 

e. Advising investment project gene~ation, i~plementation, 

start-up, continuing operati=~s, e~c. 

3. 'Nbat are the priorities among the :a~get populations? 

a. Youth 

b. Women 

c. ~igrants: 1987 is the 'Yea~ ~~ :~e Eoig~a~t' 

d. Younger engineers, scientis~s, :e:hnical a~d expe~:encec 

business o~iented persons. 

4. Are there regi~~al priorities? 

5. Are there intra-regional priorities (e.g., urban-rural, 

etc.)? 
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II. ADMINISTRATIVE ISSUES 

1. What is the Current Status or ETEPAP? (See attached 

memorandua •suggested Coaposition or the ETEPAP 

Governing Council) 

a. Charter and Incorporation 

b. Board of Directors 

c. President 

d. Managing Director 

e. Recommended Starr at Start-up 

" •• 

1. Directors (4) and Deputy Directors (4) 

a. Youth 

b. Women 

c. Migrants 

d. Younger engineers. etc. 

2. Other 

a. Accountant ( 1 } 

".:>. Assista~ts (4} 

c. Secretaries (3} 

Budget 

2. Ministry of Culture Personnel Required ~uring Pre-start 

Phase of ETEPAP 

a. Counterpart to UNIDO expert 

b. Target Population ~xperts (8). T~o for eac~ populati:~. 

c. Assistant to UNIDO expert 

d. Bilingual secretary 

e. Informatics assistance 
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J. Other Assistance Required 

a. IEPE personnel assigned to the Migrant Project 

have already coaputerized soae survey results. 

I vould like to use their ability to coaputerize 

and analyze other data on ~igrants. 

4. ':iho is the senior person at the Ministry responsible for 

the day-to-day operations of this project? 
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ETEPAP Project Participants 

: Richard Lissak 

A Program for the Developaent of The Company for 

the Support of Production Initiative~ of Younger 

Peop!e (ETEPAP) 

January 1987 

The purpose of this memorandum is to acquaint Project 

Participants vith the objectives and priorities of ETEPAP, its 

expected range of activities and the initial tasks to be fulfil~ed 

during the current pre-start phase of ETEPAP. The Minister has 

approved the objectives and priorities which are discussed in 

sections 1 and 2, below. 

Background to ETEPAP 

One of the main elements of the Govern~ent's development 

strategy is the promotion of increased part!:ipation by all 

groups in the econo~!c and social life o! :=e country. The 

strateg!c goal o! ~~!?A? is tte creation c~ ~ew viable business 

en:e~p~ises by ~e~bers of groups (target ~c~ulations) u~der

~e;rese~ted in the econo~ic life of t~e co~::ry. The tErget 

po;~lations are yout~. wc~en, returning eaigrsnts, and 7our.ger 

eng!r.eers, scien:!sts, technicians and ex~er!enced b~siness 

cri:;.tej persons. 

~e~~anism of nctive Deoocrstic planni~s• a ~e:hod of developing 

p:a;. ~cssi:ili:ias fro~-:he-bot:c~-up an: t~er. a&ree!r.g the plan 

:h~J~g~ an iter3:i~e ~r~:~ss ~e~•een ~c~:i ?:~r.n!ng Councils o~ 

the one ~and, and tr.e periferial and cer.:~a: authorities en the 

c~he~. A major pr~ole~ of the 1983-1957 ?lar. ~as :~e lac~ of 
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productive investaent projects. 

The Governaent is now raced vith a ~evere and urgent proble• 

as the level or private investaent has fallen steadily since its 

previous cyclical peak in 1979. A stabilization progra• was 

launched in 1985 to correct a chronic deficit in the current 
• 

account or the BQlance or Payaents, and uneaplo,ment, particularly • 

aaong yo~th and younger professionals.is rising. The Labor 

Force Participation Rate tor voaen is very lov coapared vith 

Western Europe and North Aaerica depriving the country of their 

energy and iaagination in productive activity. Changes in the 

economic structure or several Western European countries have 

resulted in a 'surplus' of Greek guest vorkers and, at the same 

tiae, the Government vould like to take advantage or the skills 

acquired by Greeks vho have worked abroad. This can only be 

effected through a program that facilitates the retur~ and 

~•integration of emigrants. It is the aim of the Government 

to at least partially resolve these problems by broadening the 

opportunities available to the targeted groups •i:h!~ the process 

of Active Democratic Planning, b7 the creation of ET~?AP. 

!he role of ETEPAP is to act first as a~ ou~reac~ organizatio:., 

infcr~ing the target populations of the ~ev oppcrtu&!~!es 

availaole, second, to facilitate the developmen: of t~ose 

~rod~~~ive investment project ideas dee~ed pote~tially viable, 

a~d :::.ally tc eit:.er f~nance •i:~ i:s ovr. fur.js certa:n projec:s 

a~d!or hel? fi~d f!nanc!ng from ether public or ~riva~! i~s:itu~:ons. 

~~at is, E~EPAP is ~esi5ned to have an impact !~ the s~ages of 

?r~!e:~ development prior :o these affecte~ by :he us~al incent!~e 
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progra•s. Post-investaent rollov-up services vill also be 

provided. 

The vork prograa in this •e•orandua covers a portion of the 

pre-start phase of ETEPAP. Outreach and screening aspects of 

ETEPAP vill be tested in a pilot prograa in several locations 

before the national program is impleaented. A part of this 

pre-start phase vill be the choice of these locations. ETEPA? 

is expected to begin program testing in May 1987. 

ETEPAP, which vill be a private coapany, has been formed 

by the General Secretariats of Youth, the Greek Diaspora and 

Popular Education of the Ministry of Culture, the Hellenic 

Industrial Developaent Ban1t of the Ministry of Industry, Energy 

and Technology, and the Ministry of Rational Econoay. The 

Ministry of Culture has taken the lead in ETEPAP's foraation. 

ETEPAP's charter has been completed and its staff is being 

recruited. Duri·ng this formative period, t!!e Ministry of 

Culture will provide support i~ terms of staf!, space ar.d 

ot~er necessary items. 
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1. ObJectives or ETEPAP 

The objectives are listed in hierarchical order. with.the 

controlling objective rirst. etc. 

1.1. To break existing financial and institutional constraints 

haapering the aoveaent fro• productive investaent project 

ideas to viable nev enterpris~s. An enterprise is viable 

if it aeets aarket criteria for profitability. lev 

enterprises aay be in the priaary, secondary or tertiary 

sectors. 

1.2. To widen and deepen Active Deaocratic planning by increasing 

the range o! opportunities available to (potentially) 

entrepreneurially active youth. woaen. returning eaigrants. 

and younger engineers, scientists. technical. and 

experienced business oriented persons to develop and 

operate their ~productive enterprises. 

1.). To stimulate employment opportunities via small and 

Medium-sized enterprise creat~on. 

1.4. To help to establish new enterpr~ses that will not requi~e 

an operating subsidy :n the s~ort~stpossible ti=e. 

1 .5. To a!d in ~~e restruc~uring ~f national industry from 

both a reg~onal and sectoral point-of-view. 

1.6. To create a more hospitable cli~ate f~~ new investme~t 

f~~m anr s~~r:e. 

• 
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2. Priorities Within ETEPAP 

The priorities, within categories, are listed in hierarchical 

order, vith the aost iaportant first, etc. 

2.1. Target Pooulation Priorities 

These priorities relate aore ~o the tiaing of the prograss 

rather than indicating a clear preference for one group 

over another. Since ETEPAP vill test its programs in 

several locations, it aay be desirable to introduce 

prograas jointly rather than separately in order to reduce 

the time and cost of testing. 

The target populations are not autuall7 exclusive. 

Although they obviusl7 overlap in ae~bership, each 

population has been defined vith certain characteristics 

so that indi7iduals and groups vith project ideas vill 

self-select their prograa entry poi~t. It is expected 

that investment project types and s~zes will vary among 

th• targ&.t. pofJ'll&tions in a way rela:ed to their defining 

characterisitcs. 

2.1.1. Youth 

Youth a=e broadly defined as tn~se i~dividuals from 

18 to 45 years ot age. Althoug:. both females and 

males :ay be included in this g=oup, care has to be 

taken to ensure t~at fema:~s have access ~o the f~l~ 

=~nge of E~~?A?'s services. ?J= this a~ci o~her r~as~:.s 

relatei to discri~inatory p=actices ar.d attitudes, 

young vc~en ~ay elect ot en:er ~:.e wo~en's progra~. 

!~o key characteris~ics of ycuth are !~experience and 

the :nabili~y to ?repare their o•n project feasibil!~y 

studies. 
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2.1.2. Voaen 

There is no specific age liaitation for voaen. 

This group is likel7 to have the least acquaintance 

with business ideas and experience with business 

practices. The7 are likely to have aore difficult7 

developing project ideas that ar9 potentiall7 viable 

than other target populations. The ETEPAP program 

for woaen will have to overcoae thesg initial barriers. 

If 7oung voaen select theaselves into this prograz 

it aa7 be due either an expectation of discriminatory 

practices in the youth progra• and/or the feeling 

that it is likely to be aore difficult to co~pete in 

a progra• with large numbers or •en. 

2.1.3. Returning emigrants 

There is no specific age limitation for this group. 

Returning emigrants are likely to have considerable 

work experience, both from domestic and foreign 

e=ploy~ent, to be sel!-supporti~g. acquainted •!~~ 

business practices, and often ~ave ~hei~ o'W!l prc;ect 

ideas. 1hether male or female, the ~T~?A? pr~g~a~ 

will have to take account of the many adjust:ent 

problems facing individuals and families re:ur~!~g 

to their home country after years abroad. 

available from ~he Govern~en:'s ~igratic~ s~ud7. 

• 
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2.1.4. Younger engineers. scientists, techncial and 

experienced business oriented persons 

There is no specific age liaitation for this group 

although it is expected that most entrants will be 

froa 25 to 50 :ears or age. The defining characteristi: 

of this group is the ability to prepare a full 

project feasibility study without significant outside 

help. That is, the educational attainment and work 

experience or this group is considerably greater than 

~any- of the other target populations. Males and 

females vill participate, and it is hoped that Greeks 

abroad will also enter. There is a draft program 

(R. Lissak: Proposal For a 'Nev Enterprise Promotion 

Program' for the Manufacturing Sector, 26-11-84) 

which needs amendment and further elaboration. 

2.2. Regional Driorities 

ET£PAP is to fJcus on the second a~d third rack reg!cns 

rather than the ~os~ populous. Several locat!ons have 

~o be chosen fJr pil~t testing of the E:!PAP progra~s. 

There is also a need ~o prepare the background material 

for the full national program. 

2.2.1. The capacit7 of a region to su:cessfully absorb 

E~!?A? ac:~vities !s :~e overr~i~ng criterion f:r 

choice amc~g ~ne sec~~d a~~ :~:~~ ~a~k ~egicns. 

The dimens~Jns of absorpt~we capacity need to be 

develcped • 

2.~.2. A~~er f~~l cons!d~rat:on has :een g:ven to absc~p:iv~ 

capacity, 9ttent!on can also :e given to depopulated 

regions, border regions and islands. 
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2.). Intra-Regional Priorities 

Intra-regional priorities include the possibilities for 

inter-area linkages. with eaphasis on rural areas~ 

Areas are as defined in the Census o~ Population. 

2.).1. Rural areas 

2.3.2. Seai-urban areas 

2.J.3. Urban areas 

J. Proposed Main ETEPAP Activities 

ETEPAP vill undertake soae or the activities itself. it may 

develop activities joi~tly with other institutions or it may 

subcontract these activities to others. 

).1. Creation or an institutional environment and outreach 

program to ensure the participation of potential 

entrepreneurs from target populations in the generation 

of investment project studies. 

J.2. Entrepreneurship development t~roug~ identification and 

training of entrepreneuriall7 or!er.~ed i~dividuals and 

groups from target popula:io~s 

3.J. Appraisal of i~vestment pro;e~~ !~eas from external or 

internal sources 

3.4. Generation or !easibilit7 (or lov~r level) investMent 

. -, . .; . 
project st~dies from accepted ?ro;ect ideas 

~?praisal of feasibility s~~di~s 

;.6. Financing, co-fi~ancing, p~~=c:ic~. etc., ~~those 

!~vestment project deemed v:ab~e 

Ad'lising on invest~ent project i:plementation, star:-up, 

continuing operations, etc. 

J.8. Evaluation of all dimensions or ETEPAP programs. 

• 

.. 

• 
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4. Tasks for the Pre-Str Phase of ETEPAP 

ETEPAP is to be pilot tested starting in May 1987. 

period for the following pre-start task~ is six weeks. 

The time 

The 

tasks in section 4.4., below, will clearly continue through the 

testing period as information on how well ETEPAP actually works 

will undoubtedly lead to program revisions. 

4.1. Collect all previous reports, studies, etc. developed 

for ETEPAP. Retain any usable material. 

4.2. Collect the relevant (Greek, EC, etc.) studies, reports, 

surveys, policies, programs, laws and data regarding 

the target populations of section 2.1. 

4.2.1. Provide a systematic analysis of materials collected. 

Develop a target population database consistent with 

the location .data of section 4.J.1., below. 

4.3. Collect the relevant studies, reports, surveys, policies, 

progra~s, laws and data regarding the areal units of 

sectio~s 2.2. and 2.J., above. 

4.J.1. ?r~vide a systematic analysis of :aterials collec:e=. 

Develop the anal7sis on the basis of a Nomos and its 

political subdivisions, sach as E;archias and Dea:. 

Develop a location database consistent with the 

target population database of sec~ion 4.2.1., above. 

4.4. On t~e :as:s of ~he objectives and pr!orit!es cf sec::ons 

~. a~d ~ .• and the cc~ple:?d :as~s ~f sec~ions 4.1.-~.;., 

develv? an anal7tical base for ~he co~=encement of 
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4.5. Define ETEPAP prograas and their success criteria. 

4.5.1. Analyze the positive, neutral and negative errects 

or existing policies, programs and lavs on the 

operations of ETEPAP. Define the ·preferred 

configuration or policies, prograas and laws. 

4.5.2. Develop specific anal7ses ot desirable pilot program 

locations and their target populations. Desirable 

locations and their target populations vill, in 

the first instance, be chosen on the basis or their 

capacity to successtull7 absorb ETEPAP activities. 

Visiting potentially desirable locations and intitiating 

contacts with knowledgeable individuals and institutions 

will contribute significantly to making the 

best choices tor testing ETEPAP's programs. 

• 

• 
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ETEPAP Vorkinc Group 

R. Lissalc 

AIBll III 

Sug1ested Coaposition or tbe ETEPAP Governing 

Council 

The ET~PAP Governing Council should be composed of 

individuals whose backgrounds are particularl1 well sui~ed 

~o the purpose of ETEPAP -- that is, the promotion of !!.!!! 

productive investment projects. ETEPAP will act as a publicly 

funded Venture Capital Funi as one part of its activities a3 well ;~ 

an incubator o! investment projects to be financed b7 other 

institutions. This paper proposes some criteria for selecting 

the Council members from both the public and private sectors. 

Since ETEPAP uill be !~ the business ot pro~oting investment 

p:ojec~s from idea throug~ i~p:ementa~ion, experience ·1n new 

should ~e that the for~e: vil! ha7e ~~~ ~ai~ respons!bili:y 

:=~ally :e a we:l-known re~i:ed cusi~esspe:son •ho spea~s 
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the program both nationally and internationall7. The 

Managing Director should be an experienced businessperson 

vit~ demonstrated executive ability. It is li~el7 that 

the President vill have to be awailable almost full~time 

for the first year. If the President is a successful retired 

businessperson, salar1 is unlikel7 to be the main consideration 

in accepting the post. The Managing Director, oc the other 

hand, will most likely consider an appropriate private sector 

salary as an indication that the Government is serious about 

ETEPAP. 

Other non-governmental Council ae2bers should come from 

banki~g. business and ~schncial areas. A representative from 

the Technical Chamber might be useful in helping to promote 

the program within that organization. Since ETEPAP vill 

seek the _participation of women as indivduals and i~ groups, 

i~ is desirable to have a represen~ati7e from a leading woman's 

~~:s should r.ot be a~ exc~se 

Council's fe~a!e ~e~bers to one. A:a~e=~cs shoul~ be avoided 

~~less ~~ey ~ave clearly de~onstra~ed practical exper~~se 

required for t~e Council's effective operation. 

The Govern:ent Counc:l :embers sh~ul~ :ncluce a representat:~~ 

;roje:~s are ex;ected ~~ be spcnscred by :ccal ~o~ern:ent. 

evalua~ion oJ invest~e~~ projec~s. e~~. 

' 
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Attached is a copy or an article abou~ a newly rounded 

Venture Capital Fund in C~ina. It has so&e of the sa•e 

characteristics as ETEP1P but its focus is much narrower. 

The business oriented backgrounds of the !und sanagers are 

particularly interesting • 
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